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Foreword
The Draft Reserve Management – General Policy was prepared under the Reserves Act 1977, which requires local 

authorities to develop management plans for reserves which are subject to the Reserves Act and for which the 

local authority is the administering body. The purpose of a management plan is to provide for use, enjoyment, 

maintenance, protection, preservation and appropriate development within the available reserve resources. This 

provides the community with certainty about the future development of reserves, and enables the Council to 

manage them effectively. 

The general policies apply to all reserves owned and/or administered by the Manawatū District Council and is to 

be used alongside policies specific to a particular reserve.  Bringing general policies together into one document 

removes the need for general policies to be repeated in site-specific management plans.   

The draft General Policy document covers national legislation and policy statements along with regional and 

district plans and strategies. It has general policies for the management, administration, maintenance, use, 

development and promotion of the District’s reserves.   

The Council encourages you to comment on the draft plan. Written comments may be made about any aspect 

of the draft plan and it is helpful to include suggestions and reasons for any requested changes. A request to be 

heard at the Council public hearing to support written comments or instead of written comments may also be 

made. A submission form is attached to this draft plan and is also available at Council offices, the main district 

library in Feilding and on the Council website. 
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Playing fields and clubrooms at Kimbolton Domain
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Victoria Park Fitness Trail
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User Guide

Purpose

The purpose of the Reserve Management General Policy document (RMGP) is to provide policy for management 

issues common to reserves across the District. It has been prepared in accordance with the Reserves Act 1977 

and is to be used alongside management plans that are specific to a particular reserve or to reserves of a similar 

type. Having a document with general policies that applies to all reserves means that these polices do not need 

to be repeated in reserve specific management plans. Figure 1 shows the draft reserve management plans that 

have been developed for specific reserves or groups of reserves.  

Figure 1 – Reserve management plans and their relationship with the RMGP

Reserve 
Management

Sports Parks - Timona Park, Johnston 
park, Victoria park, Kimbolton Domain

General Policy

Kowhai Park

Awahuri Scenic Reserve - 
Kitchener Park

District-wide Reserves 29 reserves in 
Feilding, District townships and rural 

reserves

Coastal reserves in Himatango Beach 
and Tangimoana

Along with these reserve management plans, this RMGP will be released to the public for a two month submission 

process after approval by the Manawatū District Council (the Council). After the public submission process, 

hearing and decision making, the final RMGP will be put to the Council for adoption.   

Where management provisions and policies in site specific reserve management plans differ from those in this 

RMGP, policies in site specific management plans take precedence.  

Term 

Like all reserve management plans prepared under the Reserves Act 1977, this RMGP has a term of up to 10 years 

or until it is comprehensively reviewed or amended. Once Council approves this RMGP it will be on the Council’s 

website. A comprehensive review of this RMGP requires public notification and a public submission process 

as outlined in Section 41 of the Reserves Act 1977. Corrections and amendments that the Council does not 

regard as comprehensive may be made during the term of this RMGP so that management of reserves adapts to 

changing circumstances and increased knowledge.1 

1 Reserves Act 1977 Section 41 (3) (8) (9)..
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Public notice of intention to review and asking for comments an 
existing plan

Review comments and record

Meetings and workshops to identify issues

Develop a draft plan incorporating public comments and 
workshop outcomes

Release a draft plan for a two-month public submission process

Receive submissions, hold a hearing and adjust the plan

Finalise the plan for Councils’ approval
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Next steps 

Once this draft management plan has been approved by the Council it will be released to the public for a 

two month submission process. After the public submission process, hearing and decision making, the final 

management plan will be put to the Council for adoption. Figure 2 illustrates the process to finalise the RMGP. 

Figure 2: Process and review of the RMGP

Structure

This RMGP has five sections: 

Section 1: Outlines the relationship between reserve management plans and the statutory   
                  requirements, Horizons Regional Council and Manawatū District Council Bylaws,         
                  plans, policy and guidelines that need to be taken account of in the  management       
                  of reserves.

Section 2: Sets out the policy when the Council is working with partners and stakeholders to    
                  achieve the visions, goals and objectives set out in the specific management     
                  plans. 

Section 3: Sets out management, development and administrative policies to guide day to    
                  day and long term management of reserves and their development.

Section 4: Sets out policy to do with marketing and promotion of reserve.    
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Who this management plan is for 

The policies in this RMGP are relevant to all people and organisations with an interest in and undertaking activities 

in the reserves covered by specific reserve management plans (see the page 1 for a list of these management 

plans). 

Figure 3 - Organisations and people who may have an interest in general reserve policies

Awahuri Forest - 
Kitchener Park

Horizons Regional Council

Department of Conservation

Reserve visitors and usersManagement 
Policies

Manawatū District Council

Sport and recreation groups, 
organisations, and clubs

Community groups and organisations

Iwi and Hāpu

Reserve maintenance contractors

Reserve neighbours

Concession holders
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1. Relationship with Statutory Requirements 
This section outlines the relationship between the RMGP and national statutory requirements and Regional 

Council and Council Bylaws, plans, policies and other relevant documents.  

Links with national statutory requirements

Retention pond and wetland Timona Park10

Reserves Act, 1977 The Reserves Act requires the preparation of reserve management plans. The 

purpose of the Act is to provide for reserve acquisition, control, management, 

maintenance, preservation (including the protection of the natural environment), 

development and use. 

The Reserves Act 1977 applies to all public land that has been vested or gazetted 

under the Act. If a reserve is vested under the Act it must be classified based on its 

primary purpose and each reserve managed in accordance with this purpose. 

The Act identifies that it is mandatory for reserves to be classified and gazetted 

based on their primary purpose (s 16). The Act provides for the seven different 

reserve classifications, as defined in sections 17 to 23: 

• Recreation Reserve 

• Historic Reserve 

• Scenic Reserve A 

• Scenic Reserve B 

• Nature Reserve 

• Scientific Reserve  

• Government Purpose Reserve 

• Local Purpose Reserve

Reserves in the Manawatu District are Recreation Reserves, Local Purpose Reserves, 

Scenic Reserves and Historic Reserves.  

Reserves may be vested under the Act with more than one classification. This 

occurs when the reserve values that require protection vary from one part of the 

reserve to another. To achieve more than one classification, the areas with different 

classifications need to be surveyed, boundaries defined and land parcels separated. 

Treaty of Waitangi The Reserves Act is required to give effect to the principles of the Treaty of 

Waitangi. Management of reserves takes into account the principles of partnership, 

participation and protection: 

• Involvement of iwi and hapū in management of reserve lands

• Involvement of iwi and hapū in decision making, planning and 

development of reserves

• Reserve management recognises and provides for the relationship of Māori 

and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, wāhi 

tapu and other tāonga.

Resource 
Management Act, 
1991 (RMA)  

Reserve management plans are a means by which the Council can meet its 

responsibilities under the RMA. The Act requires the Council to sustainably manage, 

protect and enhance significant natural and physical resources and control the 

10
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effects of activities on the environment. Of particular relevance to reserves, the 

RMA requires the Council to: 

• Recognise and provide for public access to and along rivers

• Preserve the natural character of wetlands and rivers and their margins

• Maintain and enhance the quality of the environment and amenity values

• Provide for the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with 

their ancestral lands, water, sites, wāhi tapu and other tāonga

• Have particular regard to kaitiakitanga.

Reserve management plans provide for many of these matters. 

Local Government 
Act, 2002 

The purpose of the Local Government Act and the role of local authorities is to 

provide for democratic and effective local government that recognises the diversity 

of New Zealand communities. The Act provides for decision-making, consultation 

and community outcomes along with financial management processes, and restricts 

the disposal of reserves. The reserve management planning process is evidence of 

Council’s commitment to development of reserves in consultation with iwi and the 

wider community.  

Conservation Act 
1987 

Section 4 of the Conservation Act 1987 requires administrators managing lands 

that are subject to the Reserves Act to give effect to the principles of the Treaty of 

Waitangi.

Other key legislation 
and national policy 
statements relevant 
to the management 
of reserves  

• Biosecurity Act 1993 

• Building Act 2004 

• Environment Act 1986 

• Fencing Act 1978 

• Freedom Camping Act 2011 

• Fresh Water Policy Statement 

2014  

• Hazardous Substances and New 

Organisms Act 1996 

• Health and Safety in 

Employment Act 2015

• Heritage New Zealand Pouhere 

Tāonga Act 2014

• National Biodiversity Policy 

Statement 2007

• New Zealand Coastal Policy 

Statement 2010

• New Zealand Walkways Act 

1990

• Safety at Work (Hazardous 

Substances) Regulations 2017

Links with Horizons Regional Council 

Horizons Regional Council (the Regional Council) is the regulatory authority that defines how the region’s natural 

and physical resources are to be cared for and managed.

One Plan 2014  
(amended 2018) 

The Regional Council’s One Plan is directly relevant to reserve management because 

it defines how the Regional Council will manage and care for the region’s natural 

and physical resources in partnership with territorial authorities and the community. 

11
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Management Plans prepared under the Reserves Act 1977 must be consistent with 

the One Plan. The One Plan includes the Regional Policy Statement, the Regional 

Plan and the Regional Coastal Plan.   

State of the 
Environment 2019 

This document outlines the current state of the environment and natural resources 

in the area covered by the Regional Council. Key issues relevant to reserve 

management are: 

• Water quality

• Control of pest animals and 

plants

• Biodiversity

• Climate change.

Regional Pest 
Management Policy 
2017-2037

The policy document has strategies to exclude, eradicate, contain or reduce the 

extent of identified animal and plant pests that may be found on the reserves in the 

Manawatū District.  

Manawatū 
Catchment Strategy 
2019 

The strategy was developed through a collaborative approach following on from 

the Manawatū River Leaders’ Accord. The leaders’ accord and the strategy are 

relevant as many of the reserves in the Manawatū District fall within the Oroua, 

Lower Manawatū and the Coastal Manawatū river catchments.  

Links with Council bylaw, plans, policy and guidelines 

The Manawatū 
District Plan (District 
Plan) 

The District Plan provides for the sustainable management of the District’s land-

related resources under the RMA, and guides activities that affect the use of these 

resources. This includes use of the District’s reserves.   

Many of the District’s reserves fall within the Recreation and Flood Channel Zones.  

Other areas in the District Plan which are directly relevant to reserves are historic 

heritage, designations and esplanade management. 

Council Long Term 
Plan (LTP) 2018-28 

The LTP sets out Council’s priorities over 10 years, provides information on Council 

services, budgets and major projects and outlines how Council contributes to 

meeting community outcomes. The plan is updated every three years. The District’s 

reserves contribute to achieving a number of community outcomes in the Long 

Term Plan. 

Annual Plans Annual Plans deal with variations that have emerged since the Long Term Plan was 

prepared. It includes details on what Council is planning to achieve on reserves in 

the following financial year.   

12
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Community 
Facilities Asset 
Management 
Plan 2015-2025 
and Community 
Facilities Asset 
Management 
Plan – Parks and 
Sportfields 2018-
2028 

These plans help achieve Council outcomes. They outline the functions of parks 

and reserves and changes in demographics, trends and customer expectations.  

They identify key issues with asset management, development and lifecycle plans, 

renewal and operational funding requirements, major projects, maintenance 

strategies and maintenance monitoring. Development and management of reserves 

is overseen by the Communities Facilities Manager. The day-to-day maintenance of 

the reserves is contracted out. 

Guidelines for 
Events on Parks and 
Reserves 

Guidelines for events have been developed to encourage full use of reserves and 

to manage events on reserves so that activities do not damage reserves or their 

facilities and natural features, or cause adverse effects to reserve users or reserve 

neighbours. Use of reserves for events must also meet requirements under the 

Reserves Act 1977 and the Conservation Act 1987. The guidelines set out a clear 

process and a brochure is available to guide event organisers.  

Bylaws Council Bylaws are rules or regulations that apply to places controlled or managed 

by the Council. Their role is to protect the public from nuisance, minimise the 

potential for offensive behaviour in public places and protect, promote, and 

maintain public health and safety. 

The Bylaws that specifically relate to reserves are: 

• Public Places Bylaw 2015

• Dog Control Bylaw 2019

• Freedom Camping Bylaw (to be reviewed in 2020).

Open Space 
Framework 2006 

(includes policy on 

disposal and acquisition 

of reserve lands) 

The Open Space Framework gives clear direction for effective planning, management, 

development acquisition and disposal of the District’s public open space. It provides 

key directions, principles and actions to aid decision making about reserves. The 

current Open Space Framework is proposed to be reviewed shortly. Current key 

directions aim to:  

• Improve the natural environment

• Promote and develop the open space network

• Strengthen partnerships to ensure effective and efficient use of the 

District’s open space resources.

Community Plans Community plans have been developed that set directions for the different 

community villages in the District. Many of these plans include use and development 

of reserves.

13
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2 Refers to the iwi and hapū who have traditional authority over land and the power associated with possession and occupation of tribal 
land.

2. Partners and Stakeholders  
A number of stakeholders are involved in the management, maintenance, development and promotion of 

reserves. These range from internal Council officers to community groups, infrastructure services and day-to-

day ground maintenance staff.   

Key partners are iwi and hapū and key stakeholders are the Council, sport, recreation and administrative 

organisations, recreational clubs and organisations resident at reserves,  Council’s contractors, lease and licence 

holders, community groups and organisations with an interest in the reserves (refer to Figure 3) and reserve 

neighbours. It is critical that partners and stakeholders work co-operatively and recognise the visions, goals and 

objectives set out in the specific management plans.   

Policies 

Engagement with iwi and hapū

1. Obligations will be fulfilled with mana whenua2 as Treaty of Waitangi partners.

2. The Council will engage with iwi and hapū with historical and cultural links with a reserve on aspects   

  that affect their interests in the reserve.

Explanation

Enduring and effective partnerships with iwi and hapū help achieve conservation of natural, historic and cultural 

values. Meaningful and early engagement on issues and activities that affect iwi and hapū interests in a reserve are 

important in forming and maintaining these partnerships. Interests and the types of activities where collaboration 

with iwi and hapū may be required include but are not limited to the following:

• Changes to a management plan

• Management of rivers, streams, lakes and 

wetlands, their riparian margins and activities 

along these margins

• Control of pests and weeds

• Information and signage

• Use of natural resources.

3. When a significant development or activity is proposed on a reserve, iwi and hapū will be consulted to   

  ensure issues are identified and acceptable solutions agreed.

4. The Council will take into account concerns or issues raised by iwi and hapū during the consultation,   

  planning and development process.

5. Historical and cultural use of reserves and their resources will be identified with iwi and hapū and the   

  management of the reserves will take these uses into account.

14
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Other Agencies   

6. The Council will liaise with other land administering agencies on matters that affect the relevant   

  individual reserves and the reserve network.

7. The Council will work with agencies with an interest in reserves.  These include but are not limited to   

  the following:

• Horizons Regional Council on water, stream, wetland and river management 

and animal and plant pest control

• Department of Conservation on matters affecting the natural and historic resources on reserves

• Network utility operators on their assets on reserves regarding access, maintenance and operation 

of these assets.

Other Stakeholders

8. When a significant development or activity is proposed on a reserve, stakeholders will be consulted as   

  appropriate to ensure issues are identified and acceptable solutions agreed on. 

The Community

9. The needs or concerns of people who use a reserve will be taken into account in any development of   

  a reserve and its facilities.

10. The Council will encourage community participation in the planning, management and development   

  of a reserve.

Adjacent neighbours

11. The Council will work with adjacent landowners to maintain fences on reserve boundaries and other   

  issues of common interest including, but not limited to, pest and weed control, programmes and   

  activities on reserves or on adjoining properties that cause a nuisance on reserves, reserve users or on   

  adjoining properties.

Explanation

Where activities on reserves cause a nuisance to adjoining properties or activities on adjoining properties cause a 

nuisance to reserves and reserve users, the Community Facilities Manager or equivalent will facilitate consultation 

to resolve matters.

15
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3. Reserve management, development and 
administration  
This section sets out management, development and administrative policies to guide day to day and long term 

management of reserves and their development. It is linked with the legislative and administrative requirements 

of the Reserves Act, the Community Facilities Management Plan, the Parks and Reserves Asset Strategy and the 

Council’s Annual Plan and Long Term planning processes.   

Policies 

Access 

12. The public will be allowed unrestricted foot and cycle access to reserves at all times in accordance   

  with the Reserves Act 1977, unless there is a notice to say otherwise for reasons such as animal   

  and plant pest and weed control operations and special events.

13. Access to reserves may be controlled by gates for reserve security and the safety of reserve users.

14. Vehicle access by the public, including trail and motor bikes, is restricted to formed roads and defined   

  parking areas in reserves.

15. The Council will prioritise the removal of barriers to access and enjoyment of reserves for people with   

  disabilities and impairments.

Acquisition and disposal of reserves

16. Acquisition and disposal of reserve lands will follow the methodology and criteria set out in the   

  Council’s Open Space Framework (2006) or its equivalent.

Explanation

Additional reserve land may be required in order to meet community and environmental needs, fill in gaps in 

the reserve network and improve the effectiveness of existing reserves. From time to time, an existing reserve 

may no longer meet community or environmental needs, provides no significant long-term benefit to the 

community or makes no significant contribution to biodiversity or cultural values. In these cases, Council may 

consider revoking the reserve status of the land and disposing of it as reserve land.

Bookings, fees and charges

17. Charges will be made for the use of a reserve for events that require a concession or require exclusive   

  use of a reserve, commercial events or activities, concessions, rights of ways, easements, utilities and   

  communication stations.

18. Council will set its charges for use of reserves annually through the Annual Plan process.

19. Charges may be made for scientific research that is carried out for commercial purposes, and use of a   

  reserve for community events and weddings.

Explanation

The from time to time, applications may be made for a reserve to be used for purposes other than general 

16
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reserve use. Examples are filming, weddings and events. The Council will charge for the use of a reserve for 

activities which are outside day-to-day reserve activities as a contribution towards reserve management costs. 

Bylaws

20. Manawatu District Bylaws will be applied in the management of reserves.

Explanation

The Council is empowered to prepare and enforce Bylaws under the terms of the Reserves Act 1977. Bylaws 

assist the Council in controlling activities that may have a negative effect on a reserve or to ensure visitor safety.

Classification

21. All lands in reserves will be classified under the Reserves Act 1977.

22. Reserves will be managed according to their classification and purpose.

Commercial activities

23. Commercial activities on reserves may be allowed subject to Council approval.   Council may consider  

  allowing commercial activities where the activity:

• Is consistent with the classification of a reserve

• Is temporary and related to an occasional event held on a reserve

• Benefits the community

• Enhances and supports public use of a reserve

• Contributes to and supports the proper functioning and amenity of a reserve 

and does not duplicate products or services provided by local businesses.

24. Commercial activities on reserves will comply with the provisions of the Reserves Act 1977.

25. A proposal for use of a reserve for a commercial activity will include a detailed description of the   

  proposed activity or service, its duration, the potential effects it may have, and ways of avoiding,   

  mitigating or reducing any significant effects on a reserve.

26. Council will generally require payment of a share of the income from commercial activities or charge a  

  fee to cover processing costs and reserve maintenance and development.

Explanation

Commercial activities are any activity that require payment greater than the cost of the provision of the service 

with the intention of making a commercial gain. They include commercial use of reserve land by non-profit 

and for-profit organisations and individuals. Network utilities have an element of commercial gain as well as an 

element of public good, and therefore come under this policy. 

Concessions, leases, licences, and permits

27. Concessions (leases, licences or permits) will be considered for activities that:

• Are appropriate to a reserve and its classification and purpose

17
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3 Includes features that are part of nature and may include individual plant or tree specimens and feature trees.

• Help achieve management plan visions, goals and objectives

• Have no adverse impact on a reserve, its natural features3, existing activities 

and existing reserve users.

28. Concessions will be assessed against the following criteria:

• The applicant demonstrates the ability to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on the natural, 

recreation, historic and cultural values of a reserve

• The applicant demonstrates benefits for the reserve

• The applicant demonstrates an understanding of Māori interests, cultural values and tikanga.

29. Concession agreements (including renewals) will be negotiated in accordance with the Reserves Act   

  1977.

30. Council may choose not to renew or issue new leases beyond the date of the current lease.

31. From time to time, Council may include additional terms and conditions on concession agreements.

32. Concession holders will act in accordance with the policies of this management plan.

Design and Development

33. Development on reserves must be appropriate to the classification of a reserve, its purpose, use, scale,   

  character, natural features and its role within the wider reserve network.

34. Development will be consistent with any design guidelines and enhancement or concept plan for a   

  reserve.

35. Built structures on reserves will be minimised so that the open space of reserves is retained.

36. Development on reserves will be well designed and follow CPTED principles (Crime Prevention   

  Through Environmental Design).

37. Applications for development on a reserve must be approved by the Community Facilities Manager or   

  equivalent.

Explanation

It is important to develop reserves in order to realise a reserve’s potential according to its reserve purpose and 

values as reflected in its reserve classification, and to meet the changing needs of reserve users. Development 

must be appropriate, well designed, and able to be maintained over time, and adverse effects on the reserve and 

its users avoided, mitigated or reduced. 

Dog exercise

38. Reserves where dogs may be exercised on leash and off leash and reserves where dogs are prohibited   

  are identified in specific reserve management plans and in the Council Dog Bylaw.

Explanation

Exercising with dogs contributes to people’s physical and mental health and wellbeing and dog socialising leads 

to healthier, more well-adjusted dogs. Some reserves offer areas of open space for exercise with dogs and for 

18
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4 Information on use of drones over Council-owned lands is outlined on the Council website Unmanned Vehicles/Drones, available at 
https://www.mdc.govt.nz/Services/Compliance-Nuisances/Unmanned-Vehicles- Drones.

5 Refer to Manawatū District Council Guidelines for Events on Parks and Reserves. 

dog socialisation. An issue is that dogs can pose a threat to the flora and fauna of reserves as well as the health 

and safety of other reserve users. A compromise is to define areas where people can safely exercise with their 

dogs. The Council Dog Control Bylaw 2019 has further detail.

Drones, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) and Model Aircraft

39. Property owner consent is required from the Council to fly drones, UAVs and Model aircraft over land   

  that is owned, managed or leased by Council.  Operation of drones above reserves is prohibited and   

  requires prior approval from the Council.4

Encroachments

40. Unauthorised encroachments onto reserves from properties that share boundaries with reserves will          

  be identified.

41. The encroachment will be removed at the expense of the property owner within a specified timeframe  

  or the encroachment formalised.

Explanation

It is important that private use of public lands is controlled. Private use may damage or disturb the natural 

values of a reserve or negatively impact on public use and enjoyment of a reserve. Private use includes built 

encroachments and vehicle access across reserve land. Where encroachments are historical, those that adversely 

affect the physical or environmental attributes of a reserve or public use and enjoyment of the reserve will be 

prioritised. Where an encroachment is new, the Council will give notice to the encroacher that requires the 

removal of the encroachment and reinstatement of reserve land within a specific timeframe and at the expense 

of the encroacher. 

Events

42. Use of reserves for sports, recreation and community events will be encouraged.

43. Event organisers must apply through the reserve booking process and acceptance of bookings is at   

  the discretion of the Community Facilities Manager or equivalent.  A bond may be required    

  from organisers to cover potential damage to a reserve.5

44. Event organisers are responsible for the collection and removal of rubbish.

45. Fences or barriers, temporary or permanent for the safety of reserve users or control and management  

  of the reserve may be allowed when:

• They are consistent with this management plan

• User safety, control or management cannot be achieved by other means

• Have been approved by the Community Facilities Manager or equivalent.

Firearms and hunting

46. The use of firearms and hunting on reserves is prohibited except for pest management purposes   

  authorised by the Council.

19
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6 Freedom camping means to camp (other than at a camping ground) using a tent or other temporary structure, a caravan, a car, 
campervan, house truck or other motor vehicle (Freedom Camping Act 2011). 

7Refer to MDC Freedom Camping Bylaw, available at the Council’s website.

Fires

47. Open fires are prohibited on reserves.

48. Portable gas barbecues are permitted except in times of a fire ban.

Freedom camping

49. Freedom camping6 may occur on reserves where freedom camping is provided for in a specific reserve  

  management plan or in the Council  Freedom Camping Bylaw.7

Explanation

There is a demand for informal camping sites at reserves particularly in the river reserves. Informal camping is 

generally referred to as freedom camping and is controlled by the Freedom Camping Act 2011 and the Council 

Freedom Camping Bylaw. The Bylaw specifies areas where freedom camping is permitted, the general restrictions 

that apply to freedom camping in certain areas, and areas where freedom camping is prohibited.   

Different types of camping have different needs. When identifying reserves suitable for camping it is important 

to distinguish between the different types of camping. Freedom camping is prohibited in some reserves and in 

others restricted to seasonal (summer) camping or to identified areas within a reserve. Freedom camping on the 

District’s reserves is generally restricted to a maximum of three consecutive nights in any given month.  

Motor Homes which are certified as being self-contained do not require power, water or waste disposal and 

have less impact on the reserve environment than camping that require facilities such as toilets.  

Funding

50. Funding for development programmes and day to day maintenance will be identified in the LTP and   

  the Annual Plan.

51. Programmes for reserve development will be prioritised and funded as resources and opportunities   

  allow.

Health and safety

52. The Council will identify natural and other hazards affecting visitors and take appropriate precautions   

  to minimise risks.

53. A council officer will ask reserve users to immediately stop an activity on a reserve when the officer   

  identifies the activity is:

• Dangerous

• Has the potential to damage the reserve, reserve infrastructure, facilities, natural features or 

vegetation, and fauna

• A nuisance to other reserve users or reserve neighbours

• An activity or use that requires Council consent

20
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8 Indigenous biodiversity is the “variety and diversity of all life on land, in fresh water and the sea. This includes ecosystems and the genes 
they contain, individual birds, plants, fish, insects and other species” (Ministry for the Environment) that are special to the Manawatū District 
or to New Zealand. 

• A activity that specific reserve management plans identifies as not allowed.

54. Access for emergency services such as ambulances and fire appliances will be maintained on all   

  reserves.

55. Visitor health and safety plans will be updated as necessary to reflect changes in a reserve.

56. Reserves with access to rivers and streams with a known hazard will be monitored for water quality   

  and reserve visitor safety ,and signs placed warning reserve users of hazards.

Historical, cultural and archaeological sites

57. As far as practicable, sites, structures, trees or other vegetation or areas on reserves which are    

  identified as having historic or cultural heritage value will be protected, preserved and maintained.

Explanation

Reserves may have items or features of heritage and cultural value including sites, activities, signiicant trees and 

structures. These features provide communities with important linkages to the past and an insight into the way 

their communities have developed and been shaped.

58. If activities or work in reserves uncover archaeological sites or koiwi (human remains), the Accidental   

  Discovery protocol will be followed (see Appendix 1).

Explanation

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Tāonga defines archaeological sites as a place associated with pre-1900 human 

activity, where there may be evidence relating to the history of New Zealand. Evidence includes but is not 

limited to oven stones, charcoal, middens, ditches, banks, pits, building foundations, and artefacts of Māori and 

European origin or human burials.

Planting on reserves

59. The indigenous biodiversity8 values of reserves will be protected, monitored, maintained and    

  enhanced to ensure their long term sustainability.

60. Indigenous plants propagated from local sources within the Manawatū Ecological District will be used   

  in planting and revegetation programmes where possible.

61. The Council will liaise with neighbours of reserves with indigenous biodiversity values on practices that  

  enhance the long term sustainability of these values.

62. Unauthorised damage to or removal of plants is prohibited.

63. Indigenous vegetation or specimen trees will not be felled or cleared within a reserve except where   

 there is danger to the public or in other exceptional circumstances.  In such cases the approval of the   

 Community Facilities Manager or equivalent must be obtained before any work is carried out.

64. Indigenous specimen trees and plant species will generally be used for planting instead of exotics   

  depending on the context of the reserve and the appropriateness of the selected species.
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Explanation

Maintaining and enhancing indigenous habitats on reserves is important, particularly on reserves with remaining 

forest and wetland habitat and reserves with streams and rivers. Generally, this involves monitoring, fencing, 

pest plant and animal control, locating reserve facilities and accessways to avoid damaging indigenous habitats, 

improving linkages and working with reserve neighbours to reduce negative effects of activities on neighbouring 

properties on indigenous habitats. In some contexts exotic trees are appropriate, such as where the reserve has 

existing exotic trees. An example is Kowhai Park which has large exotic specimen trees and exotic planting in the 

garden areas. In contrast, planting exotic vegetation is not appropriate in a reserve with a Scenic A classification 

where a management objective is to preserve indigenous flora and fauna and exterminate exotic flora and fauna 

as far as possible (Reserves Act 1977 s19 (2)(a)).

Naming of reserves

65. From time to time the Council may change the name of a reserve by a notice in the Gazette (s 16 (10))   

  Reserves Act 1977).

Explanation

A reserve may be named at the time it is classified or reclassified, or by a separate action at a later stage after 

consultation with the community.

Neighbouring properties

66. Neighbouring or adjacent properties will be considered when developing reserves in order to minimise  

  adverse effects on these neighbouring properties.

67. Council will not be responsible for any damage of neighbouring properties by reserve users.

Maintenance

68. Maintenance standards and specifications will reflect the level of use a reserve.  In some instances   

  levels of use and maintenance standards will vary according to the season.

69. Reserves will be maintained in accordance with the standards outlined in the Council’s maintenance   

  contract.

70. The Reserve Asset Management Plan (AMP) database will keep an update of a reserve’s hard and soft   

  assets and their maintenance.

Explanation

Reserve management plans provide policies on management, administration, development and planning for 

a reserve and the AMP provides the operational details. Both should be in accordance with each other. They 

should share a common database on a reserve’s use, facilities, resources and features and be kept up to date. 

Pesticides and hazardous chemicals

71. The Council will use environmentally friendly alternatives to pesticides and other chemicals in their   

  management and maintenance operations.

72. The Council will provide for the safe use of pesticides and other chemicals used in its management   

  operations where more environmentally friendly alternatives are not able to be used.
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73. Where hazardous chemicals are used, notices will show times for application and methods used to   

  minimise risks to reserve visitors and neighbouring properties prior to and during the period in which   

  the hazardous chemicals are used.

Explanation

Wherever possible, alternative methods to pesticides and other chemicals will be used. Where these are not 

possible, potential risks to reserve users, neighbours and indigenous flora and fauna are to be minimised 

Hazardous chemicals will be applied in accordance with the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 

and Health and Safety at Work (Hazardous Substances) Regulations.

Rubbish

74. Council will provide, and regularly empty, refuse disposal facilities for use by reserve users at reserves   

  where there is an established need, in strategic locations (e.g. where people congregate) and in a way   

  that does not compromise the use and enjoyment of the reserve.

75. Council will ensure that rubbish collection services provided at reserves reflect collection needs and   

  seasonal demands so that a reserve’s appearance is aesthetically maintained and a reserve does not   

  become hazardous to the health of reserve users.

76. Where there is no established need and in some of the more remotely located reserves or reserves   

  with low use, a policy of ‘take home what you have taken in’ will be encouraged and promoted   

  through signage.

Explanation

Provision of a reserve rubbish collection service will depend on reserve use and in some cases will be seasonal. 

For example reserves that are used for summer camping may require rubbish disposal facilities and regular 

collection over summer months only, due to low reserve usage at other times.

Sustainable Design and Management

77. Reserve management and maintenance practices will aim to reduce the carbon footprints of reserves   

  in order to reduce the District’s overall carbon emissions and optimise carbon sequestration.

Explanation

Practice that will assist the Council in reducing their overall carbon emissions and optimising carbon sequestration 

include but are not limited to permeable surfaces in reserves, planting indigenous plant species that are suited 

to local conditions, increasing vegetative cover, maintaining each reserve to a standard that reflects its use, 

using hard wearing turf species, reducing energy use by vehicles and equipment used to operate and maintain 

reserves, and linking reserves with tracks, paths and cycleways along roads to encourage cycling and walking.   

Toilets

78. Toilets on reserves will be provided where there is an identified and recognised need.

79. Toilets will be placed sensitively to ensure they sit appropriately within a reserve, are noticeable, easily   

  accessible and provide access for people with disabilities.

80. Toilets will be maintained and monitored.
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9 Track Construction and Maintenance Guidelines July 2008 – VC 1672, Department of Conservation 2008 

10 Exceptional circumstances’ allows for the placement of a utility on a reserve to be considered (rights of way, other easements or 
communications infrastructure) when the reserve affords the only site available and all other sites or options are proven to be unsuitable 
and when the utility is an essential service for wider community benefit.  Impacts will be taken into account and the normal notification 
and consultation process would apply prior to making a decision for approval or otherwise.  This does not preclude requirements under 
both the RMA resource consent process and delegated authority under the Reserves Act.

11 The Electricity Industry Act 2010, Electricity Act 1992, Electricity (Safety) Regulations 2010, NZECP 34:2001 New Zealand Electrical Code 
of Practice for Electrical Safe Distances and Electricity Engineers Association  Safety manual – Electricity Industry (SM-EI)..

81. Organisers of large group events on reserves will supply portable toilets where they are required to   

  supplement permanent Council toilets.

Tracks, trails and paths in reserves

82. Tracks, trails and paths on reserves will be designed, constructed and maintained to New Zealand track  

  standards.9

83. Construction and maintenance of tracks, trails and paths will take into account the character and   

  nature of the reserve and the likely impacts from levels of use.

84. Where practicable, tracks, trails and paths will link with wider Manawatū trail networks.

Utilities, Rights of Way, Easements, Communication Stations

85. The placement of utilities, rights of way, other easements or communication stations within a reserve   

  will generally not be allowed unless exceptional circumstances apply.10

86. Where exceptional circumstances apply and rights of way, other easements or communication   

  stations are placed on, over or through a reserve, they will be placed unobtrusively with minimal   

  impact on the functioning and amenity values of the reserve.

87. With the prior consent of the administering body, network utility operators with existing works on a   

  reserve will be permitted conditional access to a reserve to inspect, maintain, operate or carry    

  out minor upgrade or replacement of these works subject to the provisions of the relevant    

  empowering Acts and Regulations.11

Explanation 

The Reserves Act 1977 and the RMA set out the types of rights of way, other easements or communication 

stations permitted on reserves and the processes required to be undertaken. In addition, the RMA sets out the 

requirements for public notification of any proposed work involving utilities, consideration of alternative sites, 

assessment of effects and avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects. RMA and Reserves Act requirements.
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4. Marketing, promotion and signage

Policies

Marketing and promotion 

88. Promotional material for reserves will identify key reserves and their attractions and facilities as well as 

smaller reserves with heritage, environmental and natural features of interest to local communities and 

District visitors.

89. Reserves will be promoted for events and other appropriate activities.

Permanent Signage and Interpretation

90. A style guide will be developed and applied to reserves to create a cohesive identity for the District’s 

reserves, minimise signage on a reserve by combining location, orientation and user information.  

Design and materials of signage will include methods for deterring vandalism and graffiti.

Explanation 

It is important that visitors can quickly orientate themselves. Similar styled signage aids recognition of public 

lands and creates cohesion and hierarchy across the different reserves.

91. All signage will comply with provisions within the Council’s District Plan.

92. All signage and its duration of display will be approved by the Community Facilities Manager or 

equivalent on a case by case basis.

93. Permanent signage will be located in appropriate locations such as reserve entrances.

Temporary advertising and promotion of events

94. All temporary signage will be approved by the Community Facilities Manager or equivalent.

95. The duration of display for temporary signage will generally be restricted to the event itself and for up 

to two weeks prior to the event as defined by the Community Facilities Manager or equivalent, and will 

be removed the day after the event and the signage site restored.

96. Temporary advertising and promotion of events will not interfere with or compromise the safety 

of reserve users, interfere with reserve use, be a nuisance, cause undue harm to the reserves and 

compromise the qualities that contribute to the natural environment and better use and enjoyment of 

the reserves (Reserves Act 1977 s17 (1) and (c)).

97. Temporary signage will be restricted to signage that relates directly to the event.

Explanation 

Advertising signage can play an important role in ensuring the financial viability of specific events. However, 

it is essential that the content, frequency, condition, location and scale of advertising signs is approved and 

controlled so that amenity values and functioning of a reserve is not compromised.
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Appendix 1 – Accidental Discovery Protocol 

1. 1. When physical works are undertaken on the reserve uncover archaeological sites. The person    

 undertaking the works is required to adopt the following protocol. Archaeological sites include oven   

 stones, charcoal, shell middens, ditches, banks, pits, building foundations, artefacts of Māori    

 and European origin or human burials:

• Work shall cease immediately at that place

• The contractor must shut down all machinery, secure the area and advise the contract manager

• The contract manager shall notify the Central Region Archaeologist of the New Zealand Historic Places 

Trust and if necessary the appropriate consent process shall be initiated

• The contract manager shall notify the District iwi and hapū groups to determine what further actions 

are appropriate to safeguard the site or its contents.

2. If skeletal remains are uncovered the contract manager shall advise the Police.

3. Works on the site shall not resume until the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga, the Police (if skeletal   

 remains are involved) and appropriate iwi groups have each given the appropriate approval for work to   

 continue.

Under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 all archaeological sites (within the meaning of the 

Act) are afforded statutory protection. This applies to unrecorded archaeological sites that may be accidentally 

uncovered. If there is ‘reasonable cause’ to suspect an archaeological site may be modified, damaged or 

destroyed in the course of any activity, an archaeological authority is required from the Heritage New Zealand 

Pouhere Taonga. An authority is required whether or not the land on which an archaeological site may be 

present is designated, or a resource or building consent has been granted, or the activity is permitted by a 

district or regional plan.
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Foreword
Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park is highly significant because the scenic reserve protects one of the few remaining 

areas of lowland semi-swamp podocarp forest in the Manawatū District. The Manawatū District Council (the 

Council) is responsible for ongoing protection, control, management and development of the reserve and its 

administration under the Reserves Act 1977. In 2014, the Council established the Awahuri Forest–Kitchener Park 

Trust (the Trust) to assist the Council to meet its responsibilities. As set out in the Reserves Act, key responsibilities 

are to provide for the protection, preservation, maintenance and appropriate development of the reserve and for 

enjoyment and use of the reserve by the public.

This reserve management plan (the plan) provides objectives for the management, development and 

administration of the reserve. It includes development and implementation plan with actions. Once finalised 

and approved, the management plan will assist the Council and the Trust in prioritising, planning for and funding 

projects that will achieve management plan objectives for the reserve.

This draft management plan has four sections. The first outlines the history of the reserve, its landscape, 

ecology and visitor facilities and use. This section also discusses the Trust and its role in the management and 

development of the reserve. The second section establishes an overall vision and objectives for the management 

and development of the reserve. Sections three and four have policies for reserve management, development 

and implementation.

This plan was developed following the management plan review procedures set out in the Reserves Act. A public 

notice in December 2017 asked for ideas and comments and these have been incorporated into this draft plan. 

The Council now invites the public to comment on any aspect of the draft plan. We encourage people to make 

suggestions for the management of the reserves and give reasons for any suggested changes. A request to 

be heard at the Council public hearing to support written comments may also be made. A submission form is 

available on the Council website or at Council offices.
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User Guide

Purpose

The purpose of this management plan is to provide for use, enjoyment, protection, maintenance, preservation 

and development of the reserve. The plan establishes a vision, objectives and policy for long term management 

and development of the reserve and to guide everyday management decisions. This allows the community, 

Manawatū District Council (the Council) and the Awahuri Forest–Kitchener Park Trust (the Trust) to move forward 

with a clear vision and plan for management and development of the reserve as opportunities, resources and 

priorities allow.

Term

This plan has a term of up to 10 years or until it is comprehensively reviewed or amended. Once Council approves 

this plan it will be on the Council’s website.1 A comprehensive review of this plan requires public notification and 

a public submission process as outlined in section 41 of the Reserves Act 1977. Corrections and amendments 

that the Council does not regard as comprehensive may be made during the plan’s term so that management of 

the reserve adapts to changing circumstances and increased knowledge.2

Structure

This plan has five sections:

Section 1: Outlines the reserve’s history, landscape, ecology, visitor facilities, the role of the   
                  Trust and existing plans for reserve development.

Section 2: Sets out the vision for the reserve and management objectives over the next 10           
                  years.

Section 3: Sets out management policies.

Section 4: Outlines reserve development throughout the life of this management plan and         
                  actions, responsibilities and a timeline for development plan implementation.

1 http://www.mdc.govt.nz/Living_Leisure/Parks_and_Reserves/Reserves/Reserve_Management_Plans.

2 Reserves Act 1977 section 41 (3) (8) (9).
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Plan development

The review of the current management plan and preparation of this draft plan follows the process according to 

section 41 of the Reserves Act 1977 (outlined in Figure 1 below). The plan was developed after public notice of 

the intention to review the current management plan, receiving comments from the public and incorporating 

these into the draft plan. Meetings and workshops were held with the Trust and Council officers.

Next steps

Once this draft plan has been approved by the Council it will be released to the public for a two-month submission 

process. After the public submission process, hearing and decision making, the final management plan will be 

put to the Council for adoption.

Figure 1: Process to review this management plan

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Public notice of intention to review and asking for comments an 
existing plan

Review comments and record

Meetings and workshops to identify issues

Develop a draft plan incorporating public comments and 
workshop outcomes

Release a draft plan for a two-month public submission process

Receive submissions, hold a hearing and adjust the plan

Finalise the plan for Councils’ approval
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Figure 2 - Relationship with Council plans and strategies

Reserve 
Management 

Plan

Asset Management Plans

Guidelines for Event on 
Paks and Reserves

Reserve Management 
General Policy

Reginal Plan

District Plan

Bylaws

Longterm Plan

Annual Plan

Key Reserve projects

Open Space Framework

Reserve Act 1977 

Resource Management Act 1991 

Local Government Act 2002

How to use this plan

This plan is specifically for Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park. It recognises the special role the Trust has in 

management and development of the reserve.

The draft plan has links to a range of national and regional statutory requirements and policy statements and 

it should be read alongside the Reserve Management General Policy document and Council Bylaws, plans and 

strategies. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between this plan, statutory requirements and other Council plans 

and strategies. Where there is an inconsistency between this plan and reserve general policy or other plans, 

policy and strategies, the provisions of this plan prevail.
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1. About the Reserve
The following section outlines the history of the reserve, its landscape and natural features, ecology, use and 

plans for its development. Issues for reserve management are identified in this section and are addressed in the 

policy and development sections of this plan (sections 3 and 4).

Location

The 13.9868 hectare reserve is 3 kilometres south-west of Feilding between Kawakawa Road and Awahuri-

Feilding Road at the junction of the Mangaone West and Makino Streams). The reserve is within easy reach of 

Feilding by car along Awahuri-Feilding Road or Kawakawa Road, or by walking or cycling along the trail that runs 

along the Makino Stream from Rata Street. (See Figure 3).

Figure 3 – Location of the reserve within the immediate setting

History

Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park was once part of the Kawakawa Block and protects a remnant of the larger 

semi-swamp podocarp forest. Ngāti Kauwhata settled in this area after migrating from Maungatautari in the 

early 1800s with many settling along the Oroua River. The iwi has had connections with the river for 200 years 

and has three maraes in the immediate area.3 Land losses when the native title was extinguished and replaced 

by individual ownership included lands where the reserve is located. Another iwi with connections to the area is 

Ngāti Apa (North Island), Rangitāne O Manawatū and Ngāti Toa Rangatira.

Awahuri/Kitchener Park

Kawakawa R
d

To Awahuri

To Palm
erston

 North

Feilding

Mangaone West Mangaone West 
StreamStream

3 Rauhuia Environmental Services Te Maru o Ruahine Trust and Ngā Kaitiaki o Ngāti Kauwhata, Cultural Impact Assessment of the Feilding 
Sewage Treatment Plant Discharges upon the Cultural Values of Ngāti Kauwhata, November 2012.
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4 Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park Trust, Awahuri Forest – Kitchener Park. A short History and Information, Awahuri Forest , 2016.

Establishment of the reserve

The reserve is made up of four areas that were acquired by the Council at different periods. The former Feilding 

Borough Council purchased the original reserve area from the Riddiford family in 1914 to preserve Awahuri 

Forest. The Crown purchased the adjacent land for scenic purposes in 1914. In 1916 the reserve was named 

Kitchener Park after Lord Kitchener.4

In 1980, the reserve was classified a Scenic A Reserve. Feilding Borough Council was appointed to manage and 

control the reserve in 1986. The Council took over responsibility for the reserve in 1989 and since then the area 

west of the Makino Stream and other small pieces of land have been added to the reserve. The Council has 

delegated authority to manage all the lands that make up the reserve except for a 0.5466 hectare of Horizons 

Regional Council land. This area is classified under the Reserves Act for a Local Purpose: Soil Conservation and 

Flood Control (see Appendix 1 for details of the land parcels that make up the reserve).

Scenic A reserve

Section 19(1)(a) of the Reserves Act 1977 sets out that the main purpose of Scenic A Reserves, which is to protect 

and preserve:

… in perpetuity for their intrinsic worth and for the benefit, enjoyment, and use of the public, suitable areas 

possessing such qualities of scenic interest, beauty, or natural features or landscape that their protection and 

preservation are desirable in the public interest.

Management objectives of a reserve’s Scenic A classification are set out below:

In general, the public is to have freedom of entry and access to the reserve although the Council has specific 

powers for managing and developing the reserve under Sections 55 and 56 of the Act. These include:

1. The ability to control entry to protect vegetation and grant leases and licences.

2. Indigenous flora and fauna, ecological associations and natural environment and beauty are to be 

preserved as far as possible.

3. Exotic flora and fauna are to be exterminated as far as possible.

4. Open portions of the reserve may be developed for amenities and facilities to allow the public to 

benefit and enjoy the reserve.

5. The soil, water and forest of the reserve are to be maintained.

6. Historic, archaeological, geological, biological and other scientific features are to be managed and 

protected.

Kitchener Park 1907
Kitchener Park 1907

Whisker's Bush (Kitchener Park) 1916
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Local Purpose Reserve

The area of reserve immediately to the south of the confluence of the Mangaone West Stream and the Makino 

Stream is classified a Local Purpose Reserve (s.23, Reserves Act 1977). In this case, the purpose is the conservation 

of soils and control of flooding. As well as managing this part of Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park for this purpose, 

management objectives include protecting scenic, historic, archaeological, geological, biological or natural 

features, and maintaining value as soil, water and forest conservation.

Reserve restoration

In 1991 a local restoration initiative began to remove weeds that had smothered natural re-growth of indigenous 

seedlings and planted species that had been lost over the years. Tracks and a boardwalk were also constructed. 

However, much of this work was undone when a flood in 1998 brought in gravels and sediment that smothered 

plants, reintroduced weed species and damaged the boardwalk. Repairs were made and restoration work 

continued, but severe floods in 2004, 2015, 2016 and 2017 set back restoration work.

To help with management and development of the reserve, the Council appointed the Awahuri Forest–Kitchener 

Park Trust in 2014. The role of the Trust is to oversee continued ecological restoration and development of the 

reserve in accordance with its Scenic A classification (details of the Trust and its role in the management of the 

reserve are outlined on page 19).

Landscape and ecology

The reserve is on river terraces associated with the Oroua River. Oroua River, along with the Mangaone and 

Makino water catchment areas, form a floodplain within which both Feilding and the reserve lie.5 The reserve 

is surrounded by farmland with Feilding Wastewater Treatment Plant to the south and rolling hill country rising 

beyond Awahuri-Feilding Road to the west.

The original floodplain created environmental conditions for lowland semi-swamp podocarp forest to thrive. 

These environments and the ecosystems they support are now rare or uncommon in the Manawatū due to 

changed land use: milling, grazing stock, animal pests such as possums and rats, severe infestation from weeds, 

stream realignment and control, drought and floods. Never the less, the remnant has considerable value as an 

example of the original forest that once covered the Manawatū Plains.

Changes to environmental conditions

The Mangakino Stream (known as Makino Stream) flows through Feilding just three kilometres north of the 

reserve, through the reserve and eventually into Oroua River. The Mangaone West Stream and the Makino 

Stream meet at the northern boundary of the reserve. These streams would have earlier meandered over the 

floodplain and have created oxbows, low lying areas and seasonal stream channels within the reserve. This 

dynamic hydrological environment is where swamp podocarp/titoki forest flourishes.

Urban development in Feilding changed the flow of the Makino Stream. The hard, impervious surfaces in the 

urban area have reduced water infiltration, increased runoff and floodwaters are discharged more quickly. 

In addition, the original forest covering the wider flood plain was cleared to make way for agriculture. These 

changes in land use also modified hydrological conditions, which along with severe flood events have impacted 

on the remnant forest in the reserve.6

In an attempt to control streams and reduce the effect of floods, stop banks were constructed along the Makino 

Stream on the boundary of the reserve, but during flood events, the stream breached the stopbank and brought 

5 See Horizons Regional Council flood mapping, accessible at http://www.horizons.govt.nz/flood-emergency-management/flood-plain-
mapping.

6 The following information was sourced from Stu Farrant, Morphum Environmental, Kitchener Park Hydro-Ecological Assessment, 
07/04/2016.
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gravel and silt into the reserve. In a natural context, the Makino Stream would have distributed gravel and silt over 

a larger area, but the stream’s meandering has been restricted by formalising and channelling the stream bed.

This restriction of the stream to a narrow channel has resulted in deposits raising the stream bed increasing 

the risk of the stream breaching the stopbank and depositing larger loads of sediments. These deposits against 

tree trunks during the February 2004 flood event resulted in many large trees in the reserve dying. This loss is 

significant because some of the trees were up to 800 years old.

Biodiversity

The reserve has very high biodiversity values. Canopy tree species include pukatea, totara, kahikatea, matai, 

hinau, pōkākā and tawa. Other trees are kowhai and titoki, including one of the largest kowhai in the country 

although unfortunately, it did not survive recent floods. The reserve has significant botanical importance with 

a collection of epiphyllous lichens and strong historic botanical significance. The regionally threatened plant 

species Fuchsia perscandens and Teucridium parvifolium are found in the reserve and it is a seed source for 

these and other indigenous plant species. The reserve figures in the scientific research and teachings of botanist 

H. H. Allen who in 1928 found 140 species in the reserve, 38 of them supporting lichens.7 Since H.H. Allan’s time, 

60 of the species he identified in the reserve have disappeared.

Pest and weed control

Pest and weed control in the reserve has been a major undertaking since 1991. As well as Wandering Willy 

(Tradescantia fluminensis) which is difficult to eradicate, other weed species include old man’s beard, monbretia, 

bamboo, Japanese honeysuckle, German ivy and Cape ivy.

Weed clearance is ongoing, along with control of possums, rats and stoats. A sign of successful pest control 

is the recent identification of seedlings from the two 120 year old mature pōkākā (elaeocarpus hookerianus) 

trees in the reserve which up to now have not survived predation. Native birds nesting in the forest now include 

tui with resident and visitor wood pigeons/kereru, fantails/piwakawaka, silvereye/tauhou, bellbirds/korimako/

komako, moreporks/ruru, grey warbler/riroriro, and native insects, spiders and worms.

Issues and challenges:

• Controlling flooding and the sediments and weeds that floods bring into the reserve

• Retaining the indigenous plant species found in the reserve and creating an environment into which 

plant species that are no longer found in the reserve can be re-introduced

• On-going control of weed species and animal and plant pests

Visitor facilities and use

A sign at the corner of Awahuri-Feilding Road and Kawakawa Road directs visitors to the main reserve entrance 

and carpark off Kawakawa Road. Vehicle access from Kawakawa Road to the carpark is controlled by a gate that 

is locked at dusk. Visitor toilets and reserve information are located in the entrance area.

Walking tracks and a timber boardwalk lead from the entrance area into the forest. The 1-kilometre loop track 

and boardwalk allows visitors to get closer to some of the oldest and most valuable trees. Information and 

interpretation of the forest, its flora and fauna and ecological niches add to the visitor experience. A trail along 

the Makino Stream links the reserve to Rata Street and Kowhai Park. Dog exercise is allowed in the reserve as 

long as dogs are on leads and keep to the paths and boardwalk.

7 The Epiphyllous Lichens of Kitchener Park, Feilding, New Zealand. By A. Zahlbruckner, K. Keissler and H. H. Allan. [Read before the 
Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, 8th June, 1927; received by Editor, 20th April, 1928; issued separately, 10th August, 1928].
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Schools, scientists, university groups and other interest groups use the reserve for educational purposes and 

scientific research. In recent years the reserve has been visited by academics including from overseas and a 

number of academic research papers have been written about the reserve.8

Issues and challenges:

• Developing public use of the reserve and quality visitor facilities within available resources

• The parking area has limited capacity and there is little room for bus parking

• The location of the entrance on Kawakawa Road has limited sightlines and entering and exiting the 

reserve safely is an issue

Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park Trust

Established in March 2014, the Kitchener Park Trust (the name is now Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park Trust) is a 

Council Controlled Organisation and was set up to restore the ecology of Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park.

The Trust receives an annual operational grant from the Council and also seeks external funding. The Trust is also 

expected to seek operational funding to support its administrative functions.9 The Trust has four to six members 

who are appointed by the Council, reports six-monthly to the Council and produces an annual ‘Statement of 

Intent and Business Plan’. The Council monitors the Trust’s performance by measuring performance against 

identified activities.

The Trust’s vision for the reserve is “to protect, connect and enhance our Forest, to enable this treasure to thrive 

for current and future generations”. A particular task of the Trust is to source funds that are not available to the 

Council. Table 4 sets out the responsibilities of the Trust.

The Trust is skills-based and its success depends on individual Trust members. Given the responsibilities of the 

Trust, a combination of specialist skills among Trust members is necessary and advisory Trustees may be co-

opted from time to time.

Table 4 Trust responsibilities

• Assist in the ecological restoration, management and enhancement of the land at Kitchener Park10

• Steer and co-ordinate the raising of funds to assist the restoration, management, enhancement, 

promotion and further development of the land at Kitchener Park

• Encourage community access to Kitchener Park, and foster knowledge of and interest in the ecological 

restoration activity at Kitchener Park

• Ensure the continued protection and restoration of Kitchener Park where possible and restore 

biodiversity values

• Create a safe haven for native plant and animal species, controlled for plant and animal pests

• Collaborate with other relevant organisations and individuals to reintroduce locally extinct or 

threatened plant and animal species, to ensure their long term survival

• Develop self-sustaining threatened species populations which will act as source populations for the 

creation of future community restoration projects in the Manawatū District

• Care for some special collections, including the podocarp, epiphyte and lichen collections presently 

established at Kitchener Park

8 Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park Trust, Awahuri Forest – Kitchener Park, 2016, page 10.

9 Manawatū District Plan 2016-2017, page 13.

10 Note that the objectives referred to Kitchener Park when the Trust was set up. The reserve is now Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park.
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11 Boffa Miskell, Awahuri Forest - Kitchener Park Draft Master Plan Report, January 2015.

• Support scientific and historic research of the Kitchener Park ecosystem or components thereof

• Educate the general public, especially school children, about the need to conserve and protect native 

forest environments in New Zealand

Issues and challenges

• Fundraising from outside Council in order to implement planned developments over the next 10 years

• From time to time, Trust members may need upskilling or new Trust members appointed as projects 

are implemented and additional skills are required                                      

Reserve development

A master plan for the reserve was developed in 2015 followed by an implementation and scoping plan in 2017 

although neither of these plans was finalised. These plans form the basis for the development and implementation 

of the reserve outlined in section 4 of this plan.

Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park Draft Master Plan January 2015

The Master Plan identified design principles, actions, concept ideas and a staging plan.11

Five design principles:

1. Ecological enhancement and protection

2. Different experiences for reserve visitors

3. Tell the story of the land

4. A quality environment with the consistency of materials

5. A reserve that can be used for educational purposes

Key actions:

• Weed management and ecological restoration

• Information and interpretation

• Selection and installation of structures that do not affect ecological values

• Planting restoration

• Spaces for different types of use e.g. picnics, short walks

• Flexible areas for informal events

• Car and bus parking

• Integration into Feilding’s recreational network

Other design actions:

• Information integrated into signage, seating and fences

• A materials palette developed for seating, signage, fences, boardwalks

• Local artists commissioned to install public sculptures
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Staging:

The master plan identified management priority areas, provided for new planting and protection of the podocarp 

forest along the Makino Stream south of Kawakawa Road, the establishment of a new entrance, reserve visitor 

centre and nursery on farmland outside of the reserve’s eastern boundary.

Scoping and Implementation Plan 2017

This plan revised the 2015 master plan.12 Key recommendations included a new visitor entrance and visitor 

centre structure elevated in case of flooding and a wetland to attenuate flood flows, support birds, fish, insects 

and other biota and add to the visitor's experience.

Projects are organised under stormwater management, weed and pest species control, landscape and 

infrastructure, planting and revegetation. They are prioritised according to their ability to protect and/or enhance 

the forest remnant. Implementation has three phases: Phase 1 - Laying the foundations, Phase 2 - Building the 

experience, Phase 3 - Adding the finishing touches.

The 2015 Master Plan and the 2017 Implementation and Scoping Plan are useful guides for reserve protection 

and development. They identify that stormwater and flood management integrated with the semi-swamp forest 

of the reserve is key to the protection of the ecology of the reserve and that this aspect needs to be addressed 

before any further development of visitor facilities.

As well as the purchase of property on the north-west side of the reserve, the plans suggest that some of the 

Council-owned land to the east of the reserve between the Makino Stream and Kawakawa Road is utilised 

for protection of the forest. Once stormwater and flooding are better managed, the plan suggests planting 

broadleaf forest species along the eastern reserve boundary, developing a new reserve entrance and eventually 

a visitor and education centre on this Council-owned land.

The plans also include the part of Awahuri Forest that lies south of Kawakawa Road between the Feilding Waste 

Water Treatment Plant and Awahuri-Feilding Road. Plans for this area are weed and pest control, planting along 

the Makino Stream, planting podocarp species within the existing forest and broadleaf buffer planting between 

the forest and the Waste Water Treatment Plant.

Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park Trust Vision for the Future 2019

This update on the Trust’s vision for the reserve builds on the Draft Master Plan 2015 and Draft Scoping and 

Implementation Plan with storm and floodwater management. The Trust has successfully applied for funding 

to purchase property on the northern side of the reserve between the reserve and Awahuri–Feilding Road (see 

Section 3, Figures 5 and 6 for the location and details of this property).

The Makino Stream runs between this area and the reserve, along with the confluence of the stream with the 

Mangaone West Stream. It borders Horizons Regional Council land reserved for ‘Soil Conservation and River 

Control’. The proposal is to widen the confluence of the two streams and construct a wetland to attenuate flood 

flows, add to the visitor's experience and support birds, fish, insects and other biota.

This 2019 update includes the development of a cycle trail through the reserve that links with the wider trail 

network in-line with the Council’s Walking and Cycling Strategy. The Trust also aspires to develop a visitor 

education centre that would contribute to environmental education and extend visitor experiences.

12 Boffa Miskell, Kitchener Park Scoping and Implementation Plan, 2017.
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2. Vision and objectives
The vision for Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park identifies what is important about the reserve and the objectives 

and policies in this draft plan have been developed to achieve this vision.

Vision

The vision has two parts to it:

1. The reserve is resilient, protected, connected and enhanced to enable its forest 
to thrive for current and future generations.

2. The reserve is managed, developed and resourced by Manawatū District 
Council and the Awahuri Forest–Kitchener Park Trust.

The vision is a helpful touchstone to refer to when making decisions about the reserve’s management, 

development and day to day maintenance.

Two questions to ask whenever a decision is being made for the reserve throughout the life of this 

management plan are:

1. In what way does this decision contribute to achieving the vision for the reserve?

2. Which objective is the decision meeting?
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Reserve Management Objectives

The following objectives are grouped under four headings: resilience, protection, connection and development.

Resilience

• Harness hydrological processes to preserve conditions that allow the forest to survive

• Locate and design visitor facilities so that they can adapt to flood events 13

• Integrate visitor facilities into the reserve environment to provide a special visitor   

 experience  and insight into the landscapes that were once common in the Manawatū

Protection

• Extend reserve protection to the part of Awahuri Forest that lies south of Kawakawa   

 Road between the Feilding Waste Water Plant and Awahuri–Feilding Road

• Widen the buffer around the reserve for forest edge protection and to attenuate   

 storms and flood events

• Support the natural values and ecology of the reserve when making design,    

 management and development decisions and when considering concessions

• Manage weeds, plant and animal pests

• Use indigenous plants propagated from within the reserve in planting programmes

Connections

Connections include physical connections such as tracks and trails as well as connections to iwi, 

the wider community, organisations and existing and potential funders.

Trail connections

• Develop walking and cycle trails within the reserve in line with the Council Walking and Cycling 

Strategy

• Develop connections between the reserve and the wider trail network. This allows the reserve to 

become part of the wider trail network as well as a destination for walkers and cyclists

• Develop safe walk and cycle access between Awahuri Forest – Kitchener Park Reserve and walking and 

cycling trails on the south side of Kawakawa Road

Connections with people

• Engage with mana whenua on reserve management and access to cultural sites and materials

• Engage with the wider community and organisations to increase understanding, awareness and interest 

in the reserve

• Encourage tourism and volunteer involvement in forest and habitat restoration

• Engage with schools and universities to increase knowledge and encourage research

13 A term coined for an approach that works with hydrological processes rather than seeking to control them is Make friends with flooding. 
This term was applied to an alternative solution to floodwalls for flood control in the Chinese City of Jinhua City which resulted in a park 
with water permeable areas and adaptive visitor facilities with paths, ramps, pavilions and bridges.
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Connections with funders

• Develop a strategy to seek funding from external organisations and individuals for reserve development 

and on-going relationships with funders

Development

• Provide a welcoming visitor entrance

• Provide visitor and tourist facilities

• Enhance the visitor and tourist experience

• Plan for a visitor and tourist centre
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3. Management Policies

Introduction

The policies in this section are a guide to all people and organisations undertaking activities on or near Awahuri 

Forest-Kitchener Park (see Figure 4). These policies refer to all lands that make up the reserve, including the area, 

classified Local Purpose and administered by Horizons Regional Council.

Figure 4 People and organisations who may use or refer to the management plan

Resilience

The following policies are aimed at retaining the reserve’s forest and its ecosystems. This is a 

challenge because land uses in the area surrounding the reserve have changed the hydrological 

processes which sustain the forest.

POLICIES

1. The indigenous forest on the reserve will be managed as a self-sustaining ecosystem.

2. Measures will be taken to integrate stormwater and flood management with management of the 

reserve’s semi-swamp forest.

3. Actions that establish foundations for restoration of the reserve’s ecosystems identified in section 4 of 

this management plan will be implemented subject to funding and resourcing.

Comment

Stormwater and flood management and restoration of wetlands and seasonal waterways are important for the 

reserve’s ecology. Visitor experience of these landscape features and their interpretation would connect visitors 

to the forest and the conditions which enable the forest to survive. Section 4 of this management plan identifies 

a number of projects which lay the foundations for restoration of the reserve’s ecosystem:

Awahuri Forest - 
Kitchener Park

Awahuri Forest - Kitchener Park Trust

External Reserve funders

Ngāti Kauwhata and other iwi with a 
recognised association with the reserve

Feilding Waste Water Treatment Plant 
and other reserve neighbours

Management 
Policies

Manawatū District Council

Horizons Regional Council

Community organisations and 
individuals who support the protection 

and enhancement of the reserve
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4. Opportunities to widen the confluence of the Mangaone West and Makino Streams will be investigated.

5. The establishment of wetlands in buffer areas will be investigated (see Figure 5).

Comment

The Trust has received external funding to purchase property on the northwest reserve boundary (see Appendix 

1 for details of this property). This area is prone to flooding and the intention is to develop it for a wetland. Such 

a low point could provide some protection when the water flow is higher than usual and also contribute to 

biodiversity and to the visitor experience.

Purchase of this area is also an opportunity to widen the modified confluence of the Mangaone West and 

Makino Streams, provide a more naturalistic connection, improve the water flow and dissipate some of the 

energy through this stream section.14

These works would require working closely with Horizons Regional Council and require resource consent.

6. Tracks near the stream and in low lying floodable areas will be designed and constructed so that they can 

be realigned after flooding.

7. Floodable tracks and boardwalks will be integrated.

Comment

Tracks and boardwalks near the stop bank and in low lying areas should be designed and constructed so that 

they can recover after flooding i.e. constructed of soft materials such as gravel so that they can easily and 

inexpensively be realigned and reconstructed. Walking and cycling tracks that have hard surfaces should avoid 

the low lying and wetter areas.

Figure 5 – Area identified for wetlands

14 Morphum Environmental, Kitchener Park Hydro-Ecological Assessment. April 2016.
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Protection

The following policies are aimed at protecting the forest and its ecology by adding land to the 

reserve to reduce flood damage and strengthen recreational connections. Protection also includes 

ensuring that any concessions, utilities, rights of ways or easements and reserve maintenance are 

appropriate.

POLICIES

Extend reserve protection

8. The Council will declare reserve and manage the area of Awahuri Forest and the Makino Stream south 

of Kawakawa Road between Awahuri-Feilding Road and the Feilding Waste Water Treatment Plant and 

manage this area under the policies of this management plan (see Figure 6 for the location of this area).

Comment

This area of just over 8 hectares (Lot 1 DP 468955) was subdivided from land purchased for the Feilding Waste 

Water Treatment Plant. The intention was to make this land reserve to complement the existing Awahuri Forest-

Kitchener Park, give long term protection to this part of the Makino Stream and allow public access.15 Managing 

this area of podocarp forest under the policies of this management plan would further protect the forest and 

stream and allow for recreational connections.

Widen the buffer

9. Once the property immediately north of the reserve has been purchased, the lands will be declared 

reserve, classified under the Reserves Act and managed under the policies of this management plan 

(Lot 2 DP78894, Pt Lots 34 DP330 Sec 362 and Sec 361).

10. The Council will investigate options for managing this Council-owned land on the reserve’s eastern 

boundary under the policies of this management plan (Lot 4 DP 82414 held in Fee Simple, 10.2100 

hectares).

Comment

Planting with broadleaf species along the Scenic Reserve’s western boundary would protect the podocarp forest 

edge. In addition, development of a wetland adjacent to the confluence of the Mangaone West Stream and the 

Makino Stream as part of flood mitigation would further protect the reserve.

This area has also been identified as a location for a new reserve entrance and carpark with safer turning into and 

out of Kawakawa Road. Once storm water and flooding are better managed, the development of a new visitor 

and education centre could be explored. The balance of the land could continue to be used for grazing with 

fencing between the reserve and grazed land.

Support natural values and ecology

11. Natural values and ecology 16 of the reserve will be protected from potential adverse effects of 

management activities, reserve visitor activities and facilities.

15 Feilding Wastewater Treatment Plant Resource Consents and AEE 2013, Section 10 pages 225 and 242.

16 Natural values include all types of indigenous land based and aquatic flora and fauna (birds, bats, insects, plants, lichens and moss, 
invertebrates, fish) and their habitats.
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12. Indigenous vegetation, biodiversity and ecosystems will be identified, maintained and enhanced to 

ensure long-term sustainability.

13. Cycle trails proposed for the reserve by the Trust will be constructed in locations where established 

trees are avoided and their construction and use do not negatively affect the ecology of the reserve.

14. The database of flora and fauna on the reserve will be regularly revised along with condition 

assessment and maintenance programmes to keep them in a healthy state as part of the Reserves Asset 

Management Plan (AMP) database and as part of the ongoing management of the reserve.

15. The reserves will be monitored for the impact of activities on the reserve such as wandering stock, 

domestic animals, dumping garden waste and other impacts arising from general activities on or 

adjacent to the reserves. Public awareness of the effects of these activities will also be raised.

Figure 6 – Areas proposed to be managed under the policies of this management plan

16. The Council will work with the Trust, Horizons Regional Council and owners of neighbouring properties to 

improve the ecology of the reserve by facilitating:

•  Weed control on adjacent land along reserve boundaries and along the Mangaone West Stream and   

 the Makino Stream upstream of the reserve

•  Indigenous riparian planting along the streams and neighbouring low-lying wet areas

•  Planting of indigenous species in neighbouring properties along reserve boundaries, prioritising   

 plants propagated from sources within the reserve

•  Maintaining fencing to protect the reserve from wandering stock

17. Vehicle access to the reserve will be closed nightly unless special arrangements are made for specific events 

or activities.
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Concessions

18. Concessions (leases, licences or permits) will be considered for activities that:

• Are appropriate to the reserve and its Scenic Reserve classification

• Will help achieve management plan objectives

• Will have no adverse impact on the reserve and existing activities

19. Concessions will be assessed against the following criteria:

• The applicant demonstrates the ability to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on the natural,   

historic and cultural values of the reserve

• Undertakes conservation activities of the reserve

• Demonstrates an understanding of Ngāti Kauwhata’s interests, cultural values and tikanga

20. When assessing applications for concessions the Council will consult with the Trust and have particular 

regard to their view.

21. The placement of utilities, rights of way, other easements or communication stations within the reserve 

will generally not be allowed unless exceptional circumstances apply.17

22. Where exceptional circumstances apply and rights of way, other easements or communication stations 

are placed on, over or through the reserve, they will be placed unobtrusively with minimal impact on 

the functioning and amenity values of the reserve.

23. With the prior consent of the administering body, network utility operators with existing works on the 

reserve will be permitted conditional access to the reserve to inspect, maintain, operate or carry out 

minor upgrade or replacement of these works subject to the provisions of the relevant empowering 

Acts and Regulations.18

Comment

The reserve currently has an easement to convey water and electricity. The easement runs north to south 

parallel to Awahuri-Feilding Road.

The Reserves Act 1977 and the RMA set out the types of rights of way, other easements or communication 

stations permitted on reserves and the processes required to be undertaken.

In addition, the RMA sets out the requirements for public notification of any proposed work involving utilities, 

consideration of alternative sites, assessment of effects and avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects.

These policies on utilities, rights of way and easements are additional to the Resource Management Act and 

Reserves Act requirements.

Connections

Policies in this section cover trail connections, connections between people, connections between 

the Council, the Trust and other organisations.

17 Exceptional circumstances’ allows for the placement of a utility on a reserve to be considered (rights of way, other easements or 
communications infrastructure) when the reserve affords the only site available and all other sites or options are proven to be unsuitable 
and when the utility is an essential service for wider community benefit. Impacts will be taken into account and the normal notification 
and consultation process would apply prior to making a decision for approval or otherwise. This does not preclude requirements under 
both the RMA resource consent process and delegated authority under the Reserves Act.

18 The Electricity Industry Act 2010, Electricity Act 1992, Electricity (Safety) Regulations 2010, NZECP 34:2001 New Zealand Electrical Code 
of Practice for Electrical Safe Distances and Electricity Engineers Association Safety manual – Electricity Industry (SM-EI).
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POLICIES

Trail connections

24. Connections between tracks within the reserve and the wider trail network will be improved and developed 

in line with the Council’s Walking and Cycling Strategy. This allows the reserve to become part of the wider 

trail network as well as a destination for walkers, cyclists and dog walkers. (See Figure 7).

Figure 7 – Proposed trail connections

25. Developing safer walk and cycle access between parts of Awahuri Forest on both sides of Kawakawa Road 

will be investigated once a trail has been constructed in the area between Awahuri Forest south of Kawakawa 

Road and the Feilding Wastewater Treatment Plant.

26. Access, walkways and tracks within the reserve will be accessible where possible for people who have 

restricted mobility.

Comment

Improvement of the walking and cycling trail along the Makino Stream between Feilding and the reserve will 

enable more walkers and cyclists to access the reserve. Connections with the wider trail network will mean that 

the reserve will become a feature along trails and help the reserve and its special features to become better 

known.

Feilding Wastewater
Treatment Plant

Kawakawa Rd

Manfeild 
Park

Kowhai 
Park

Awahuri-Feilding Rd
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Connections with tangata whenua

27. Ngāti Kauwhata will be engaged with through consultation regarding the management of the reserve 

where major developments are proposed and activities are likely to disturb or impact on the cultural 

significance of the reserve.

Comment

Ngāti Kauwhata has three marae in the immediate area (Aorangi Marae, Kauwhata Marae and Te Iwa Marae). The 

Council committee Ngā Manu Tāiko Manawatū represents Māori of the district and will have a say in Council 

decision making regarding this draft plan.

The environment is integral to Māori identity and culture. Māori sees the environment as an interconnected 

whole and gain a sense of identity and belonging from their connection with the natural environment. Iwi, hapū 

and whānau derive their sense of mana (authority and prestige) through this connection.

The degradation of the natural environment can weaken this connection, with consequences for individual and 

social well-being. Enduring and effective partnerships with iwi, hapū and whānau achieve enhanced conservation 

of natural, historic and cultural values.

Meaningful and early engagement through consultation on issues that affect their interests in the reserve is 

important in forming and maintaining these partnerships.

The types of activities where consultation may be required include flood management, development of pest 

and weed eradication plans and indigenous revegetation plans, toilet facilities, sewage disposal, identification, 

research and protection of cultural heritage, information, interpretation, signage and changes to management 

plans.

28. Tangata whenua access to cultural materials will be facilitated in accordance with legislative 

requirements.

29. If activities or work on the reserve uncovers archeological sites the Accidental Discovery protocol will 

be followed. Archaeological sites include oven stones, charcoal, shell middens, ditches, banks, pits, 

building foundations, artefacts of Māori and European origin or human burials (see Appendix 3 for the 

Accidental Discovery Protocol).

Connections with the Trust, the wider community, reserve neighbours, statutory agencies 
and external funding agencies.

30. The Council and the Trust will work together to develop reserve resilience and to protect and enhance 

the reserve, its ecology and visitor facilities according to the vision, objectives and policies of this 

management plan.

31. The Council and the Trust will provide opportunities for the community to get involved and work with 

the Council and the Trust in a way that supports the management of the reserve. This may include:

• Community, corporate and school planting and weeding days
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• Activities with Enviroschools

• Corporate volunteering

• Skills-based volunteering that utilises specialised skills of individuals

• Volunteers who want to gain specific knowledge, develop specific skills or to gain credits in 

educational programmes

•  Volunteers on work schemes

•  Scientific studies and research into the ecology of the reserve, particularly where this will assist in more 

effective management of the reserve

Comment

The Council manages the reserve on behalf of the community, and in doing so, recognises that many people 

and groups have an interest in how the reserve is managed. These interests reflect the motivations of different 

people and groups.

The Trust and the Council can advance programmes for the reserve by utilising volunteer, public environmental 

education programmes and works scheme programmes. Such programmes also contribute to greater community 

ownership and pride in reserves and attract local visitors as well as national and international tourists. External 

funding and participation would add value to reserves and their facilities.

32. The Council and the Trust will work with private landowners of neighbouring properties to maintain 

stock proof fences on reserve boundaries, plant and animal pest and weed control, buffer indigenous 

species planting along boundaries using plants propagated from the reserve where possible and other 

issues.

33. The Council and the Trust will work with the Department of Conservation on matters to do with the 

reserve and with Horizons Regional Council on management of the Local Purpose Reserve (Section 

359), weed, animal and plant pest management, and flood management at the reserve as well as any 

flood protection work directly upstream of the reserve.

Comment

Flood protection activities undertaken by Horizons Regional Council on or outside of reserve boundaries may 

influence or affect the reserve. For example, raising the stopbank immediately upstream of the reserve may 

increase velocity and risk to the forest in the reserve downstream.19

The Council and Horizons Regional Council have an agreement to work together over the weed management 

of the Local Purpose Reserve.20

34. The Trust will seek funding from external organisations and individuals and establish on-going 

relationships with funders.

Comment

The Council funds capital works that are part of core services for reserves. However, levels of service are limited 

to the level of funding available through rates and other sources. The Council’s Long Term Plan 2018-28 has 

allocated funding to Awahuri Forest – Kitchener Park projects.

Community aspirations for the reserve, represented by the Trust, are higher than this level of funding available 

for core reserve services. Therefore, one of the key responsibilities of the Trust is to seek external funding to 

meet management and development objectives for the reserve.

19 Boffa Miskell, Kitchener Park Scoping and Implementation Plan, 2017, SW03 page 8.

20 Horizons Regional Council, Kitchener Park Weed Management Plan.
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4. Development and Implementation
The development plan establishes a direction for change that will help achieve the vision and objectives for 

the reserve (see Figure 8). The implementation plan identifies a series of actions, responsibilities and suggests a 

timeline for implementation.

Implementation of the development plan depends on resourcing. There is no requirement for the Council or the 

Trust to implement the plan, but both the development and implementation plan will enable them to strategically 

plan ahead.

Aims

• Control weed, plant and animal pests

• Plant oxbows, wetlands and seasonal streams using riparian plant species

• Plant broadleaf forest species at the edges of the podocarp forest with visitor trails and picnic areas

• Develop a new reserve entrance with safe turning into and out of the reserve, more capacity for car 

and bus parking, visitor information and wayfinding

• Develop visitor access, wayfinding and interpretation of the reserve’s natural and cultural features

• Develop walk and cycleway connections through the reserve as part of the District’s walking and 

cycling network

• Develop a new visitor and education centre

POLICIES

35. Development and improvement of the reserve and visitor experience of the reserve will be based on 

the Development Plan (see Figure 8).

36. Development and improvement of the reserve, signs and interpretation will reflect European and Māori 

interest in the reserve and its values.

37. Implementation of the development plan will be based on the actions identified in the Implementation 

Plan.

38. The location of walk and cycleway connections through the reserve will be identified in consultation 

with the Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park Trust.

39. Signage will be consistent, kept to a minimum and used to direct and inform visitors and interpret 

reserve features and processes.w
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Figure 8 –Development Plan

Implementation

This section outlines implementation throughout the life of this management plan according to the vision, 

objectives, policies and the development plan in Figure 8. Implementation is divided into three stages: the 

emphasis in Stage 1 is on planning and raising funds, in stage 2 on physical works and in stage 3 on long term 

reserve management, protection and development.
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2019-2020

ACTIONS NOTES RESPONSIBILITY

During this stage, the emphasis is on planning and raising funds:

1. Workshop with Horizons 

Regional Council on a strategy 

and plan to reduce the effects of 

high rainfall and flood events:

• Widen the confluence of the 

Mangaone West and Makino 

Streams

• Develop wetlands on low-

lying land on the reserve’s 

northern boundary and 

Council-owned land west of 

the reserve on the true left 

bank of the Makino Stream

• Upstream weed 

management

Flood mitigation work and 

work upstream from the 

reserve along the Makino 

Stream would need to be 

carried out with Horizons 

Regional Council.

Expertise required:

• surveyor

• ecological engineer

• ecologist

• landscape architect

Trust with MDC & HRC

2. Survey ephemeral oxbows and 

water courses

3. Develop a riparian management 

plan for the streams, wetlands 

and oxbows

Trust with HRC

Trust

4. Develop detailed plans and apply 

for resource consent for physical 

works to do with streams, 

wetlands and detention area

Trust with MDC & HRC

5. Develop a flood response plan 

for remedial work after flood 

events

Trust with MDC & HRC

6. Plan for seed collection, their 

propagation and care

Trust

7. Prioritise areas for weed control 

and follow-up planting

Trust
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8. Plan for pest and weed 

control identifying pests and 

weeds, prioritising control 

and identifying methods and 

monitoring

Trust with HRC

9. Weed removal upstream 

from the reserve along the 

Mangaone West and Makino 

Streams, plant and maintain to 

reduce reinfestation

Public awareness programme 

and voluntary groups for 

weed management and 

riparian planting upstream of 

the reserve

MDC with the Trust & HRC

10. Develop plans for a new and 

safer visitor entrance and 

parking area

Expertise required:

• A traffic engineer for 

location and design of the 

entrance

• A landscape architect for the 

design of the entrance and 

parking

Trust with MDC

11. Develop design guidelines 

for signage, interpretation, 

seating, platforms along 

boardwalks, barriers, gates, 

fences and other structures 21

Expertise required:

• Designer signage, 

interpretation, platforms, 

seating, barriers, gates, 

fences

Trust with MDC

12. Declare the purchased land 

on the reserve’s northern 

boundary reserve and 

classify under the Reserves 

Act

MDC

13. Declare Awahuri Forest 

south of Kawakawa Road 

reserve and classify under 

the Reserves Act

MDC

21 Preliminary Boardwalk Routes and Interpretation Concepts were develop by Boffa Miskell in 2015. A sign ‘family’ that is consistent 
throughout the reserve is to be confirmed.
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ACTIONS NOTES RESPONSIBILITY

This stage is about physical works:

Trust with MDC

Trust with MDC

MDC in consultation with 

the Trust

MDC

14. Carry out physical works to do 

with:

• Shaping seasonal oxbows, 

wetlands and water courses 

within the reserve

• Widening the confluence 

of the Mangaone West and 

Makino Streams

15. Carry out physical works for 

wetlands

Trust with HRC

16. Plant wetland areas and 

ephemeral oxbows and streams

Trust

17. Weed removal in medium 

priority areas and plant to 

reduce weed reinfestation

Trust

18. Construct the new reserve 

entrance and parking area

19. Identify locations for and install 

new paths within the reserve 

that connect to the existing and 

proposed wider walking and 

cycling trail network

Walk and cycle connections 

through the reserve are part 

of the wider walking and 

cycling trail network and 

funded by MDC. This work 

is scheduled for 2025-26 in 

Council’s Long Term Plan 

2018-28

20. Construct a safer crossing 

for walkers and cyclists on 

Kawakawa Road between 

northern and southern parts of 

Awahuri Forest

21. Install way finding signage, 

interpretation, seating and 

platforms along paths and 

boardwalks

2012-2024
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ACTIONS NOTES RESPONSIBILITY

This stage concerns long term management of the reserve and its forest, streams and wetlands, protection 

through buffer planting and development of visitor/tourist/education facilities:

23. Plant podocarps amongst 

broadleaf colonising species

Trust

24. Release young trees from 

weeds in the reserve area along 

Awahuri-Feilding Road

Trust

22. Plant broadleaf forest colonising 

species on Council-owned 

land along the reserve’s eastern 

boundary as a buffer to the 

podocarp forest. Develop open 

picnic areas

Trust with MDC

25. Weed removal in low priority 

areas and plant to reduce weed 

reinfestation

Trust

26. Develop a new visitor/tourist/

education centre. A feasibility 

study would assist the Trust in 

establishing the viability of the 

centre and support applications 

for external funding. The study 

would include analysis of 

visitor and tourist attractions in 

the wider Manawatū and the 

contribution the reserve makes 

to tourism

Expertise required:

• Visitor and tourism 

resource consultant to 

assess the feasibility of 

a centre

• A landscape architect 

for visitor centre 

location, associated 

wetland and centre 

amenity areas

• A architect for visitor 

centre elevated in a 

wetland area

• A designer for 

interpretation

Trust

2025-2028
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Glossary

Something of value that the Council owns on behalf of the people of 

Manawatū District Council, such as roads, drains, parks and buildings.

Strategy which helps with the physical and financial management of Council 

assets.

Natural or physical qualities and characteristics of an area that contributes to 

peoples appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence, and cultural 

and recreational attributes (Resource Management Act).

The variety of all biological life – plants, animals, fungi and micro-organisms.

A trust or similar organisation with a majority of Council controlled votes or 

Council-appointed trustees.

Includes archaeological, traditional, historic and commemorative sites, 

buildings, objects, areas and trees.

Includes Māori cultural heritage sites, traditional sites, Wahi Tapu sites.

Plants, plant materials, and materials derived from animals, aquatic life or 

birds within the reserve and which are important to Māori in maintaining and 

expressing cultural values and practices.

Includes:

a) Ecosystems and their constituent parts, including people and communities;         

    and

b) All natural and physical resources; and

c) Amenity values; and

d) The social, economic, aesthetic, and cultural conditions which affect the  

    conditions stated in paragraphs (a) to (c) (Resource Management Act).

Buildings, structures, equipment or resources that enable recreational use and 

enjoyment of a reserve.

Any naturally occurring association of indigenous plant species.

Tribe, people (Waitangi Tribunal Report [Wai27] 1991).

Refers to the iwi and hapū who have traditional authority over land and power 

associated with possession and occupation of tribal land.

Includes features on a reserve that are part of nature and may include 

individual plant or tree specimens and ecosystems that by their nature require 

special care and attention for their preservation.

Includes plants and animals and their habitats, landscape and landforms, 

geological features, systems of interacting living organisms, and their 

environment (Conservation Act).

Asset management

Amenity values

Biodiversity

Asset

Council Controlled 

Organisation

Cultural heritage

Cultural sites

Cultural materials

Environment

Facilities

Indigenous Vegetation

Iwi

Mana whenua

Natural features

Natural resources
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Natural values include all types of indigenous land based and aquatic flora 

and fauna (birds, bats, insects, plants, lichens and moss, invertebrates, fish) 

and their habitats.

Any area of land or water with recreational, ecological, landscape, cultural 

and/or historic value which provides public access.

A concept that underpins management of the reserve and refers to the ability 

to recover from an event such as flooding.

The area along streams, rivers, lakes and wetland. These areas have important 

roles in retaining nutrients and soil, habitat biodiversity and cleaner water.

Any open space, plantation, park, garden or ground set apart for public 

recreation or enjoyment which is under the management or control of the 

Council and includes all land administered by the Council under the Reserves 

Act.

A process of ensuring the wise use and management of all resources within a 

framework in which environmental, social, cultural and economic wellbeing 

are integrated and balanced. It means meeting the needs of today without 

adversely impacting on the needs of future generations.

Open space

Resilience

Riparian

Reserve

Sustainability

Natural values
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Foreword 
Kowhai Park has been the District’s premier park since early last century and holds a special place in the 

hearts of many residents and visitors to Feilding. People have played sport at the park, enjoyed its play areas, 

strolled through the forest with its kahikatea and other forest trees, marvelled at the birds in the aviary, fed the 

ducks, enjoyed the plant collections in the gardens, relaxed on the banks of the Makino Stream and taken part 

in events. The park has a number of heritage features that remind us of Manawatū’s history of horse racing, 

the park’s association with the Feilding Cricket Club and the cricket pavilion built to commemorate the 1940 

centennial of the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi. The podocarp forest remnant reminds us of the forest that 

used to cover the Manawatū and its flora and fauna.  

The Manawatū District Council is responsible for ongoing protection, control, management and development 

of the park and its administration under the Reserves Act 1977. As set out in the Reserves Act, key 

responsibilities are to provide for the protection, preservation, maintenance and appropriate development of 

the park and for the enjoyment and use of the park by the public.    

This reserve management plan updates the vision and objectives for the management, development of the 

park. The management plan includes a development plan which will guide the Council in prioritising, planning 

for and funding projects that will achieve the vision for the park and continue to engage park users.   

This draft management plan was developed according to management review procedures set out in the 

Reserves Act. A public notice in December 2017 asked for ideas and comments and these have been 

incorporated into this draft management plan. In particular, suggestions for the development of play 

opportunities in the park have been incorporated.   

The Council now invites the public to comment on any aspect of the draft management plan. We encourage 

people to make suggestions for the management and development of the park and give reasons for any 

suggested changes. The Council welcomes people who would like to speak at a public hearing to support 

their written comments. A submission form is attached to this draft management plan and is also available at 

Council offices, libraries and on the Council website. If you wish to speak to your submission, please make this 

clear on the form.
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User Guide

Purpose

The purpose of this management plan is to provide for use, enjoyment, protection, maintenance, preservation 

and development of Kowhai Park. The management plan establishes a vision, objectives and policy for long 

term management of the park and to guide everyday management decisions. This allows the community and 

the Council to move forward with a clear vision and a plan to fund and support maintenance, development and 

improvement of the park as opportunities, resources and priorities permit.   

Term

This management plan has a term of up to 10 years or until it is comprehensively reviewed or amended. Once 

Council approves this management plan it will be on the Council’s website.1 A comprehensive review of this 

management plan requires public notification and a public submission process as outlined in section 41 of the 

Reserves Act 1977. Corrections and amendments that the Council does not regard as comprehensive may be 

made during the management plan’s term.2 This will ensure that management of the park adapts to changing 

circumstances and increased knowledge.    

Structure

This management plan has five sections: 

Section 1: outlines the park’s history, its features and the activities that take place in the park. 

Section 2: sets out the vision for the park and management objectives. 

Section 3: sets out management policies. 

Section 4: outlines park development throughout the life of this management plan. 

The appendices include legal descriptions of the lands that make up Kowhai Park, land ownership, land area and 

current Reserve Act classifications, a list of actions identified through the policies in this management plan, plant 

species in the podocarp remnant forest, wetland and along the margins of the Makino Stream, and an accidental 

discovery protocol should an archeological site be discovered during physical works at the park. 

1 http://www.mdc.govt.nz/Living_Leisure/Parks_and_Reserves/Reserves/Reserve_Management_Plans. 

2 Reserves Act 1977 section 41 (3) (8) (9).  
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Management plan development 

The review of the current management plan and preparation of this draft management plan followed the 

process according to section 41 of the Reserves Act 1977 (outlined in Figure 1 below). The management plan 

was developed after public notice of the intention to review the current management plan, receiving comments 

from the public and incorporating these into the draft management plan. Meetings and workshops were held 

with Council officers who are responsible for the management of the park. 

Next steps

Once this draft management plan has been approved by the Council it will be released to the public for a 

two-month submission process. After the public submission process, hearing and decision making, the final 

management plan will be put to the Council for adoption. 

Figure 1: Process to review this draft management plan 

How to use this plan

The draft management plan has links to a range of national and regional statutory requirements and policy 

statements and should be read alongside the Reserve Management General Policy document and Council 

Bylaws, plans and strategies. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between this management plan, statutory 

requirements and other Council plans and strategies. Policy in this management plan has precedence over 

policy in the Reserve Management General Policy document.  

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Public notice of intention to review and ask for comments on the 
existing plan

Review comments and record

Meetings and workshops to identify issues

Develop a draft plan incorporating public comments and 
workshop outcomes

Release a draft plan for a two-month public submission process

Receive submissions, hold a hearing and adjust the plan

Finalise the plan for Councils’ approval
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Figure 2 - Relationship with Council plans and strategies
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1920 aerial view Kowhai Park - Date not specified

Opening of the cricket Pavillion - 1940 Opening of the cricket Pavillion - 1940

Kowhai Park - Date not specified
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1. About the park   
The following section outlines the history of the park and its heritage features, the park’s Reserves Act classification 

and its two main natural features - the park’s podocarp forest remnant and the Makino Stream. It also covers 

entrances and path connections, information and interpretation and the park’s special features. Issues for park 

management are identified in this section and are addressed in the policy and development sections of this 

management plan (Sections 3 and 4).     

Location

Figure 3 – Location of the park within the immediate setting

Kowhai Park is located less than half a kilometre from Manchester Square in central Feilding (see Figure 3 above).  

The park is just under 10 hectares and is bounded by South Street, Rata Street and Manfeild Park, a large multi-

purpose events complex used for agricultural field days, motor racing and other large events. The Makino Stream 

runs along the park’s western boundary.   

Kowhai Park is Feilding’s premier park and a leading Feilding attraction. The park’s central location means it is 

accessible for a wide range of people and is valued and promoted as a place of interest for locals and visitors.   

It is used for organised and casual recreation and has formal garden areas, cricket oval, play areas, bird aviary, 

heritage buildings and an important remnant of the podocarp forests of the Manawatū. The Makino Stream links 

the park with the wider stream catchment.  A path along the stream connects Kowhai Park and Awahuri Forest–

Kitchener Park. 

Kowhai Park

Rata St

Manchester 
Square

South St

Awahuri Forest - 
Kitchener Park

Manfeild 
Park

Feilding

Awahuri-Feilding Rd
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History 

The park was established in 1906 when the Feilding Borough Council and the Scenic Preservation Society 

purchased nine-and-a-half acres (3.85 hectares) from the Feilding A & P Association for a public park. The park 

was known as South Street Reserve. A feature was an artificial lake with an island that was completed in 1908.  

The park became the home of the Feilding Cricket Club in the same year. A memorial oak was planted inside the 

main entrance gate to mark the end of WWI.3    

A Kowhai Day was held at the park in 1910 in support of a proposal for the kowhai to become the national flower 

of New Zealand. The park was officially named Kowhai Park in 1913 following a recommendation by the Feilding 

Beautifying Society. The current kowhai collection in the park reflects this aspect of the park’s history. The 

National Dahlia Society of New Zealand established trial beds for dahlias in the park. Dahlia beds are now located 

in the Mason Family Rose Gardens along with the rose beds and the pond. A ‘Camellia Walk’ was established with 

input from the community through volunteer work, donations and memorial planting and was opened by the 

Governor General in 1991. A book of donators and the camellia they donated is held at the Feilding public library.   

The first cricket pitch at the park was laid out by Feilding Cricket Club in 1908 and the park became the home of 

the club. The cricket pavilion was opened in 1940 (known as the Centennial Memorial building). This building is 

no longer used by the cricket club who have newer clubrooms near the main entrance gates and carpark.  

The Old Tote Building was built by the Feilding Jockey Club in 1913 and the park’s entrance gates on South Street 

in 1928.  

Over the years additional land was acquired and the Manawatū District Council assumed management 

responsibility for the park following local government reorganisation in 1989. A 5.5-hectare area of land 

containing the main entrance gates and parking area, podocarp forest remnant, undeveloped land on Rata 

Street between the forest remnant and Manfeild Park was purchased by the Council from the Feilding Jockey 

Club in 1991.   

Heritage features 

Heritage features at the park include the Tote Building, the Centennial Memorial building and the South Street 

entry gates and turnstile.4 The interpretation boards in the park tell the story of these heritage features. The 

podocarp remnant is a natural heritage feature.   

The Tote Building had one of the first electrical totalisator machines in New Zealand.  The foundations of the 

brick building that housed the generator for the totalisator remains at the edge of the forest remnant. The ‘copper 

room’ that housed coppers for heating water for race day cups of tea has been removed. The Old Tote Building 

is leased by No 32 Squadron Air Training Corps (ATC). The 1994 lease agreement included conditions that waived 

rental in return for repair and maintenance of the building’s interior. Consequently, major modifications were 

carried out on the building’s interior for ATC’s use. The Council has responsibility for on-going structural and 

maintenance of the exterior of the building.  

The entrance gates, the turnstile and the Old Tote Building are reminders of the park’s association with horse 

racing and horse breeding in the Manawatū.   

The Centennial Memorial building is an Art Deco style building and was built to commemorate the 1940 

centennial of the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi. The style of the building and its link with the 1940 centennial 

means the building and the park have wider national social and historical significance. The building is currently 

used as the base for the Manawatū Pottery Society whose members meet regularly at the park and hold pottery 

demonstrations, firings of their kiln and other events associated with the society.   

3 Information in this section was gleaned from the Cultural Heritage assessment by OPUS International Consultants LTD in 2007.

4 Information on the park’s heritage was sourced from Kowhai Park Reserve Management Plan Implementation – Heritage Assessment, 
Opus International Consultants Ltd, 27 March 2007.
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5-6 Any area of land or water with recreational, ecological, landscape, cultural and/or historic value which provides public access. 

7 Any naturally occurring association of indigenous species.

Comment 

These buildings, structures and podocarp forest remnant are reminders of Fielding’s heritage and bring an 

understanding of Feilding’s history and the cultural and social life of the people who lived here. 

While the foundations are all that remain of the generator shed and the Copper room has been removed, they 

are important relics of Feilding’s heritage. These relics, along with the Old Tote Building, the entrance gates, the 

turnstile and Centennial Memorial building, along with the podocarp forest and the park itself have significant 

cultural heritage5 values and require protection and enhancement. Their ongoing use is essential in order to 

ensure their viability and ongoing care.  

Reserve classification 

The park is made up of seven land parcels that range in size from 0.065 hectares to 5.49 hectares. Parts of the 

park have been declared reserve and classified Recreation Reserve to reflect its purpose under the Reserves 

Act 1977. However, the area of the park that lies to the west and south of the cricket field is held in Fee Simple 

and is currently unclassified. The policies of this management plan that affect Lot 1 do not come under the 

Reserves Act while the land is unclassified, although they do state the intentions of the Council. This 5.49 hectare 

area makes up more than half of the park and includes the Makino Stream, the remnant podocarp forest, land 

extending to Rata Street, the Tote Building and the main entrance, driveway and carpark.    

Comment 

At the time the 2003 Kowhai Park Reserve Management Plan was finalised, development proposals for Manfeild 

Park and its interface with Kowhai Park were still unresolved. Manfeild Park boundaries have since been resolved, 

therefore it is timely to consider classifying it Recreation Reserve under the Reserves Act in line with the rest of 

the park.  

Section 17 of the Act sets out the primary purpose and management objectives of Recreation Reserves. These 

are to protect and preserve: 

Recreation and sporting activities and the physical welfare and enjoyment of the public, and for the protection 

of the natural environment and beauty of the countryside, with emphasis on the retention of open spaces6 and 

on outdoor recreational activities. 

In addition sections 53 and 54 of the Act provides the Council with specific powers for managing and developing 

the park.   

Implications of classification for park management

In  general,  the  public  is  to  have freedom  of  entry  and  access  to the  park,  although  the  Council   

has specific powers for managing and developing the park under Sections 53 and 54 of the Act. These include: 

1. The ability to protect the general well-being of the park and the public use of it.

2. Management and protection of the park’s scenic, historic, archaeological, biological,      

geological or other scientific features or indigenous7 flora and fauna or wildlife.

3. Conservation of the qualities that contribute to the pleasantness, harmony and cohesion of the    

 natural environment and better use and enjoyment of the park.

4. Maintain the value of soil, water, and forest to the extent compatible with the primary purpose of the    

reserve.
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8  This section and the plants referred to below are based on the 2007 Ecological Assessment by Opus International Consultants LTD. 

9 The area along the stream. This area has an important role in retaining nutrients and soil, habitat biodiversity and cleaner water. Appendix 
2 has a plant list of species suitable for this riparian margin. 

Comment  

Classifying Lot 1 Recreation Reserve would preserve this part of the park for the use and enjoyment of future 

generations and it would be managed under the policies of this management plan. The Recreation classification 

is appropriate because it provides for recreation as well as conserving the park’s natural and heritage features. 

Podocarp forest remnant 

The forest in the park is a remnant of the original forest that once covered the Manawatū (see page 40 for a 

view of the forest remnant). Ephemeral or seasonal water courses within the remnant form wet depressions and 

create soil conditions that range from very moist to dry, which this type of forest thrives in. The forest remnant 

is in relatively good condition given its small size and urban setting.8 It has a diversity of indigenous trees, shrub 

and understorey with few weeds and vegetation that are not native. The remnant is a seed source for further 

plantings in the park. Tracks and boardwalk wind through the forest and provide access.   

Emergent canopy trees in the remnant are Totara Podocarpus totara, Prumnopitys taxifolia matai, Dacrycarpus 

dacrydioides kahikatea. Other trees include Alectryon excelsus titoki, Laurelia novae-zelandiae pukatea, 

Pittosporum eugenioides lemonwood, Hoheria spp, lacebark and Corynocarpus laevigatus karaka. Seedlings 

from many of these tree species can be found in the understorey. The established understorey includes 

Coprosma grandifolia kanono, Macropiper excelsum kawakawa and Coprosma areolate thin-leaved coprosma.  

Ferns include Asplenium oblongifolium spleenwort, Dicsonia squarrosa wheki and Phymatosorus diversifolius 

houndstooth fern. The climber Ripogonum scandens supplejack is also found, (see Appendix 3 for a list of 

species recorded in the forest remnant).

Comment 

This small forest remnant has considerable value as an example of the original extensive Manawatū podocarp 

forests. It is connected to a larger forest remnant 1.5 kilometres to the south in Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park 

by the Makino Stream walkway from Rata Street. These important lowland forest remnants require ongoing 

management to retain the conditions these forests thrive in and to keep them free of invasive weeds, pest plants 

and animals. The parts of the park on the eastern and southern sides of the remnant provide opportunities 

to protect forest margins and increase ecological values by planting suitable indigenous species. Along with 

Awahuri Forest, the forest remnant in Kowhai Park has significant potential for environmental education and to 

provide habitat for some of the native birds that used to be housed in the park’s native bird aviary.

Makino Stream 

The Makino Stream runs through Feilding, the park and southwards through Awahuri Forest before running into 

the Oroua River. The stream has a gravel bottom and near Rata Street the banks have been reinforced with large 

concrete blocks. The stream marks the eastern edge of the park. The stream edge on the park side is mostly 

open with mown grass along with predominantly non-native species. Enhancement of the riparian margin9 with 

appropriate plants will improve stream habitat for aquatic life.

Comment 

The stream is a conduit for weeds such as the invasive Tradescantia florescence and bamboo, especially during 

floods. It is important that plant species chosen to improve habitat along the stream are non-invasive and do not 

adversely affect areas along the stream south of the park. Enhancement of the riparian margin with appropriate 

plants that provide shelter and shade will improve stream habitat for aquatic life. This will need to be balanced 

with stream access for recreation in this park setting.     
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Park entrances 

The park has three entrances from South Street, two vehicle entrances and one for pedestrians or cyclists only.   

The historic park entrance is through the iron gates on the park’s boundary with Manfeild Park and provides an 

extensive on-site carpark that supports recreational use of the park. The entrance on Rata Street connects to 

the walk and cycleway along the Makino Stream to Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park and the wider Manawatū trail 

network.  

The second entrance off South Street was developed in 2018 with new gates, signage and a 20 vehicle car 

park next to the public toilets. A wide pathway with lighting links the entrance to the pond, Mason Family Rose 

Gardens, the Centennial Memorial building, playground and recreation areas.   

Comments  

Included in comments received from the public in response to the public notice of the intention to review the 

current management plan is that the main gateway from South Street needs redevelopment. The entrance lacks 

clarity which reduces the function of the gates and diminishes their purpose as the main park entrance.  

Path network  

A network of paths lead to the different parts of the park. The main path inside the vehicle entrance on South 

Street is shared by vehicles. Vehicle access through the South Street main gates and along the driveway on the 

western side of the park connects to Rata Street. Paths lead around the Mason Family Rose Gardens, through 

the forest remnant and follows the Makino Stream to Rata Street.   

Comment  

The path from South Street through the park to Rata Street and beyond to Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park forms 

part of the wider walk and cycle trail network. This trail needs defining as a path shared by pedestrians and 

cyclists. The driveway from South Street along the western side of the park to Rata Street is vehicle dominated 

and this could also be defined as a shared path. 

Information and Interpretation 

The park has a series of information boards that tell the story of the park and highlight its natural, recreational 

and heritage features. They are informative, are a feature of the park and reflect its status.  
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Recreation 

The park is a multi-purpose park used for organised sport as well as for casual recreation.10

Organised Recreation 

The park is one of the few dedicated senior club-level cricket venues in the Manawatū region11 with a grass 

block with six strips, an artificial wicket, practice nets, cricket club rooms and carpark. Premier, senior and junior 

cricket are played at the park. The cricket oval is also used from time to time by sports clubs, schools and other 

recreational organisations.   

Recreation changes over the years and it is important that the park has flexibility and can respond to these 

changes. For example, Feilding Paintball Club plans to use a field in the south west area of the park for practice 

and events with secure fencing erected when the field is in use and accessed from Rata Street.  

Casual recreation 

The park has a variety of spaces for a wide range of uses and visitors. The cricket oval is used for informal 

groups, schools and individuals. Two play areas with equipment are located on opposite sides of the cricket oval 

and provide for young to older children. Barbecues, paths, toilets, drinking fountain, park interpretation, Mason 

Family Rose Gardens and pond area, the Makino Stream, the forest remnant, seating, picnic tables, pergola and 

amenity12 planting throughout the park invite the community to spend time in the park. Paths link the different 

areas of the park. The aviary with non-native birds is a long established attraction at the park and are located 

near the Centennial Memorial building. The park has spaces of different sizes for group activities as well as quiet 

places for rest, relaxation and contemplation.    

Comment  

Among the comments from the public received after the public notice of the intention to review the current 

management plan were several that concerned play opportunities. They asked for play equipment to be updated 

and new play opportunities added to hold interest and invite return visits.

An issue raised by submitters is that the western playground is near the main carpark and parents have to remain 

vigilant.  

A number of submitters also asked for a fenced play area for young children so that children are safe and for 

more opportunities for free or adventure play where children can interact with the natural world.  

Events 

The park is used for events and has infrastructure to support them with carparking and electrical services for 

lighting and sound. Recent events that have been held at the park include ‘Christmas in the Park’, summertime 

‘Picnic in the Park’ and the ‘Long Lunch’, and winter ‘Fantasy in Lights’ display. The circus has been based at the 

park and regular regional park band contests have been held.  

Comment 

Events include celebrations, activities, exhibitions or performances and contribute to the District’s economic 

development and community well-being. Kowhai Park is a venue for a wide range of events and providing 

10Casual or informal recreation is recreation that is self-directed and unstructured and takes place at any time. Organised or formal 
recreation typically refers to clubs or other organisations that arrange, administer and supervise recreational activities. These activities 
usually take place at regular times and locations and often involve interclub activities and competitions.

11 Reference Report, Regional Sport Facility Plan (Final).  

12 Amenity refers to the natural or physical qualities and characteristics that contribute to people’s appreciation of its pleasantness, 
aesthetic coherence, and cultural and recreational attributes (Resource Management Act). 
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infrastructure encourages events appropriate to the vision and objectives of this management plan. The 

development plan in section 5 of this management plan includes proposals that will support events at the park.  

For example, the existing gazebo is relocated and developed into a band rotunda.  

Gardens, plant collections and aviaries 

The Mason Family Rose Gardens are a feature of the park and along with the neighbouring duck pond attract 

visitors to the park. The rose gardens are named after the Mason family, well known in Feilding for their rose and 

plant nursery established in 1912. The family is recognised nationally and internationally for their horticultural 

expertise.  

Other attractions are the Monarch butterfly garden and the Kowhai collection which was launched in 2010 with 

representatives of eight of the known New Zealand Kowhai species. The added value of the collection is that 

the flowers attract nectarloving birds, including tui, korimako and kereru. The Camellia Walk has also been an 

attraction.  

Comment 

Plant collections have been a feature of the park almost since the park’s establishment. Sadly, many of the 

camellia in the Camellia Walk were damaged in the 2004 floods from silt brought into the park. Since then, some 

of the surviving camellia have been shaded out or are no longer suitable for the conditions. A pruning regime 

has attempted to bring the camellias back to life and has been partially successful, although some plants were 

removed during this process. Replacements for some have been planted near the Rata Street entrance.  
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2. Vision and objectives  
The vision for Kowhai Park identifies what is important about the park and the objectives and policies in this draft 

management plan have been developed to achieve this vision.  

Vision

Kowhai Park is managed as the District’s premier park, encourages active lives in a 
pleasant and healthy environment and conserves and celebrates the park’s natural 

and cultural heritage

The vision is a helpful touchstone to refer to when making decisions about the park’s management,    

development and day to day maintenance.  

Two questions to ask whenever a decision is being made for the park throughout the life of this management 

plan are: 

1. In what way does this decision contribute to achieving the vision for the park? 

2. Which objective is the decision meeting? 

Management Objectives 

The following objectives are grouped under five headings: protection, connections, recreation, gardens and 

features, and development. 

Protection 

• Protect and manage the park as the District’s premier park

• Protect the heritage places in the park associated with the Feilding Jockey Club and   

 Feilding Cricket Club and manage their care and use appropriately and consistently

• Protect and manage the podocarp forest remnant and conditions that allow its   

 ecology to thrive 

• Protect and manage the Makino Stream corridor and its riparian ecology

Connections 

 Physical Connections 

• Extend and connect the park’s internal network of paths

• Connect paths with the District’s wider walking and cycling network

Connections with people   

• Work collaboratively with iwi and hapū who have traditional authority over the land,   

 recognising the kaitiakitanga (stewardship) for the land the park sits on  
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• Work with Horizons Regional Council on improving the ecology and amenity of   

  Makino Stream, protection from flooding and control of animal and plant pests

• Liaise with owners of neighbouring properties on issues of common interest

• Work with recreational clubs, organisations and concession holders who use or   

  propose using the park for their activities

• Work with interested community groups, organisations and individuals on    

  management of the park, activities and events in the park and park facilities

Recreation 

• Provide opportunities for a range of casual and organised recreational activities

• Support, encourage and provide infrastructure for community events that are    

  appropriate to the park’s setting

Gardens, aviary and features 

• Provide, manage, develop and maintain the gardens and features of the park that   

  attract visitors and provide for visitor enjoyment

• Provide for the humane and considerate care of birds held in the aviaries and use good   

  husbandry practices

Development       

• Develop the park so that it encourages health and physical activity, sustains interest for  

 return visits, conserves the park’s special features and maximizes its use
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3.  Management Policies 

Introduction 

The policies in this section are a guide to all people and organisations undertaking activities in the park (see 

Figure 5 below). These policies refer to all lands that make up the park, including the area not yet classified 

Recreation Reserve, and are in addition to and take precedent over policies in the Parks and Reserves General 

Management Policies document. Policies are organised under the following headings: protection, connections, 

recreation, gardens and features, and development.

Figure 5 People and organisations who may use or refer to the management plan 

Protection 

The following policies are aimed at protecting the lands that make up the park as reserve under the 

Reserves Act, conserve built heritage, the forest remnant and Makino Stream.

Extend reserve protection 

1. The Council will classify Lot 1 Recreation Reserve under the Reserve Acts 1977 and manage this area under 

the policies of this management plan (See Figure 6 below for the location of this area). 

Explanation: 

This area of 5.49 hectare includes the podocarp forest remnant, the Makino Stream, the Old Tote building and 

structures associated with Feilding’s horse racing history, the historic entrance gates, the green open space on 

Rata Street to the south of the Old Tote building and. Classifying this area will mean it is managed under the 

policies of this management plan.

Awahuri Forest - 
Kitchener Park

Iwi with an association with the park

Park visitors and users

Feilding Cricket ClubManagement 
Policies

Manawatū District Council

Horizons Regional Council

Recreation and community 
organisations with an interest in the park

Concession holders

Manfeild Park and other park neighbours
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Figure 6– Area of the park proposed to be classified Recreation Reserve 

Conserve Built Heritage  

2. A conservation plan will be prepared with repair and maintenance and the specifications for structures 

associated with the Feilding Cricket Club and the Feilding Jockey Club: the Old Tote building, generator 

shed foundations, South Street entrance gates, the turnstile and the Centennial Memorial building. 

3. Use of the Old Tote building and the Centennial Memorial building will not detract from the cultural heritage 

value of the buildings as identified in the conservation plan.

4. Any change to the built heritage will be kept to a minimum and not detract from the cultural heritage value 

of the place or structure. 

5. Further research on the Old Tote building, the South Street entrance gates, the turnstile and the Centennial 

Memorial building will be undertaken and the building and structures put forward for registration with 

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga and included in the Manawatū District Plan. 

Lot 7
DP 912

Lot 8
DP 912

Pt Lots 8 
DP 912

Pt Lot2 
DP 66725

Lot 4
DP 47041

Lot 1
DP 70108

KEY

Area of the park classified Recreation Reserve under the Reserves Act

Area of the park proposed to be classified Recreation Reserve under the Reserves Act
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Explanation 

The 2007 Cultural Heritage Assessment states that survival of heritage buildings depends on having a viable use 

for them.13 To enable viable uses, modifications may be necessary. However, before any major modifications are 

undertaken, a Conservation Plan will establish the heritage values, what is important about the fabric and history 

of the structures and how to protect these values. Putting these structures forward for Heritage NZ protection 

and including them in the District Plan will ensure their ongoing protection and conservation. 

Conserve the forest remnant 

6. A data base of species in the podocarp forest remnant (plants, birds, reptiles and invertebrates) and the 

Makino Stream (aquatic life) will be maintained, regularly revised and used  to:  

• Monitor changes

• Measure success of ecological protection, maintenance and enrichment programmes

• Identify tree and understorey plant species that would have once occurred in the forest remnant and 

which are currently absent

7. The ecology of the forest remnant will be maintained, enhanced and enriched. 

8. The eastern and southern edges of the forest remnant will be extended to help protect the podocarp remnant 

forest.

9. Additional plants for the forest remnant will be sourced from the remnant forest itself or when they are not 

currently present from local sources within the Manawatū.

10. Weeds and pest plants and animals in the forest remnant will be monitored and controlled.

11. Karaka and lemonwood in the forest remnant will be monitored and removed where they are becoming 

dominant and starting to exclude other indigenous species.

12. The forest remnant and its ecology will be managed to avoid adverse effects. This may mean some activities 

are excluded from the park and restrictions applied to activities and visitors.

Explanation 

An inventory of plant species in the forest remnant was undertaken in 2007.  A follow up inventory will reveal any 

changes and measure success of management and maintenance regimes.

Conserve the Makino Stream 

13. Flood protection works along the Makino Stream will be in sympathy with the forest remnant context, park 

setting and casual recreation activities along the stream.

14. Stream access for flood protection works will be appropriately ameliorated.

15. The riparian edge to the Makino Stream will be developed and a riparian ecosystem created.

16. Weeds, pest plants and pest animals will be monitored and controlled along the riparian margins of the 

Makino Stream.

Concessions 

17. Concessions (leases, licences or permits) will be considered for activities that:  

• Are appropriate to the park and its Recreation Reserve classification 

13 Opus International Consultants Ltd, Cultural Heritage Assessment, 2007.
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14 Includes features on a reserve that are part of nature and may include individual plant or tree specimens and ecosystems that require 
special care and attention for their preservation.

15 ‘Exceptional circumstances’ allows for the placement of a utility on a reserve to be considered (rights of way, other easements or 
communications infrastructure) when the reserve affords the only site available and all other sites or options are proven to be unsuitable 
and when the utility is an essential service for wider community benefit.  Impacts will be taken into account and the normal notification 
and consultation process would apply prior to making a decision for approval or otherwise.  This does not preclude requirements under 
both the RMA resource consent process and delegated authority under the Reserves Act. 

16 The Electricity Industry Act 2010, Electricity Act 1992, Electricity (Safety) Regulations 2010, NZECP 

• Will help achieve management plan objectives 

• Will have no adverse effects on park activities, natural features,14 facilities and structures

18. The concession applicant will demonstrate the ability to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on the 

park and the following:  

• Recreational activities  

• Forest remnant 

• The Makino Stream 

• The birds in the aviary 

• Gardens 

• Features, facilities and structures 

• People’s enjoyment and use of the park

19. The placement of utilities, rights of way, other easements or communication stations within the park will 

generally not be allowed unless exceptional circumstances apply.15   

20. Where exceptional circumstances apply and rights of way, other easements or communication stations 

are placed on, over or through the park, they will be placed unobtrusively with minimal impact on the 

functioning and use of the park.  

21. With the prior consent of the administering body, network utility operators with existing works on the park 

will be permitted conditional access to the park to inspect, maintain, operate or carry out minor upgrade or 

replacement of these works subject to the provisions of the relevant empowering Acts and Regulations.16    

Explanation:   

Some concessions are appropriate for the park, help achieve the vision for the park, meet management objectives 

and have no adverse effect on the park and its uses. The park also needs to be protected from inappropriate 

uses. Therefore, the Reserves Act 1977 and the RMA set out the types of rights of way, other easements or 

communication stations permitted on reserves and the processes required to be undertaken.   

In addition, the RMA sets out the requirements for public notification of any proposed work involving utilities, 

consideration of alternative sites, assessment of effects and avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects.  

These policies on utilities, rights of way and easements are additional to Resource Management Act and Reserves 

Act requirements.
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Recreation 

22. The Council will encourage use of the park for a range of organised and casual recreation 

that are appropriate to the park’s status as the District’s premier park, its Recreation Reserve 

classification and its setting. 

23. Proposed recreational uses for the park or parts of the park other than those identified in this 

management plan will be assessed against the following:    

• The park’s Recreation Reserve classification 

• The park’s status as Feilding’s premier park 

• The degree the proposal will help achieve the vision and objectives of this    

 management plan 

• The effect of the proposal on other park users, its flora and fauna and birds in the   

 aviary  

24. The Council will monitor the impacts of recreation activities on the park and its users and may modify or 

stop activities that cause damage or are a nuisance or disturb other park users, its flora and fauna and birds 

in the aviary.

Cricket oval  

25. The cricket oval will primarily be used for cricket over the summer months, although this will not preclude 

other organised and casual recreation activities use of the area. 

26. The Council will determine which organised recreation activities may use the cricket oval in consultation 

with Feilding Cricket Club.

Explanation 

It is important that the cricket oval at Kowhai Park is well utilised, especially outside of the cricket season and 

when cricket is not played at the park. However, other uses need to be compatible with cricket while the club 

is based at Kowhai Park. This acknowledges the established connection Feilding Cricket Club has with the park 

and the club’s investment in the development and maintenance of cricket facilities.

Play areas 

27. The play areas will be consolidated away from vehicle access and carparks for safety.

28. Play areas will be updated with new play opportunities (see the Development Plan in section 5 for proposed 

play development).

Explanation 

A number of people submitted on play at the park, asking for the play areas to be moved away from vehicles 

and to extend play experiences.  

Access 

29. All parts of the park will be open to pedestrians at all times, unless a notice restricts access for maintenance 

or other management operations or special events.  Any restrictions will be in accordance with the Reserves 

Act 1977.  
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17 Refer to Manawatū District Council Guidelines for Events on Parks and Reserves. 

30. Fences or barriers, temporary or permanent for the safety of park users or control and management of the 

park may be allowed when: 

• They are consistent with the park’s development plan 

• User safety, control or management cannot be achieved by other means  

• Have been approved by the Community Facilities Manager or their equivalent    

31. Vehicles may access marked vehicle entrances and parking areas when the gates are open. All other paths 

are for pedestrians, mobility scooters and maintenance vehicles only.

32. Paths at the Mason Family Rose Garden, forest remnant, the proposed contemplation garden, art deco lawn 

and picnic lawn and are restricted to pedestrians, mobility scooters and maintenance vehicles.

Explanation:  

In some areas of the park it is appropriate to minimise conflicts by restricting path users to pedestrians. The 

exception is mobility scooters and maintenance vehicles. Temporary access for vehicles needed for events will 

be considered as part of the event application.  

33. Self-contained campervans may use a designated area inside the main entrance gates nearest to the Manfeild 

entrance off South Road for up to three nights.

Events 

34. Use of the park for recreation and community events will be encouraged. 

35. Event organisers must apply to the Manager Community facilities or their equivalent for approval to hold an 

event at the park and a bond may be required from organisers to cover potential damage to the park.17  

36. When a recreational or community event requires exclusive use of an area of the park on a one-off or an 

annual basis, they may take precedence over regular activities provided sufficient notice is given to affected 

users and an alternative location can be found or other suitable arrangements made.

37. Event organisers will be responsible for the collection and removal of rubbish, temporary toilets and other 

temporary facilities associated with the event.

Dogs 

38. Dogs are welcome in the park as long as they are on a leash except in developed play areas.

Connections 

Connections include connections with Feilding’s wider trail network, with people, mana whenua, 

recreation organisations and clubs, the wider community, park neighbours, concession holders and 

statutory agencies.   

Connections to the wider trail network         

39. The path through the park between South Street and Rata Street will connect to the wider Feilding Cycle 

Loop.
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Explanation  

The Feilding Cycle Loop runs through Kowhai Park and connects to Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park along 

the Makino Stream. This connection is in in line with the Council’s Walking and Cycling Strategy and the park 

becomes part of the wider trail network as well as a destination in itself. 

Connections with people 

Connections with iwi and hapū18  

40. Iwi and hapū will be engaged with on aspects that affect their interests in the park.

Explanation 

Enduring and effective partnerships with mana whenua19 achieve enhanced conservation of natural, historic and 

cultural values. Meaningful and early engagement on issues and activities that affect mana whenua interests in 

the park are important in forming and maintaining these partnerships.  

Interests and the types of activities where collaboration with mana whenua may be required include but are not 

limited to the following:   

• Changes to the management plan 

• The Makino Stream including flood management of the stream 

• Control of pests and weeds 

• Management of the forest remnant and activities in the forest remnant 

• Management of the Makino Stream’s riparian margins and activities along the stream’s margins 

• Information, interpretation and signage

41. Collection of native specimens by mana whenua, including fallen trees, may be authorised by the Manager 

Community Assets or their equivalent. 

42. If activities or work on the park uncovers archeological sites, the Accidental Discovery protocol will be 

followed (see Appendix 4 for the Accidental Discovery Protocol). Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 

defines archaeological sites as a place associated with pre-1900 human activity, where there may be 

evidence relating to the history of New Zealand. Evidence includes but is not limited to oven stones, charcoal, 

middens, ditches, banks, pits, building foundations, artefacts of Māori and European origin or human burials.  

Connections with Horizons Regional Council

43. The Council will work with Horizons Regional Council on the following aspects of Makino Stream 

management: 

• Aquatic ecology 

• Flood protection 

• Development and management of recreation and amenity values such as stream access   

Explanation 

Flood protection activities, management decisions and activities upstream of the park or within the park’s 

boundaries undertaken by Horizons Regional Council may influence or affect the stream and impact on the 

stream’s amenity and recreation values. 

18/19 Refers to the iwi and hapū who have traditional authority over land and power associated with possession and occupation of tribal 
land. 
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44. The Council will work with Horizons Regional Council and owners of properties on the park’s Makino Stream 

boundary to improve stream margins by facilitating: 

• Weed control  

• Indigenous riparian planting to increase habitat for aquatic life

Connections with recreational organisations and clubs, the wider community, park 
neighbours and statutory agencies.  

45. The Council will promote and encourage use and enjoyment of the park for recreation that help achieve the 

vision for the park and the objectives and policies of this management plan.  

46. The Council will consider and engage with park neighbours when making decisions about the use and 

development of the park.  

Explanation 

Park neighbours include Manfeild Park management and residential and commercial property owners that adjoin 

park boundaries and have the potential to be affected by activities and development in the park.

Gardens, aviaries and features 

Gardens in the park include the rose and display gardens at the pond and trees and other plantings 

that enhance the park setting for the enjoyment of park users. Features covered by policy below 

include the aviaries, display gardens, the park’s trees, the former site of the caretaker’s residence 

and park furniture.  

Display gardens  

47. Native and non-native specimen trees and other plants will be used outside of the remnant forest and forest 

remnant buffer planting areas.     

48. When selecting plants, their contribution to the following will be considered:  

• Providing habitat for birds, lizards, butterflies, moths, insects and pollinators 

• Reducing dependence on watering 

• Reducing weeds and the spread of non-native plants into the stream riparian margins and the    

indigenous forest remnant 

• Reducing use of fertilisers and pesticides

Amenity trees  

49. An assessment of trees outside of the forest remnant will be undertaken by a qualified and experienced 

arborist. The assessment will include an assessment of tree health, recommendations for tree management 

and include succession tree planting.

Explanation 

Trees in the park have a range of values and contribute to the park’s character and identity. It is important to 

conserve this tree framework, manage individual trees and have a plan for succession planting.  
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Aviaries 

50. A new aviary will be constructed as a priority to replace the current aviary for non-native birds.

51. The aviaries will be sited where the birds will not be disturbed unduly by park activities and where they are 

able to be monitored for their safety and wellbeing.

52. Birds selected for the aviaries will be species appropriate for confinement in an aviary and will be limited to 

birds that have been bred in captivity.

53. Aviaries will be designed so that birds have space and opportunity to exhibit their natural behavior and 

character, free from fear and stress and in the company of birds of their own kind.

54. Guidelines for the care and welfare of birds caged in the aviaries will be developed by a suitably qualified and 

experienced expert in the husbandry system that meets the physiological and behavioral needs of confined 

birds.

Explanation 

The birds in Kowhai Park provide enjoyment for visitors. Park users, the community and the Council as park 

owners and managers in their turn have a duty of care for the birds so that the birds live a fulfilling life. This 

includes being free from undue stress and discomfort, injury or disease and being able to express normal 

behaviours.   

Former caretaker’s residence  

55. The former caretaker’s residence and associated outdoor area garden will be removed and the site returned 

for public use.

Explanation 

The former caretaker’s residence has been leased on a tenancy agreement. This has had some benefits in that 

it is a presence in the park after hours and provides some security outside of normal park hours e.g. for evening 

users of Centennial Memorial building. However, it occupies a central area of the park and essentially privatises 

this part of the park.   

Park furniture 

56. Park furniture, including but not limited to seating, picnic tables, shelters, signs and interpretation, rubbish 

bins, drinking fountains and lighting will be functional, consistent and of a style that is appropriate to the 

park.  

57. As park furniture needs replacement, it will be replaced with furniture of a consistent design that reflects the 

park’s premier status.  

Explanation 

Styles of park furniture change over the years but it is important that there is some consistency throughout the 

park so that the park retains an identity. The park has well-designed and informative interpretation boards of a 

consistent style, but other furniture is a mixture of different styles and materials. For example, the Mason Family 

Rose Gardens and pond area has four different styles of seating. 
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4.  Development  
The draft development plan establishes a direction that will help achieve the vision and objectives for the park.  

The plan is aspirational and can be implemented over a period of time as resources allow. While the Council is 

not required to implement the plan, it will enable the community and the Council to strategically plan ahead, 

prioritise development and improve the park.  

Overview of proposed development 

The development plan incorporates suggestions received from the public after the notice of the intention to 

review the current management plan, refreshes some parts of the park and introduces new elements into six 

development areas (see Figure 7):     

• The entrance from South Street to the pond, Mason Family Rose Gardens and other garden display 

beds is made more prominent. The pond and display gardens remain unchanged. The existing pergola 

is renovated and the gazebo moved and developed into a band rotunda. A contemplation garden and 

parkland picnic lawn are developed   

• Use of the cricket oval is broadened and a second active recreation area developed south of the Old 

Tote Building. Playgrounds are consolidated at the forest edge with play equipment, separate pre-

school and older children’s play areas with opportunities for natural play   

• Interaction with non-native birds is updated with a new non-native bird aviary. Interaction with native 

birds is through bird feeding stations and indigenous plant species that provide seasonal food to 

encourage native birds  

• Access to and interaction with the Makino Stream and the indigenous forest remnant is improved  

• Use of park buildings is maximized. An outdoor area at Centennial Memorial building is proposed for 

Manawatū Pottery Club public firings and a ceramic sculpture and exhibition area. Multiple use of the 

Old Tote Building is encouraged and its special heritage character highlighted   

Development Policies 

58. Changes to Kowhai Park over the life of this management plan will be based on the development plan. 

59. Development will be prioritised over the life of this management plan.

60. Detailed landscape plans will be prepared before implementation begins.
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Development Plan  
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KEY 

• Pond and gardens – includes the Mason Family Rose Gardens  

• New non-native bird aviaries 

• Centennial Memorial building with outdoor kiln – leased by Manawatū Pottery Club 

• Art deco lawn for outdoor sculpture and ceramic exhibitions 

• Contemplation garden 

• Parkland picnic lawn 

• Forest themed separate play areas for pre-school children and older children with play equipment, natural 

play, platforms, seating and relocated toilets  

• Relocated gazebo as band rotunda 

• Cricket oval and perimeter path with fitness stations 

• Blocks of mass planting 

• Cricket pavilion 

• Redefined historic gates and main vehicle entrance with parking and an area set aside for overnight self-

contained camper vans with powered sites 

• Old Tote Building with radiating lawns, paths and trees 

• Active recreation area 

• Remnant forest with forest gateway, native bird feeding stations, boardwalk, treetop lookout and canopy 

swing bridge 

• Revegetation to buffer the forest remnant 

• Makino Stream with stream access, sloping lawns, steps, streamside platforms, walkway and riparian 

planting for a healthy stream environment  

• Wetland and forest buffer with boardwalk and groves of emergent wetland trees 

• Rata Street entrance highlighted with potential angle parking and trail connection along the Makino Stream 

to Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park
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Appendix 1 – Lands that make up Kowhai Park  

KEY

Kowhai Park boundary

Area of the park classified Recreation Reserve under the Reserves Act

Lot 7
DP 912 Lot 8

DP 912

Pt Lots 8 
DP 912

Pt Lot 2
 DP 66725

Lot 4
DP 47041

Lot 1
DP 70108
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Legal Description Area (ha) Vested/ Gazetted 
Reserve Act 

Classification 

Lot 2 DP 66725 CT 35c/60 0.2597 Vested in MDC Recreation Reserve  

Lot 4 DP 47041 CT 779/35 0.0650 Vested in MDC Recreation Reserve  

Lot 7 DP 912 Gaz. 1987 pg289 2.0234 Vested in MDC Recreation Reserve  

Lot 8 DP 912 Gaz. 1987 pg289 1.8211 Vested in MDC Recreation Reserve  

Pt lot 8 DP 912 CT 144/135 0.1012 Vested in MDC Recreation Reserve  

Pt lot 8 DP912 CT 173/253 0.1012  Vested in MDC Recreation Reserve  

Lot 1 DP 70108 CT38D/10 5.4900 Fee Simple -
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Appendix 2 – Actions  

Number Action Policy Number

Conservation plan for the Old Tote Building,turnstile, Centennial 

Memorial building, generator shed foundations, South Street entry 

gates and turnstile

1 Policy 2

Further research on the Old Tote Building, Centennial Memorial 

building, South Street entry gates and turnstile and put forward for 

registration with Heritage NZ Pouhere Taonga and inclusion in the 

Manawatū District Plan

2 Policy 5

Data-base of species in the forest remnant (plants, birds, reptiles, 

and invertebrates) and riparian plants and aquatic life in the Makino 

Stream.  Compare with the 2007 Inventory of plant species present 

in the podocarp forest remnant and along the Makino Stream.  Use 

to monitor changes, measure success and identify gaps

3 Policies 6 and 16

Extend the forest remnant to the east and south as a buffer for the 

forest core

4 Policy 8

Source seeds from the forest remnant, propagate and use to replace 

plants as necessary and for buffer and wetland planting

5 Policy 9

Monitor the forest remnant for karaka and lemonwood and remove 

if they become too dominant

6 Policy 11

Consolidate play areas and move from vehicle access areas and 

parking

7 Policies 27 and 16

New aviaries to house the non-native birds to be designed and 

constructed so that birds are able to exhibit their natural behavior, 

free from fear and stress and be able to express normal behaviors  

8 Policies 48, 49 

and 51

Guidelines for the care and welfare of birds caged in the aviaries 

developed by a suitably qualified and experienced expert in 

husbandry appropriate to the physiological and behavioral needs of 

confined birds

9 Policy 52

Remove the former caretaker’s residence and associated outdoor 

garden area 

10 Policy 53

When park furniture needs replacement, replace with furniture of a 

consistent design that reflects the park’s premier status

11 Policy 57

Base changes to Kowhai Park on the development plan12 Policy 56

Prioritise development over the life of the management plan13 Policy 57

Prepare landscape plans before implementation begins14 Policy 58
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Appendix 3 –Plant species 

Flowering plants found in the podocarp forest remnant, 2007

Scientific name Common name 

Alectryon excelsus 

Chamaecytisus palmensis 

Coprosma areolata 

Coprosma grandifolia

Coprosma robusta 

Cordyline australis 

Corynocarpus laevigatus 

Hoheria populnea 

Hoheria sexstylosa 

Laurelia novae-zelandiae 

Macropiper excelsum  

Melicytus ramiflorus 

Myrsine australis 

Pittosporum eugenioides 

Pittosporum tenuifolium 

Podocarpus totara 

Prumnopitys taxifolia

Ripogonum scandens

Schefflera digitata 

Solanum aviculare 

Sophora sp

titoki

lucern (non-native but good bird food source) 

thin leaved coprosma

kanono

karamu

Te kouka / cabbage tree

kahikatea

lacebark

long-leaved lacebark

pukatea

kawakawa

mahoe / whiteywood

Matipo / Mapou

lemonwood

kohuhu

totara

matai

supplejack

pate

poroporo

kowhai

Flowering plants

Asplenium oblongifolium 

Dicksonia squarrosa

Lastreopsis microsora

Microsorum pustulatum 

Pyrrosia eleagnifolia

shining spleenwort

wheki

creeping shield fern

Hounds tongue fern

leather leaf fern
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Wetland planting 

Astelia grandis 

Baumea rubiginosa 

Blechnum minus 

Blechnum novae zelandiae 

Carex flagellifera 

Carex geminata 

Carex secta 

Carex virgata 

Coprosma propinqua

Cordyline australis 

Cyperus ustulatus 

Dacrycarpus dacrydioides 

Dicksonia fibrosa 

Eleocharis sphacelata

Gahnia xanthocarpa

Isachne globosa 

Juncus australis 

Juncus gregiflorus 

Juncus pallidus 

Juncus planifolius 

Laurelia novae-zelandiae 

Leptospermum scoparium 

Olearia virgata 

Phormium tenax 

Polystichum vestitum

Pseudowintera colorata 

Rorippa palustris  

Rubus australis 

Rumex flexuosis 

Schoenoplectus validus 

Syzygium maire 

Typha orientalis 

swamp astelia

Baumea rush

swamp kiokio

kiokio

Glen Murray tussock

Rautahi / wetland cutty grass 

pukio

pukio

mikimiki

ti kouka / cabbage tree

toetoe upokotangata / giant umbrella sedge 

Kahikatea

wheki

spike sedge

tupari-maunga

swamp millet

leafless rush

leafless rush

giant rush

flat-leaved rush

piukatea

mānuka

twiggy shrub daisy

harakeke

puniu

horopito / pepper wood

marsh yellow cress

swamp lawyer

NZ dock

kapungawha / swamp maire

swamp maire

raupo
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Riparian planting 

Alectryon excelsus 

Aristotelia serrata 

Carex secta 

Carpodetus serratus

Cassinia leptophylla 

Coprosma foetidissima 

Coprosma lucida 

Coprosma parviflora

Coprosma propinqua

Cordyline australis 

Cyathea medullaris 

Cyperus ustulatus 

Dianella nigra 

Dicksonia fibrosa 

Dicksonia squarrosa

Fuchsia excorticata 

Hebe stricta 

Macropiper excelsum

Melicytus ramiflorus 

Phormium tenax 

Podocarpus totara 

Prumnopitys taxifolia

Pseudopanax arboreus 

Pseudopanax colensoi 

Pseudopanax crassifolius 

Schefflera digitata 

Solanum aviculare 

Solanum laciniatum

Sophora microphylla

titoki

makomako / wineberry

pukio

putaputaweta

tauhinu

hupiro

shining karamu / kakaramu

leafy coprosma

mikimiki

ti kouka / cabbage tree

mamaku

toetoe upokotangata / Giant umbrella sedge  

inkberry

wheki / ponga

wheki

kotukutuku / tree fuschia

koromiko

kawakawa

mahoe / whiteywood

harakeke / flax

totara

matai

whauwhaupaku / five-finger

mountain five-finger

horoeke / lancewood

Pate / seven-finger

poroporo

poroporo

kowhai
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Appendix 4 - Accidental Discovery Protocol 

When physical works are undertaken on the park uncover archaeological sites, the person undertaking the 

works is required to adopt the following protocol.    

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga defines archaeological sites as a place associated with pre-1900 human 

activity, where there may be evidence relating to the history of New Zealand. Evidence includes but is not limited 

to oven stones, charcoal, middens, ditches, banks, pits, building foundations, artefacts of Māori and European 

origin or human burials Archaeological sites include oven stones, charcoal, shell middens, ditches, banks, pits, 

building foundations, artefacts of Māori and European origin or human burials: 

• Work shall cease immediately at that place 

• The contractor must shut down all machinery, secure the area and advise the contract manager 

• The contract manager shall notify the Central Region Archaeologist of the New Zealand Historic Places 

Trust and if necessary the appropriate consent process shall be initiated 

• The contract manager shall notify the following iwi groups to determine what further actions are 

appropriate to safeguard the site or its contents: 

1. Aorangi Marae 

2. Kauwhata Marae 

3. Te Iwa Marae 

4. Ngāti Kauwhata. 

If skeletal remains are uncovered the contract manager shall advise the Police. 

Works on the site shall not resume until the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga, the Police (if skeletal remains 

are involved) and appropriate iwi groups have each given the appropriate approval for work to continue.  

Under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 all archaeological sites (within the meaning of the 

Act) are afforded statutory protection. This applies to unrecorded archaeological sites that may be accidentally  

uncovered. If there is 'reasonable cause' to suspect an archaeological site may be modified, damaged or 

destroyed in the course of any activity, an archaeological authority is required from the Heritage New Zealand 

Pouhere Taonga. An authority is required whether or not the land on which an archaeological site may be 

present is designated, or a resource or building consent has been granted, or the activity is permitted by a district 

or regional plan.
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ManawatŪ District Council 
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Foreword 
This reserve management plan establishes a framework for the management and development of 38 reserves 

in the Manawatū District. Some are in Feilding, some in District townships and others are in rural areas. They 

include reserves with sportsgrounds, walk and cycleways, natural areas, memorials, places with rivers and 

streams where people can swim, fish and camp, feature gardens, playgrounds and places where people gather 

for community events.

The Manawatū District Council is responsible for ongoing protection, control, management and development 

of these reserves under the Reserves Act 1977. As set out in the Reserves Act, key responsibilities are to provide 

for the protection, preservation, maintenance and appropriate development of reserves and for enjoyment 

and use of reserves by the public. Once finalised and approved, the management plan will guide all people 

and organisations with an interest in and undertaking activities in the reserves, and will assist the Council in 

prioritising, planning and funding projects.

This draft management plan has three sections. The first outlines the different types of reserves and what the 

reserves are used for. The second section has an overall vision for reserve management and objectives for 

management, development and use of the different types of reserves. The final section has details on each 

reserve, and policy to guide their management and development.

This plan was developed following management plan review procedures set out in the Reserves Act. A public 

notice in December 2017 asked for ideas and comments and these have been incorporated into this draft 

plan. The Council now invites the public to comment on any aspect of the draft plan. We encourage people 

to make suggestions for management and development of the reserves and give reasons for any suggested 

changes. A request to be heard at the Council public hearing to support written comments may also be made. 

A submission form is available on the Council website or at Council offices.
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User Guide

Purpose

This draft reserve management plan (management plan) has been prepared in accordance with the Reserves 

Act 1977 and establishes the framework for management and development of 38 of the District’s reserves.1 The 

management plan provides for use, enjoyment, protection, maintenance, preservation and development of the 

reserves and guides day to day management. The Reserves Act requires that all reserves for which the Council 

is the administering body must be covered by an approved management plan, except reserves that have a local 

purpose. In practice, reserves with a local purpose are usually included in a management plan.

Term

This management plan has a term of up to 10 years or until it is comprehensively reviewed or amended. Once 

Council approves this management plan it will be on the Council’s website. A comprehensive review of this 

management plan requires public notification and a public submission process as outlined in section 41 of the 

Reserves Act 1977. Corrections and amendments that the Council does not regard as comprehensive may be 

made during the management plan’s term so that management of the reserve adapts to changing circumstances 

and increased knowledge.2  

Structure

This management plan has three sections:

Section 1: Identifies the reserves and puts them into five reserve categories based on the   
                  character of the reserve and what the reserve is used for.

Section 2: Proposes a vision and general objectives for reserve management and    
                  development, followed by objectives for the five categories of reserves. 

Section 3: Has detail on the individual reserves and policy and development that are specific                
                  to the individual reserves.

1 A reserve is land that has been set aside for a public purpose. 

2 Reserves Act 1977 section 41 (3) (8) (9).  
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Management plan development 

The review of the current management plan and preparation of this draft management plan follows the process 

according to section 41 of the Reserves Act 1977 (outlined in Figure 1 below). The management plan was 

developed after a public notice of the intention to review the current management plan and receiving comments 

from the public. Many suggestions were incorporated into the draft management plan.

Next steps

Once this draft management plan has been approved by the Council it will be released to the public for a 

two month submission process. After the public submission process, hearing and decision making, the final 

management plan will be put to the Council for adoption.

Figure 1: Process to review this management plan 

How to use this plan

The draft management plan has links to a range of national and regional statutory requirements and policy 

statements and it should be read alongside the Reserve Management General Policy document and Council 

Bylaws, plans and strategies. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between this management plan, statutory 

requirements and other Council plans and strategies. Policy for individual reserves in this management plan has 

precedence over policy in the Reserve Management General Policy document.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Public notice of intention to review and ask for comments on the 
existing plan

Review comments and record

Meetings and workshops to identify issues

Develop a draft plan incorporating public comments and 
workshop outcomes

Release a draft plan for a two-month public submission process

Receive submissions, hold a hearing and adjust the plan

Finalise the plan for Councils’ approval
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Figure 2 - Relationship with Council plans and strategies

Reserve 
Management 

Plan

Reserve Act 1977 

Resource Management Act 1991 

Local Government Act 2002

National Policy Statement for Freshwater 
Management 2014 (amended 2017)

Asset Management Plans

Guidelines for Event on 
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Reserve Management 
General Policy
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Longterm Plan

Annual Plan

Key Reserve projects

Open Space Framework
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Who this management plan is for

The management plan is a guide to all people and organisations with an interest in and undertaking activities 

in the parks and reserves covered by this management plan. Figure 3 identifies many of these people and 

organisations.

Figure 3 – Possible users of the management plan

District Wide 
Reserves

Community Committees

Parks and reserves visitors and users

Environmental organisations and groups

Management 
Policies

Manawatū District Council

Horizons Regional Council

Destination Manawatū

Neighbours of parks and reserves

Concession holders

Sport and recreation 
organisation and clubs

The District's marae -
• Aorangi
• Kauwhata
• Kotuku
• Paranui
• Parewahawaha
• Poupatate

• Te Au
• Te Rangimarie
• Taumata O Te Ra
• Te Hiiri
• Te Iwa
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1. Introduction
This management plan guides the protection, management and development of 38 of the District’s reserves. 

These are scattered throughout the District, range in size from 8102 metres hectares to nearly 30 hectares and 

have multiple roles. Some of the reserves are in urban areas and others are in rural areas. Some are known 

throughout the District and others are valued by the local community. Some are a short walk from people’s 

homes and others are further afield and require a journey to get to them (see Figure 4 for reserve locations).

There are many reasons for protecting, developing and maintaining the reserves in this management plan. They 

protect and preserve the natural environment3 and the landscape, and contribute to the history and culture that 

give our District its character. They are places where people and visitors to the Manawatū can enjoy the outdoor 

environment and be physically active.

It is important to have places that are easy to access in order to help increase physical activity. Research into the 

costs of physical inactivity found that costs range from direct health costs of illness to more indirect effects on 

the economy such as lost productivity and costs for the individual such as disability.4

The most popular physical activities for adults and young people are walking, running, jogging and biking. 

Popular activities for younger people include running, climbing trees, make believe, and playing in a playground 

with equipment.5 These are the sorts of informal activities that take place on the District’s parks and reserves. 

Parks, playgrounds and reserves with bush, rivers and streams are the most popular locations for physical activity 

after people’s homes and schools.6

The elderly and the young are the two demographics that are growing in the Manawatū. The younger end of the 

elderly demographic are often active and users of paths and tracks in reserves. Older people in this demographic 

are likely to use pleasant neighbourhood reserves that are close to their home and are easy to access. Young 

children use playgrounds and other play spaces close to their home. Those aged 39 and younger are often 

involved in active recreation and organised sport and are users of sportsfields and facilities⁷ such as cycling trails 

and skateparks. The middle- aged are more likely to want flexibility in when and where they recreate.

3 The Resource Management Act 1991 defines environment as ... ecosystems and their constituent parts including people and 
communities, all natural and physical resources, amenity value, and social, economic, aesthetic, and cultural conditions which affect the 
conditions stated in paragraphs (a) to (c) (Resource Management Act). 

4 The Costs of Physical Inactivity. February 2013. Wellington Regional Council Committee, Waikato Regional Council and Auckland Council

⁵Active NZ 2017 Participation Report. 2018. Wellington. Sport New Zealand.

⁶ Ibid

⁷ Includes buildings, structures, equipment or resources that enable recreational use and enjoyment of a reserve.
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⁸ The categories used in this management plan are the same as those used in the Manawatū District Council Community Facilities Asset 
Management plan - Parks and Sportsgrounds, September 2017.

9 The variety of all biological life – plants, animals, invertebrates, insects, fungi and micro-organisms

Reserve Categories 

The reserves and policies for their management have been grouped using a variation of the park categories that 

were developed by Recreation Aotearoa.⁸ Each reserve has been allocated to a category based on the character 

of the reserve and what the reserve is used for. Some reserves come under more than one category because 

they have multiple uses. For example, the Council buildings are located in Makino Park as well as the aquatic 

centre, mini golf and the Makino Stream.  

Parks and Sportsgrounds 

These reserves are used for active recreation and sporting activities that are generally organised by recreational 

organisations and clubs who book the facilities and in some situations lease or own facilities on a reserve. 

Facilities include toilets, sportsfields, clubrooms, hard courts, changing rooms and other facilities such as a 

children’s playground. Sportsfields are used for casual recreation outside of times when they are booked for 

organised recreation. Two examples are Halcombe Domain with sportsfields, changing room, hard court, 

children’s playground and a community walkway, and Sanson Domain which is the base of the Manawatū 

Blokart Club.   

Walkways and cycleways 

These walkways and cycleways in Feilding provide off-street walking and cycling routes, connecting streets and 

neighbourhoods. Examples are Lovers Lane Reserve, Makino Park and Makino Bridge Reserve which form part 

of the Makino Walkway along Makino Stream. Stonebridge Reserve connects two streets and is an example of a 

reserve that allows for safe off-road pedestrian and cycle movement.    

Natural heritage

Natural heritage refers to the reserves that offer the experience and protection of the natural environment which 

includes biodiversity⁹, ecosystems, geology, landform and waterways. The purpose of this type of reserve is to 

protect the natural environment and provide places where people can experience the natural environment. Many 

of these are reserves with rivers and streams running through them and some protect remnants of the forest 

that once covered the Manawatū. Providing access connects people to these natural environments. Examples of 

reserves with river and stream access are Bartletts Ford Reserve, Raumai Reserve and Herlihy Reserve. Reserves 

with access to the forest remnants are Almadale Reserve, Coles Bush Reserve and Kimbolton Recreation Reserve.

Rural recreation

These are reserves in rural areas. Some of them are former sportsfields such as Apiti Domain and Rangiwahia 

Recreation Reserve. Others allow access to rivers for swimming and fishing and have open areas for picnicking 

and camping. Examples are Londons Ford, Putai Ngahere and Menzies Ford. Activities range from organised 

community recreation activities to casual use. Some reserves in this category are former schools like Pohangina 

School Reserve and Rewa Old School Reserve. They utilise former school buildings, tennis courts and swimming 

pools. They are used and maintained by their communities for a variety of community purposes, although their 

use and community interest in them changes as people move in and out of the District and as demographics 

change. These facilities also have a civic role in that they are used for community activities and events.
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10 Cultural heritage includes archaeological, traditional, historic and commemorative sites, buildings, objects, areas and trees. 

Neighbourhood

Neighbourhood Reserves are small reserves in urban residential areas. Most have play equipment and open 

grassed areas for play and relaxation. Neighbourhood reserves are especially important in areas where there 

is urban residential development, where residential properties have small outdoor spaces, and in areas with 

children and the elderly. Neighbourhood reserves serve their immediate community and are easily accessible. 

Examples are Fowlers Park in Kimbolton, Te Kawau Playground in Rongotea, and Vista Playground, Stonebridge 

Reserve and Fraser Park in Feilding. Rimu Park is no longer used for active sports and comes under this category.

Cultural heritage

Our cultural heritage10 connects us to all who came before us. Reserves under this category include five reserves 

with memorial sites. They are Mt Stewart Centennial Memorial Reserve, Cheltenham Memorial Reserve, Rewa 

Old School Reserve and Douglas Square. Some reserves have examples of built heritage. The old grandstand in 

Apiti Reserve is an example.

Public gardens

Mt Lees is an example of this type of reserve. It has feature plantings with garden beds and specimen trees and 

people come for relaxation, appreciation, contemplation and enjoyment. It is also a setting for functions such 

as weddings.

Civic squares and spaces

These are town squares, community hubs, streetscapes or reserves with community halls. They are often in a 

town centre and used for community meetings and other gatherings, markets and events. Douglas Square in the 

centre of Rongotea is an example, as is Makino Park, Rangiwahia Hall and Sanson Hall.

Reserves Classifications

Classifying reserves is a mandatory process under the Reserves Act 1977 (s.16) and involves assigning a reserve 

to a particular class. Determining the class is based on the principle purpose of a reserve.

Most of the reserves covered by this management plan have already been assigned a reserve classification - 

Recreation, Scenic, Historic and Local Purpose. 11 A small number are still to be classified and others are Road 

Reserve, Esplanade Reserve or land leased from LINZ (Land Information NZ)

Recreation Reserves

Eighteen of the reserves are classified Recreation Reserve and managed under the objectives and policy of this 

draft management plan in accordance with Sections 17 of the Reserves. Act. Section 17 sets out that the main 

purpose and management objectives of Recreation Reserves are to provide for:

  … areas for recreation and sporting activities and the physical welfare and enjoyment of the public, and  

  for the protection of the natural environment and beauty of the countryside, with emphasis on the   

  retention of open spaces and on outdoor recreational activities, including recreation trails.
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Scenic Reserves

Five reserves are classified Scenic Reserve. The main purpose of a scenic classification is to protect and preserve 

a reserve:

  … in perpetuity for their intrinsic worth and for the benefit, enjoyment, and use of the public, suitable   

  areas possessing such qualities of scenic interest, beauty, or natural features or landscape that their   

  protection and preservation are desirable in the public interest.

This classification has two types, Scenic A and Scenic B. Scenic A reserve land preserves indigenous flora and 

fauna as much as possible. An example is Coles Bush. Scenic B Reserve land has both indigenous and non-native 

flora. Mt Lees is a Scenic B reserve because indigenous and non-native vegetation are both part of the character 

of the reserve.

Historic Reserves

Mt Stewart Centennial Memorial Reserve is classified Historic under Section 18 and is managed primarily for: 

  … the purpose of protecting and preserving in perpetuity such places, objects, and natural features,   

  and such things thereon or therein contained as are of historic, archaeological, cultural, educational,   

  and other special features.

11 Some parts of reserves have different classifications e.g. Parts of Makino Park have a Local Purpose classification and other parts 
Recreation. 

Halcombe Domain
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Local Purpose Reserve

Reserves classified Local Purpose under Section 23 are managed primarily for:

  … the purpose of providing and retaining areas for such local purpose or purposes as are specified in   

  any classification of the reserve.

The Council specifies the local purpose. Seven reserves come under this classification. Four of these reserves 

are managed as esplanade reserve, one for its amenity12, one as a community hall and swimming pool and one 

for Council administration.

Unclassified reserves

Other areas of open space13 are included in this management plan. They are along streams and rivers, land 

leased from LINZ or on Road Reserve land. These lands have been included in this management plan and their 

management is guided by the policies in this management plan.

Lands in this category are:

• Esplanade Reserve – Makino Bridge

• Lands leased from LINZ – Halcombe Domain

• Road Reserve land – Douglas Square.

Five areas are managed as reserve but do not appear to have been declared reserve or classified under the 

Reserves Act. This means they are not protected under the Act. This management plan recommends that research 

is undertaken to check on the reserve status of these reserves, declare them reserve under the Reserves Act and 

classify them according to their purpose and manage them for this purpose. This gives everyone certainty on the 

future of these lands and their management.

12 Natural or physical qualities and characteristics of an area that contributes to people’s appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic 
coherence, and cultural and recreational attributes (Resource Management Act).

13 Any area of land or water with recreational, ecological, landscape, cultural and/or historic value which provides public access.
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Lands recommended to be declared reserve and proposed classification categories are:

Declare Reserve Proposed Classification

Part Lot 19 in Almadale Reserve

This is the reserve entrance area with the toilets and shelter 

and is used for camping, picnicking and river access.

Recreation Reserve

Cheltenham Memorial Reserve

This has recently been subdivided and set aside as a reserve 

under Council ownership.

Recreation Reserve

Herlihy Reserve

This is on the edge of Feilding and allows access to Kiwitea 

Stream, is a freedom camping site for self-contained vehicles 

and a possible future walk and cycle connection along the 

stream to Timona Park.

Local Purpose (Esplanade)

Pt Sec 15 of Sanson Recreation Reserve

This is the low lying area between Sanson Domain and 

Sanson Hall. It is currently not used for recreation and is 

grazed. There may be future demand for the Domain to 

expand into this area.

Recreation Reserve

Sanson Playground and Toilets

The playground and toilets moved in October 2019 to a new 

location. It serves the local community as well as travellers on 

State Highway 1.

Recreation Reserve

Stonebridge Reserve

Currently this land is held in Fee Simple. When this reserve 

was established the intention was to classify it Recreation 

Reserve.14 It is in a Feilding growth area where demand for 

neighbourhood reserves is likely to increase.

Recreation Reserve

14 Email communication with Council officer.
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Walkway between Sanson Domain and Sanson Hall
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2. Vision and objectives  
The vision for management of the reserves identifies what is important about the reserves. The vision and 

objectives are helpful when making decisions about management, development and day to day maintenance.

Vision

To provide, preserve and conserve a variety of public open spaces where the 
Manawatū community and visitors to the District can experience the outdoors and 

enjoy active and passive recreation in healthy natural environments.

Objectives 

The general objectives below are followed by objectives that are grouped under the categories of the reserves 

in this management plan: 

General objectives 

• Manage and maintain the reserves and look for opportunities to develop them for the enjoyment of the 

wider community and visitors to the District.

• Retain a high level of unrestricted access to reserves.

• Reflect the character of reserves in their design, maintenance, facilities and signage.

• Engage with iwi and hapū on enhancing their involvement in reserves and communicating stories that 

connect them to reserve settings.

• Promote, facilitate and support community-led reserve development.

• Prioritise reserve management and maintenance practices that enhance aquatic and terrestrial 

environments, support native ecosystems and encourage native birds.

• Provide signage and information/interpretation on the natural and cultural history of reserves and their 

settings.

• Follow the ‘Accidental Discovery Protocol’ when archeological sites are uncovered15

Parks and sportsgrounds

• Encourage active recreation by providing open grassed spaces and defined playing areas suitable for a 

variety of sports, casual use and community activities and events.

• Promote and support wider use of reserves and community events on reserves.

15 Archaeological sites include oven stones, charcoal, shell middens, ditches, banks, pits, building foundations, artefacts of Maori and 
European origin or human burials (see Appendix 1 for the Accidental Discovery Protocol).
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Walkways and cycleways

• Encourage active recreation by developing walkways and cycleway links utilising reserves.

• Promote the reserves as part of Manawatū District Council’s Walking and Cycling Strategy.

Natural heritage

• Connect people to the District’s natural heritage by providing safe access to rivers and streams for 

swimming and fishing and improve access and tracks in reserves with native forest remnants.

• Conserve native forest remnants and other native vegetation in reserves.

• Enhance reserve river and stream riparian environments.16

Rural recreation

• Support reserve use by providing access, facilities and information.

• Develop and maintain the reserves as pleasant settings for activities.

• Encourage use by promoting reserves to Manawatū residents, visitors and tourists.

Neighbourhood

• Engage with local communities on the use and development of neighbourhood reserves.

• Widen play opportunities by providing for imaginative play that utilises the natural environment and 

terrain.

Cultural heritage

• Maintain, conserve and interpret cultural heritage sites on reserves.

Public gardens

• Manage and maintain the special character of reserves with feature trees, plant collections or special 

plantings.

Civic squares and spaces

• Support communities in the promotion, use, development and maintenance of civic spaces.

16 The area along streams, rivers, lakes and wetland. These areas have important roles in retaining nutrients and soil, habitat biodiversity and 
cleaner water..
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3. Reserve Management
This section has information about the individual reserves included in this management plan and policy for their 

management and development. The reserves are presented in alphabetical order.

Almadale Reserve

Area Almadale Scenic Reserve 6.3636 ha, Almadale Reserve – 0.6576 ha

Legal Description Section 19 Blk XII Oroua Survey District SO 22715. Part Lot 12 DP 
73 BLK XI Orora SD (the area with the reserve entrance, parking, 
toilets, camping and bridge)

Ownership, 
Management Council owned and managed

Reserves Act Status
Sec 19 - Scenic Reserve

Prt Lot 12 - Not classified under the Reserves Act
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17 Restricted to a vehicle with a current self-containment warrant issued under NZ5 5465 and a stay for up to 3 nights.

18 The Oroua River is of historical, cultural, spiritual and traditional significance to a number of iwi who have interests in the Oroua River. 
Two of these are Rangitane o Manawaū and Ngāti Apa. The river connects the central Ruahine Range through the Manawatū district to the 
Manawatū River and the coast. The river and surrounding lands contained rich food supplies and would have been cultivated extensively.

Role within the Reserve Network – Natural Heritage and Rural Recreation

One of a network of public areas that allow access to Oroua River for recreation, overnight camping, fishing 

and picnicking. The feature of this reserve is an indigenous forest remnant. A sign on SH54 directs visitors to the 

reserve.

The reserve entrance leads to an open grassed area for picnicking and camping. This area (Pt Lot 12) provides 

river access, shelter, camping, and toilets. Part of the river bank is cleared of vegetation to allow water access. A 

shelter is attached to a pump station.

The bridge across the Oroua River provides the only public access to the scenic reserve on the opposite side of 

the river. After crossing the bridge to the forest remnant, a loop track leads the visitor through the reserve. Loop 

tracks are popular with walkers, but the track is overgrown and lacks information, interpretation and way finding. 

The bridge requires inspection, structural repairs and upgrading. According to a reserve neighbour who regularly 

walks through the Scenic Reserve, the forest remnant lacks bird life.

Dogs are permitted in the reserve as long as they are on a leash.

Policy

• Declare Pt Lot 19 Reserve and classify Local Purpose (Esplanade) under the Reserve Act. This 

classification is the same as similar reserves with river access.

• Freedom camping is permitted in the entrance area of the reserve (Pt Lot 19).17

• Lighting fires is not permitted and waste must be removed from the site.

• Carry out an ecological assessment of the remnant forest and use findings to develop a management 

and maintenance plan for the remnant forest including pest control.

• Remove weed and pest plants from the river margins where it passes through the reserve and replace 

with appropriate indigenous trees and plants.

Development

• Redevelop the existing loop track through the forest remnant.

• Develop wayfinding signage.

• Inspect the pedestrian bridge and depending on the result, repair and maintain for access from the 

reserve to the forest remnant or come to a decision on bridge replacement.

• Develop visitor information and interpretation of the forest remnant and Oroua River.18 These could be 

information boards in the shelter, information pamphlets, QR codes or direct visitors to a website.
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Apiti Reserve

Role within the Reserve Network – Rural Recreation

This attractive reserve has entrance gates, an area with large, deciduous specimen trees and an area that was 

the reserve’s sportsfield before activities moved to Apiti School. A small grandstand is all that remains of past use 

for sport. A small shearing shed is used by Young farmers on their field day. The trees in the domain contribute 

to the reserve’s character and a plan to manage individual trees and for succession planting is recommended.

Policy

• Continue to maintain the domain to a standard that reflects its role in the Apiti community.

• Investigate development of the reserve for freedom camping. An area for camping would need to be 

identified and the toilets upgraded.

• Carry out research on the grandstand by a qualified heritage practitioner and depending on the 

outcome of research put forward for registration with Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga and 

include in the Manawatū District Plan.

Area 4.0468 ha

Legal Description Pt Secs 19,51,51a Block XI Apiti SD 

Ownership, 
Management Council owned and managed

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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• Complete an assessment of the large specimen trees by appointing a qualified and experienced 

arborist with recommendations for tree management and succession tree planting to retain the 

character of the reserve.

Bartletts Ford

Role within the reserve network – Rural Recreation

A grassed area with trees for shelter and shade on a river flat and one of the main camping sites over the summer 

period. It is popular for casual summer recreation with river access and swimming. The reserve is a dog exercise 

area. An area of the reserve is planted in forestry trees and will be harvested in conjunction with the neighbouring 

property.

Area 0.6250 ha

Legal Description Lot 2 DP 49629 BLKII Pohangina Survey District

Ownership, 
Management Manawatū District Council

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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19 Restricted to a vehicle displaying a current self-containment warrant issued under NZ5 5465 and a stay for up to three consecutive 
nights.. 

Policy

• Maintain access to the river

• Control weeds and plant pests to prevent the spread of these along river margins and replace with 

indigenous plants.

• Prepare the reserve on an annual basis for summer recreation, access to the river and camping.19

• Maintain trees for shade and shelter for camping and to define camping sites.

Development

• Enhance the experience for freedom camping in the reserve.

• Consider adding information and interpretation of the Māori, European and natural heritage of the 

reserve and its river setting.
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20 The school building has a category C heritage value in the District Plan. 

21 Manawatū District Council Community Facilities Asset Management Plan Parks and Sportsgrounds, 2017.

Beaconsfield Recreation Reserve (Old Beaconsfield School)

Role within the Reserve Network – Rural Recreation, Civic Space

Beaconsfield School came under Council ownership after the school was closed. The reserve is a pleasant 

environment with the former schoolroom20, shelter sheds, a tennis court, toilet and a barbecue and maintained 

by the community. The reserve has attractive mature trees, including a large totara at the entrance and a weeping 

elm. The grounds are grazed. A moderate renewal programme is anticipated over the next ten years.21

Policy

• Continue to support the community in maintaining the reserve and its facilities

• Renew the toilets

• Promote use of the reserve in partnership with the Beaconsfield community

Area 0.8093 ha.

Legal Description Sec 365 Town of Sandon Blk III Oroua Survey District

Ownership, 
Management Vested in Council, Council managed

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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Carnarvon Recreation Reserve

Role within the reserve network – Rural Recreation

The former Carnarvon School (1874 - 1963) is made up of the school room, changing rooms, shelter, tennis 

court, and paddock with native trees including karaka and totara along the eastern and southern boundaries. A 

small pine plantation has been harvested.

Since the Te Kawau Scout group stopped using the facility, a use for the reserve has not been found and its future 

as reserve is in question.

Policy

• Assess the reserve values of the reserve using the Acquisition and Disposal Criteria in the Open Space 

Framework in order to come to a decision on the reserve’s future as reserve.

Area 1.6033 ha.

Legal Description Section 743 Town of Carnarvon, Blk VI Te Kawaua, Survey District 
SO 26158

Ownership, 
Management Manawatū District Council

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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Development

• Install public toilets

Cheltenham Memorial Reserve

Role within the reserve network – Neighbourhood and Cultural Heritage

The reserve is a small park at the cross roads of Kimbolton Road and State Highway 54. The land was owned by 

the Catholic Wellington Diocesan and has been subdivided and set aside as a community park under Council 

ownership. The Cheltenham war memorial has been moved to the site and the park has amenity planting, picnic 

tables for travellers, and plans for public toilets and a community playground.22

Policy

• Protect the park as public open space by declaring it reserve and classifying Recreation Reserve under 

the Reserves Act 1977.

Area 0.2002 ha.

Legal Description Lot 1 DP 531244 

Ownership, 
Management Manawatū District Council

Reserves Act Status Managed as reserve, held in fee simple and is not protected under

23 See Cheltenham Community Plan, Dec 2017.
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• Work with the Cheltenham community in management and development of the reserve.

• Maintain the reserve to a standard that reflects its role and prominent village location.

Coles Bush Reserve

Role within the Reserve Network – Natural Heritage

Coles Bush has value as one of the remaining indigenous forest remnants on the Manawatū plains. The forest 

includes totara and is accessed via a driveway shared by an adjoining property which is closed to the public. This 

means that there is little public knowledge of the remnant forest. A number of groups have been involved in the 

past in monitoring the forest for weeds and plant and animal pests.23

Policy

• Carry out an ecological assessment and develop an ecological management and maintenance 

programme.

23 Including Massey Natural Heritage Unit

Area 0.5063 ha and 2.3470 ha

Legal Description Lot 1 DP 431963, Block VIII, Te Kawau Survey District,
Lot 3 DP 63465, DP 43196 Block VIII Te Kawau Survey District

Ownership, 
Management Council owned and managed. 

Reserves Act Status Scenic A Reserve
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• Monitor boundary fencing to ensure stock is kept out of the remnant.

• Liaise with neighbours and Horizons Regional Council on plant and animal pest control.24

Douglas Square, Rongotea

Role within the reserve network – Civic Squares and spaces

Douglas Square in the centre of Rongotea establishes the identity and character of the township. It has a number 

of features of interest to the community and visitors - the Rongotea War Memorial (listed in the District Plan with 

a C category heritage), the matai stump marking the first church service in the town, the town clock, a range of 

specimen trees, amenity planting and seats commemorating specific events.

24 Manage according to Horizons Regional Pest Management Plan 2017-2037

Legal Description Road Reserve

Ownership, 
Management Manawatū District Council

Reserves Act Status Road Reserve
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Policy

• Maintain the square to a standard that reflects its role and central location.

• Liaise with the local community in management of the square.

• Establish guidelines for the square’s management and maintenance

Fowlers Reserve, Kimbolton

Role within the reserve network – Neighbourhood, Public Garden

The reserve is a small park and a feature in the centre of Kimbolton village with azaleas, rhododendrons, other 

ornamental plantings and specimen trees, a small rotunda, path and picnic tables. It is a pleasant place for local 

people and for travellers to stop and stretch their legs.

Policy

• Work with the Kimbolton community on reserve maintenance and development.25

• Continue to maintain the reserve to a standard that reflects its role and central village location.

25 Kimbolton Community Plan, 2013 recommended a programme of improvement and development for Fowlers Reserve

Area 0.1007ha.

Legal Description Sec 8 BLK XII Apiti SD

Ownership, 
Management Manawatū District Council

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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Fraser Park, Feilding

Role within the reserve network – Neighbourhood

Located in a Feilding growth precinct where there is likely to be demand for neighbourhood reserves. Play 

equipment is near the reserve entrance. The rest of the grassed reserve has shade trees, natural springs and 

slopes to a swale at the bottom of a gully. The gully area and the northern part of the reserve is to be revegetated 

with the help of a local community group.

Policy

• Support the community group in vegetation restoration by supplying plants and expertise.

• Consider developing adventure play opportunities that use the natural terrain.

Area 0.4058 ha.

Legal Description Lot 34 DP 46145, Lot 160 DP 408224, Blk XIV Oroua Survey 
District

Ownership, 
Management Manawatū District Council

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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Halcombe Domain

Role within the reserve network – Parks and Sportsgrounds

The domain has multiple recreation and community uses – sportsfield, changing rooms in rugby clubrooms on 

the other side of Stanway Road, a small grandstand, tennis courts, toilets, playground and walkway.

Policy

• Continue to manage for organised and casual recreation and community activities.

• Consider developing to promote fitness, community gardens, and an outdoor area for teenagers.26

Area 1.7826 ha.

Legal Description Lot 2 82659

Ownership, 
Management The Crown. Railways land leased by the Council from LINZ 

Reserves Act Status Railways land

26 Halcombe Community Plan – A guide for the future of Halcombe, May 2013
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Hauwhiti Reserve, Kimbolton

Role within the reserve network – Neighbourhood

The reserve runs between Kimbolton Road and Hauwhiti Place. The entrance on Hauwhiti Place is mown, as is 

the entrance on Kimbolton Road. The part of the reserve along Kimbolton Road has been grazed in the past. 

The treed area is maintained for pest plants. A short path leads from Kimbolton Road to Kimbolton School. The 

reserve may be used informally as a link from Flyger Street and Hauwhiti Place to Kimbolton Road, although 

there are no formed paths through the reserve.

Policy

• Work with the Kimbolton community in reserve management and maintenance.

• Continue to maintain the reserve to a standard that reflects its central village location.

• Recognise and provide for the ongoing operation, maintenance and upgrading of Powerco’s electrical 

asset within the reserve.

Area 1 ha.

Legal Description Lot 15 DP 50690 BLK XIII Apiti Survey District 

Ownership, 
Management Manawatū District Council

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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Herlihy Reserve, Feilding

Role within the reserve network – Natural Heritage

The reserve is on the outskirts of Feilding on the banks of Kiwitea Stream. It was subdivided in 1972 and lies 

between the stream and Kimbolton Road. Its role as reserve is to allow stream access for recreation and for 

views of the stream from the road. Vehicles access the stream and there are a number of tracks through the 

reserve and to the stream. The reserve has potential to be part of a walk and cycleway along Kiwitea Stream and 

Oroua River, connecting the reserve with Timona Park.

Policy

• Consider declaring reserve and classifying Local Purpose (Esplanade) under the Reserves Act.

• Manage and develop the reserve for river access:

Area 0.6391 ha.

Legal Description Lot 1 DP 34980 

Ownership, 
Management Manawatū District Council

Reserves Act Status Land held in fee simple. Not a reserve under the Reserves Act
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Development

• Develop a parking area and area for freedom camping27 and control vehicle access to the balance of 

the reserve.

• Rationalise tracks to the stream and develop a loop walkway through the reserve.

• Remove weeds and replace with indigenous plant species that are appropriate to the stream 

environment.

• Keep open a viewshaft between the stream and Kimbolton Road.

James Palmer Park, Feilding

27 Restricted to a vehicle displaying a current self-containment warrant issued under NZ5 5465 and a stay for up to three consecutive 
nights.

Role within the reserve network – Neighbourhood, Walkways and Cycleways

Part of the Makino Stream walk and cycleway, the park is accessed from North Street and from the walkway 

along the stream from Sherwill Street West. James Palmer, an early resident of Feilding, gifted the land to the 

people of Feilding. The park is a dog exercise area. Some exotic trees have been removed and the stream bank 

planted to reduce erosion and improve stream ecology.

Area 1.1473 ha.

Legal Description Lots 1 & 3 DP 32410

Ownership, 
Management Manawatū District Council

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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Policy

• Manage the park as a part of the Makino Stream walk and cycleway.

• Continue planting native streamside planting to reduce erosion and improve stream habitat and 

ecology.

• Develop the green open space as a neighbourhood reserve according to needs of the local 

community.

Kimbolton Recreation Reserve

Role within the Reserve Network – Natural Heritage

The reserve is in two sections over the road from each other. Section 92B has a tawa dominated indigenous 

forest cover. A path through the remnant forest has an entrance on Forest Road but on a recent visit the entrance 

and path were overgrown and the reserve unsigned. An earlier maintenance programme controlled weeds and 

involved school children. Possums were also controlled. Section 92C is leased for grazing.

Area Sec 92B 10.8430 ha., Sec 92c 6.8976 ha.

Legal Description Sections 92B and 92C Block XIII Apiti, Survey District SO 1401

Ownership, 
Management Council owned and managed

Reserves Act Status Sec 92B Recreation Reserve, Sec 92C Scenic A Reserve
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Policy

• Carry out an ecological assessment of the remnant forest and use findings to develop a management 

and maintenance programme.

• Monitor boundary fencing to ensure stock is kept out of the remnant forest.

• Liaise with the Kimbolton Community Committee, neighbouring property owners and Horizons 

Regional Council regarding plant and animal pest control.28

• Develop reserve signage and information about the forest remnant and its values.

Londons Ford Reserve

Role within the reserve network – Natural Heritage, Rural Recreation

This reserve was taken for Ferry Reserve in 1891 and reserved for ferry purposes under gazette 1891 p.1211. As a 

former river ferry it is part of the story of early European settlement in the Manawatū. Its role today is to provide 

river access for recreation, picnicking and freedom camping.29 The reserve has a pump station for the Kiwitea 

River Water Scheme and a public toilet open during the summer period. The landscape character of the reserve 

is defined by the grove of mature indigenous trees to the right of the entry driveway, the open grass area with 

trees for shade and shelter, the river and the backdrop of cliffs. The reserve is a dog exercise area.

28 Restricted to a vehicle displaying a current self-containment warrant issued under NZ5 5465 and a stay for up to three consecutive 
nights.

Area 2.4281 ha

Legal Description Section 132 Block XIV Aptiti SD

Ownership, 
Management Crown owned, Manawatū District Council managed

Reserves Act Status Local Purpose (Esplanade)
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Policy

• Maintain the reserve’s amenity with river access, open grassed areas with trees for shade and shelter 

and to define camping sites, picnicking sites and toilet facilities.

• Take into account the need to take water for the Kiwitea Water Scheme when managing and 

developing the reserve.

• Control weed and plant pest species to prevent their spread along river margins and replace with 

indigenous species that enhance river ecology.

• Prepare the reserve on an annual basis for summer recreation, access to the river and camping.

• Protect the indigenous vegetation from stock through fencing, weed and pest plant and animal 

control.

Development

• Enhance the reserve entrance.

• Define camping and picnicking sites through planting and generally enhance camping facilities.

• Consider adding information and interpretation of the Māori, European and natural heritage of the 

reserve and its setting.

Lovers Lane, Feilding

Area 0.1613 ha.

Legal Description Lot 9 DP 61385, Part Lots 557, 558 DP 19 

Ownership, 
Management Manawatū District Council

Reserves Act Status Road Reserve and Fee Simple
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Role within the reserve network Walkways and Cycleways, Natural Heritage

Part of the Makino Stream walk and cycleway, Lovers Lane links Denbigh and Derby Streets.

Policy

• Manage as a part of the Makino Stream walk and cycleway.

• Remove weed species along the stream and replace with native streamside planting to reduce erosion 

and improve stream habitat and ecology.

Makino Bridge Reserve, Feilding

Role within the reserve network - Walkways and Cycleways, Natural Heritage

This linear reserve is part of the Makino Stream walk and cycleway and connects Manchester Street with Warwick 

Street. The earlier swimming pool has been filled in and is now a carpark. The reserve has stream bank planting, 

an open grassed area with timber platform seating and an all- weather path along the stream.

Area 0.4316 ha.

Legal Description Lot 95 DP 19, Lot 3 DP 74917, Sec 2 SO 439485

Lot 32 DP 39236, Lots 3-5 DP 88089
Ownership, 
Management Manawatū District Council

Reserves Act Status Esplanade Reserve
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Policy

• Manage as a part of the Makino Stream walk and cycleway.

• Maintain and enhance the stream environment and ecology.

• Consider changing the name of to Mangakino Bridge Reserve. Mangakino is the original name of the 

stream now known as ‘Makino’.

Makino Park, Feilding

Role within the reserve network – Parks and Sportsgrounds, Civic Space, Walkways and 
Cycleways

Makino Park is in the civic precinct with the Council administration building, carparks, the aquatic centre, mini 

golf, pond, Makino Stream and stream planting, playground with play equipment, bridge connection to the 

library and grassed areas with specimen trees. A path along Makino Stream from the bridge connects to Makino 

Bridge Reserve across Manchester Street.

Area 3.0320 ha.

Legal Description Lot  1  DP  18986,  Lot  2  DP 18986, Lot 232 DP 19, Lot 231 DP 19, 
Lot

396 DP 19, Lot 1 DP 3706, Lot 1 DP 3577, Lot 43 DP 15932, Sec 37 
Block

Legal Description XI Hautapu SD, Lot 102 DP 96, Lot 1 DP 73224, 
Lot 2 DP 50811, Lot 2 DP 31858

Ownership, 
Management Manawatū District Council

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve, Local Purpose (Council Administration)
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Policy

• Consider changing the name of Makino Park to Mangakino Park, the original name of the stream now 

known as ‘Makino’.

• Develop the park to reflect its civic role.

Development

• Develop the precinct according to the Makino Precinct Plan 2014. This includes a skate park and 

removal of the duck pond.

• Relate the Council administration centre and aquatic centre to their park setting.

• Improve connections and movement through the park between the Council administration centre, 

aquatic centre, Makino Stream and the library.

• Increase opportunities for play.

• Improve access to the stream edge, stream ecology and capacity for the stream to flood.

• Reorganise carparking in the park to reduce its dominance.

• Remove the and hall and community house

McKinnon Memorial Reserve

Area 1.2141ha.

Legal Description 1.2141 ha. Section 8 and Sections 6 & 7 & 284 

Rangiwahia Township Block 1V Apiti Survey District

Ownership, 
Management Council owned and managed 

Reserves Act Status Scenic Reserve
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Role within the Reserve Network – Natural Heritage

This small patch of indigenous vegetation is near Kaiwaka Scenic reserve but separated from it by private property 

with little opportunity to link the two reserves. The reserve has some issues with weeds and is not accessible to 

the public.

Policy

• Liaise with the Rangiwahia community on the values the community places on this reserve and their 

interest in becoming involved in its management, restoration and maintenance.

• Carry out an ecological assessment of the reserve and use findings to develop a management, 

restoration and maintenance programme.

• Monitor boundary fencing to ensure stock is kept out.

• Carry out weed, plant and animal pest control programmes.30

Menzies Ford Reserve

30 Refer to the Regional Pest Management Plan 2017-2037, Horizons Regional Council.

Area 0.6121 ha.

Legal Description Lots 2 and 3 DP 26798 Blk XV Oroua SD

Ownership, 
Management 
(Esplanade)

Manawatū District Council

Reserves Act Status Local Purpose 
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Role within the reserve network – Rural Recreation, Natural Heritage

This pleasant reserve on a river flat has river access with a swimming hole and an open grassed area with space 

for recreation, picnicking and camping, native planting along the driveway and trees for shade and amenity. The 

reserve is a dog exercise area. A parking area with gate and bollards control vehicle access due to an issue with 

cars damaging the grassed area.

Policy

• Maintain the reserve’s amenity with river access, open grassed areas with trees for shade and shelter 

and to define camping and picnicking sites.31

• Control weed and plant pest species to prevent the spread of these along river margins and replace 

with indigenous species that enhance river ecology.

• Prepare the reserve on an annual basis for summer recreation, access to the river and camping.

Mt Lees, Ngaio Rd

31 Restricted to a vehicle displaying a current self-containment warrant issued under NZ5 5465 and a stay for up to three consecutive 
nights.

Area 29.5582 ha.

Legal Description Pt Lot 2 DP 33752 Blk XII Rangiototo Survey District

Ownership, 
Management

Manawatū District Council 

Reserves Act Status Scenic B Reserve
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Role within the reserve network – Public Garden

The land was part of the farm purchased by the Wilson family in 1873. The area that is now reserve was farmed 

until 1950 when Ormond Wilson fenced off the gully known as O-te-Ao and extended the tree planting. Ormond 

Wilson was the Labour MP for Rangitikei (1935-1938) and later for Palmerston North (1946-1949), and former 

chairman of the Historic Places Trust. The gully had native forest with tree species that include totara, matai, 

rimu and tawa. The gully has a large kahikatea which is thought to be more than 1000 years old and a 600 year 

old puketea.

Wilson extended the tree planting with specimen exotic trees. The reserve is an example of the aesthetic of non-

native tree and plant species within a framework of native plantings. The house site had large groves of ti kouka 

(cabbage trees) but these were cleared when the house was built in 1930. Later writings by Ormand Wilson 

indicated that he would have planted more native trees and plants had he known more about them.

The land with the homestead and the immediate area was gifted to the Crown 1972. The intention was to 

preserve native and non-native flora and fauna and to extend planting in the long term to cover the whole 

reserve.

Plantation trees for shelter and as a source of revenue were established in 1994, 1995 and 2000. Two hectares 

of Pinus radiate were replaced by Cupressus lusitanica (Mexican Cyprus) after the severe 2004 storm. Other 

plantation areas include Japanese Cedar, Douglas Fir, Western Red Cedar, Sheoak, Cupressus macrocarpa 

and Cupressus benthami. Options for harvesting these woodlots are for the trees to have a relatively short 

lifespan before milling, or a longer lifespan. A lifespan of 50 plus years would have the advantage of certainty for 

investment into development of tracks and other facilities that milling may disrupt.

The homestead and the gardens are on a flat river terrace with the gully and plantation area below. The reserve 

is open to the public every day from 9am to 5pm. The homestead area has parking, picnic areas, children's 

play area, toilets, tennis court and a summerhouse with accommodation and functions in the homestead. An 

overnight camping area inside the main entrance allows for self-contained vehicles to stay for up to three 

nights.32

The sheltered vegetated gully walk has two main loop trails with a number of other connecting paths. Some of 

the paths are narrow and have an uneven surface due to tree roots, restricting path use for people with push 

chairs. Signage and a plan of trails and paths in the reserve would enhance the experience. During spring there 

is a large display of daffodils in the area between the house and the reserve entrance. Dogs are not permitted in 

the reserve, although suggestions made after the notice of intention to develop this management plan asked for 

dogs on a leash to be allowed in the reserve.

Policy

• Manage the homestead for public uses such as accommodation, events, seminars, conferences and 

weddings.

• Establish a maintenance programme for important trees, gully vegetation and amenity plantings in 

order to retain the original intentions of Ormond Wilson of a garden with a mix of native and non-

native trees and other plants.

• Review the 2016 silvicultural report on managing the reserve’s woodlots and develop a plan to manage 

the woodlots. 33

32 A vehicle displaying a current self-containment warrant issued under NZ5 5465.

33 Report on the Silvicultural Status of Various Woodlots, November 2016, Jeremy Cumming.
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• Improve signage and prepare a visitor information plan showing the different areas of the park, 

features, trails and paths.

• Investigate opportunities for pushchair access where selected paths have suitable gradients.

• Prepare a design guideline for new facilities, structures, outdoor furniture, signage and information/

interpretation.

Explanation

Mt Lees has a special character which a design guideline will help to preserve. Without guidelines structures, 

facilities, outdoor furniture and signage may be ad hoc and detract from the character of the reserve.

• Promote Mt Lees for overnight camping for self-contained vehicles.

• Consider allowing dogs on a leash onto the reserve.

Development

• Update the existing Mt Lees development and implementation plan and use as the basis for future 

development and improvements.

Explanation

The development plan requires updating to reflect changes. A development plan establishes a clear vision for 

the reserve and guides development, improvement and implementation over time as resources allow.

Mt Stewart Centennial Memorial Reserve

Area 2.7321 ha

Legal Description Part Section 344 Town of Sandon, Block XVI Rangitoto Survey 
District 

Ownership, 
Management

Manawatū District Council

Reserves Act Status Historic Reserve
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Role within the reserve network – Cultural Heritage

The reserve is a 135 metre hill (known as Whakaari) and trig station on State Highway 3, 6 km south-east of 

Sanson. It was named after early surveyor John Tiffin Stewart, who chose the site for the station. A plaque on the 

rock by the Trig Station is dedicated to him.

It is listed in the District Plan as having heritage value with a C category. A time capsule was buried and a plinth 

with a 360° directional sign was erected for the 1990 Sesqui celebrations.

The reserve is a dog exercise. The balance of the reserve is planted in Pinus radiata with Macrocarpa and an open 

grass area.

The Macrocarpa has created difficult growing conditions with insufficient light for the light- demanding pine 

canopy.34

Policy

• Continue to maintain the reserve to a standard that reflects its Historic Reserve status.

• Harvest the pines and remove the Macrocarpa in approximately 2021/22 or after a windthrow event 

(recommendation in the 2016 report on the woodlot on the reserve).35

34 A report on the Silvicultural Status of Various Woodlots for the Manawatū District Council, November 2016, Jeremy Cumming.

35 A report on the Silvicultural Status of Various Woodlots for the ManawatūDistrict Council, Jeremy Cumming November 2016.
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Pakikura School Reserve

Role within the Reserve Network – Rural Recreation and Civic Space

The former school building and tennis court are used by the community but when the reserve was visited as part 

of preparation of this management plan the grounds were overgrown, the swimming pool and play equipment 

were unused, in disrepair and a hazard. As with many similar facilities, community participation in use and 

maintenance varies as the immediate community changes. A fenced part of the reserve is a dog exercise area.

Policy

• Work with the Pakihikura community in maintenance of the reserve and encourage its use and 

development.

• Consider filling in the swimming pool in consultation with the Pakihikura community and repair or 

remove play equipment.

• Recognise and provide access to Powerco’s electrical asset within the reserve for its ongoing 

operation, maintenance and upgrade.

Area 3.7839 ha.

Legal Description Sections 5,6,15 and 25 Pakihikura Village Settlement Blk VIII Ongo 
Survey District, Pakihikura School and SO 138457

Ownership, 
Management Council owned and managed with the local community. 

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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Pohongina Domain

Role within the Reserve Network – Rural Recreation

The domain is relatively flat and rises to the north western boundary. Large historic elms mark the road boundary 

and mature kahikatea are scattered throughout the reserve. Most of the reserve is grazed. The entrance has a 

small car park and picnic area with picnic tables. A small cricket pavilion stands near the domain entrance.

The domain was established in 1891 and administered by the Pohangina Domain Board from 1897 to 1980, 

managed by the Pohangina Reserves Committee and since 1990 by Manawatū District Council. Early photos 

show picnics and events such as wood chopping competitions.

A landscape and development plan has been prepared, workshopped and adopted by the Community Committee 

and Council.

Policy

• Continue to liaise with the Community Committee to implement the landscape and development plan.

Area 5.1438 ha.

Legal Description Sections 32A, 34,Part Section 32B casualSuburban SO 13946, 
1464.

Ownership, 
Management

Manawatū District Council in trust for recreation purposes

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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Pohangina School Reserve

Role within the Reserve Network – Rural Recreation and Civic Space

The former Pohangina School closed in 1972. It has been used as a community facility for community activities 

and for recreation over summer. The schoolroom has a deck, the swimming pool is used in summer and the 

playground has a range of play equipment.

Former school facilities include sheds, public toilets and tennis court. The school and its former playing field is 

available for hire for events and groups outside of the community and is used for a variety of events including 

car and caravan rallies. Freedom camping is permitted for up to three consecutive nights.36 The reserve is a dog 

exercise area.

Policy

• Work with the Pohangina community in maintenance of the reserve, facilities, open areas and 

specimen trees and encourage their use and development.37

• Recognise and provide for the ongoing operation, maintenance and upgrading of Powerco’s electrical 

asset within the reserve.

36 Restricted to a vehicle displaying a current self-containment warrant issued under NZ5 5465.

37 Among actions in the Pohangina Community Plan, May 2014, is to make better use of the old school.

Area 1.9317 ha.

Legal Description 
Section 65 Pohangina Suburban in Block X Pohangina

Survey District SO 31811

Ownership, 
Management

Council owned and managed with Pohangina Community 
Committee

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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Pohongina Valley Lookout

Role within the Reserve Network – Rural Recreation

The lookout is accessed from Valley Road. The entrance area is flat with parking and picnic tables. A steep track 

leads to the lookout which is mown with a picnic table and shade tree. The lookout has views over Pohangina 

Valley. The reserve is a dog exercise area.

Policy

• Retain views from the lookout by trimming trees immediately below the lookout.

• Control weeds at the entrance, along the track and at the lookout and improve amenity by replacing 

with low growing, hardy, indigenous plant species suitable to the location and conditions.

• Consider an information board at the lookout that interprets the view.

Area 0.8797 ha.

Legal Description ALL DP 12808 BLK XIII Pohangina SD

Ownership, 
Management

Manawatū District Council 

Reserves Act Status Local Purpose (Amenity)
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Putai Ngahere Domain/Vinegar Hill

Role within the reserve network – Natural Heritage, Rural Recreation

Putai Ngahere Domain on the banks of the Rangitikei River was originally owned by the Potaka family. Its name 

was taken from Putai, a member of the Potaka family and ngahere or forest.

This reserve is popular for recreation with picnicking, camping and activities associated with the river environment 

such as swimming, fishing, whitewater rafting and canoeing. Dogs are allowed on the reserve.

The entrance driveway runs through a forest which features redwood, totara and other indigenous forest species 

to open grassed areas and the river with a backdrop of high cliffs rising from the river.

The domain is a popular for summer camping for families and large groups with three main camping areas, 

toilets, showers, a shelter and river access. Vegetation creates picnic and camping sites, shelter and shade.

Camping fees are charged between October and March and the reserve is maintained and monitored for 

security. Dogs are not permitted between Labour weekend and Easter. A locked gate controls public access to 

the southern end of the Reserve over winter.

The reserve was damaged during 2004 floods and flood warning sirens are in operation to give time for 

evacuation to higher ground in an emergency.

Area 30.8357 ha.

Legal Description Sections 80-82 & Pt Sec 74 Town of Livingston Blk VII Ongo SD 

Ownership, 
Management

Manawatū District Council 

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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Policy

• Maintain the reserve’s amenity with river access, open grassed areas with trees for shade and shelter 

and camping38 and picnicking sites.

• Prepare the site for the summer season and maintain the site over the season for camping and 

picnicking with maintenance and security services.39

• Protect the indigenous vegetation from stock through fencing, weed and pest plant and animal 

control.

Development

• Add information and interpretation of the Maori, European and natural heritage of the reserve and its 

setting.

Rangiwahia Hall and Recreation Reserve

Area 0.0889 ha & 3.9580 ha

Legal Description Section 170 Rangiwahia Township Block IV Apiti Survey 

District Gazette 58/727; Part Section 61 Rangiwahia Township 
Block IV Apiti Survey District Gazette No. 408375.2 SO Plans 12653 
& 24012

Ownership, 
Management

Manawatū District Council and hall management committee

Reserves Act Status Local Purpose (Community Purpose)

38 Freedom camping is allowed from 1 March to 31 October providing the vehicle displays a current self-containment warrant issued under 
NZ5 5465 and restricted to a stay of up to three consecutive nights.  Outside of these dates camping fees are charged. 
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Role within the reserve network –Rural Recreation, Civic Space

The reserve has a large grazed area that was the former rugby ground, tennis court, toilets, children’s playground, 

picnic tables, tennis court and war memorial. Land was set aside for the hall in 1958 which is used for community 

events and for hire. The war memorial is listed in the District Plan with a C category heritage value.

The reserve is a camping site including for non-self-contained vehicles and cyclists with tents. It has power point 

sites and a dump station. Dogs are allowed on the reserve.

The community is active in maintaining the hall and the reserve, attracting tourists to the area and promoting use 

of the reserve for overnight camping.

Policy

• Support the community in:

 - Promoting, managing and maintaining the hall for community use and for social events

 - Encouraging visitors and promoting the reserve for camping including camping for cyclists

 - Improving the amenity of the reserve.

Raumai Reserve

Role within the reserve network – Natural Heritage, Rural Recreation

The role of this reserve is river access for swimming and fishing with a grassed area for picnicking. A toilet 

supports use and vegetation has been cleared to create a viewshaft to the river.

Area 0.6526 ha

Legal Description Part Section 48 and part old river bed, Block XII, Pohangina Survey 
District, SO 15757

Ownership, 
Management

Crown owned, Manawatū District Council managed

Reserves Act Status Local Purpose (Esplanade)
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Vegetation includes indigenous shrub and ground cover species at the reserve entrance, eucalypts, pines, silver 

poplar and planting to stabilise the northern riverbank cliff face. A swale has improved drainage.

The reserve is a dog exercise area. On the occasions when stock are grazing dogs must be on a leash.

Policy

• Maintain the reserve’s amenity with river access, open grassed areas with trees for shade and shelter 

and to define picnicking sites.

• Control weed and plant pest species to prevent the spread of these along river margins and replace 

with indigenous species that enhance river ecology.

• Prepare the reserve on an annual basis for summer recreation and river access.

Rewa Old School Reserve

Role within the Reserve Network – Rural Recreation and Civic Space

This former school is used for a variety of community activities and maintained by the community with Council 

support. As with many similar facilities, community participation in its maintenance varies as the immediate 

community changes. The reserve has an attractive road frontage with white picket fence, memorial, path and 

garden with totara, lemonwood and rimu among the mature trees. The swimming pool has a cover and upgraded 

pump. Dogs are allowed off leash.

Area 0.5331 ha.

Legal Description Sec 113 Rewa Village Settlement Blk XI Ono Survey District, SO 
34179 

Ownership, 
Management

Council owned and managed with the local community.

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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Policy

• Support the Rewa community in reserve use and development.

• Continue to support the Rewa community in maintaining the reserve.

• Renew facilities as required. This includes play equipment, swimming pool and tennis court.

Rimu Park, Feilding

Role within the reserve network – Neighbourhood

The land at Rimu Park was purchased by the Council in 1982 and known as Root Street Reserve. Additional land 

was purchased for clubrooms and parking in 1996. The park was used for organised sports with playing fields 

and for casual recreation. The park is no longer needed for organised recreation and is used for casual recreation 

with a playground, trees for shade and shelter and an open grassed area. The park is a dog exercise area. It is 

located in a growth precinct where there is likely to be demand for neighbourhood reserves.

Policy

• Maintain as a neighbourhood reserve.

• Work with the local community on development for casual recreation as demand for play and casual 

recreation grows.

• Develop the park’s pedestrian linkages e.g. with Dewes Avenue.

Area 3.844 ha.

Legal Description Lot 1 DP 42952, Pt Lot 86 DP 20 

Ownership, 
Management

Manawatū District Council 

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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Te kawau Playground, Rongotea

Role within the reserve network – Neighbourhood

The reserve is a pleasant community playground. It is an example of a neighbourhood park that caters for a 

range of ages with toilets, fenced road boundary, fenced playground for young children, basketball half court, 

volleyball net and trees for shade and seating.

Policy

• Continue to maintain the reserve to a standard that reflects its role and central location.

Area 0.1012 ha., 0.627 ha., 0.0584 ha

Legal Description Sec 127 DP 160, Pt Sec 128 DP 160, Pt Sec 128 DP 160 

Ownership, 
Management

Manawatū District Council 

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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Sanson Domain and Recreation Reserve

Role within the reserve network – Parks and Sportsgrounds

Formerly a rugby field with a historic grandstand, the Manawatū Blokart club has a lease on the Domain and has 

developed it for blokarts with an asphalted track and carparking. National events are held in the Domain and an 

international event is planned. The Domain is also a dog exercise area except when the Domain is in use. On 

these occasions, dogs must be on a leash. A walkway along SH1 skirts the low-lying field and undeveloped part 

of the reserve, and links the Domain with Sanson, the school, hall and swimming pool.

Policy

• Manage the Domain in consultation with the lease holder (Manawatū Blokart Club).

• Extend recreational use to the undeveloped area of the reserve (Prt Sec 15) when demand for additional 

recreation has been established and resources allow.40

• Continue to maintain the walkway and planting to link Sanson recreation facilities.

40 Sanson Community Plan , May 2013, has a recommendation to investigate opportunities to transform the reserve into a multi-purpose 
park.

Area 4.0469 ha.(Domain) and 9.0594 ha.

Legal Description Pt Sec 15 Rural Plan A 522 Blk XV Rangitoto Survey District Sandon 
Pt Sec 15 Town of Sandon Blk XV Rangitoto Survey District;

Ownership, 
Management

Manawatū District Council 

Reserves Act Status Pt Sec 15 Recreation Reserve, Pt Sec 15 Fee Simple.
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Development

• Work with the lease holder (Manawatū Blokart Club) on siting a public toilet on the reserve.

Sanson Hall and swimming pool

Role within the reserve network – Rural Recreation, Civic Space

The community complex next to Sanson School and Sanson Domain is made up of a hall, carpark and the school 

swimming pool. As well as the main hall it has a supper room, kitchen, foyer, storage room and toilets. In the 

past the hall was used as a theatre and picture theatre. It is currently used for a range of community functions. 

The hall committee is responsible for day to day operations according to the Hall Management Policy. The hall 

is linked to Sanson Domain by a walkway with amenity planting.

Policy

• Continue to maintain the area around the hall and swimming pool and the walkway link to Sanson 

Domain.

Area 0.8287 ha. (hall)

Legal Description Lot 1 DP 75673, Lot 1 DP 83509

Ownership, 
Management

Vested in Manawatū District Council in 1982 

Reserves Act Status Local Purpose (Community Hall and Swimming Pool)
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Sanson playground

Role within the reserve network – Neighbourhood

Sanson playground and toilets moved to this location and was opened in October 2019. It is for local people as 

well as for travellers along State Highway 1.

Policy

• Declare reserve under the Reserves Act 1077 and classify Recreation Reserve.

• Maintain and develop the reserve as a pocket park in the town centre and a stop for travellers.

Area 0.0170 ha.

Legal Description Lot 2 DP 74813, Township of Sanson 

Ownership, 
Management

Manawatū District Council 

Reserves Act Status Not a reserve under the Reserves Act
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Stonebridge Reserve

Role within the Reserve Network - Neighbourhood

Stonebridge Reserve is in a Feilding growth precinct where there is likely to be demand for neighbourhood 

reserves. It is an example of a reserve with multiple functions – it is part of the stormwater network with vegetated 

swale, provides some habitat, has a walk and cycleway that connects neighbourhoods, seating and signage 

and is a pleasant environment for the local community. It has potential for development as a play area with 

equipment or more natural play opportunities.

Policy

• Classify Recreation Reserve under the Reserves Act.

• Manage for its role as part of the stormwater system, for neighbourhood amenity and habitat 

associated with the swale.

• Work with the local community to develop the reserve further as the need arises.

Area Lot 17 0.4341ha., Lot 35 0.2904 ha.

Legal Description Lot 17 DP 77777 Fee Simple; Lot 35 DP 391857 

Ownership, 
Management Manawatū District Council Conservation Act 1987 (Marginal Strips).  

Reserves Act Status

Lot 17 to be classified Recreation Reserve’ subject to Part IV A

Lot 35 easement for stormwater and sewage drainage and land 
and fencing covenant
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Vista Playground, Feilding

Role within the reserve network – Neighbourhood

• The reserve serves the local community with a grassed area, play equipment, seat and trees for shade, 

shelter and amenity.

Policy

• Engage with the local community on any development of play and community facilities on the reserve.

Area 0.1209 ha.

Legal Description Lot 29 DP 73506 and Lot 15 DP 79986 

Ownership, 
Management

Manawatū District Council 

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve
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Ohakea Domain

Role within the reserve network – Rural Recreation

The domain is an open area that wraps around a privately-owned land parcel and has access on to Tangimoana 

Road. The neighbouring property owner has a Licence to Occupy the domain, utilises it for farming activities and 

is responsible for maintaining fencing, gates, trees and drains and controlling weeds. Use of the domain by the 

public is limited and its future as reserve land is questionable.    

Policy

• Assess the reserve values of the reserve using the Acquisition and Disposal Criteria in the Open Space 

Framework in order to come to a decision on the domain’s future as reserve. 

Area 1.3021 ha.

Legal Description Lot 1  DP 35242, Blk XV, Rangitoto Survey District 

Ownership, 
Management

Manawatū District Council 

Reserves Act Status Recreation Reserve, Gazette notice 241905.1, December 1985
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Appendix 1 - Accidental Discovery Protocol
When physical works are undertaken on the reserve uncover uncover archaeological sites. The person undertaking 

the works is required to adopt the following protocol. Archaeological sites include oven stones, charcoal, shell 

middens, ditches, banks, pits, building foundations, artefacts of Maori and European origin or human burials:

• Work shall cease immediately at that place

• The contractor must shut down all machinery, secure the area and advise the contract manager

• The contract manager shall notify the Central Region Archaeologist of the New Zealand Historic Places 

Trust and if necessary the appropriate consent process shall be initiated

• The contract manager shall notify the following iwi groups to determine what further actions are 

appropriate to safeguard the site or its contents:

 - Aorangi Marae 

 - Kauwhata Marae 

 - Te Iwa Marae

 - Ngāti Kauwhata

• If skeletal remains are uncovered the contract manager shall advise the Police

• Works on the site shall not resume until the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga, the Police (if 

skeletal remains are involved) and appropriate iwi groups have each given the appropriate approval for 

work to continue.

Comment

Under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 all archaeological sites (within the meaning of the 

Act) are afforded statutory protection. This applies to unrecorded archaeological sites that may be accidentally 

uncovered. If there is 'reasonable cause' to suspect an archaeological site may be modified, damaged or 

destroyed in the course of any activity, an archaeological authority is required from the Heritage New Zealand 

Pouhere Taonga. An authority is required whether or not the land on which an archaeological site may be 

present is designated, or a resource or building consent has been granted, or the activity is permitted by a district 

or regional plan.
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Coastal DRAFT Reserve Management Plan

Foreword 
This draft reserve management plan provides a vision, objectives and policies for the management, 

development and implementation of reserves in Himatangi Beach and Tangimoana. Once finalised and 

approved, the management plan will assist the Council in prioritising, planning for and funding projects that 

will achieve management plan objectives for the reserves.

Reserves at Himatangi Beach are along Kaikokopu Stream, in the foredunes, Himatangi Bowling Club, the 

campground, recreation and picnic area, community centre and surf club, Mahuri Reserve, a small accessway 

on Te Kiri Street and a reserve at the township entrance.

Reserves in Tangimoana are the campground, boat club, West Square, Kina Street Reserve, reserves located on 

the estuary side of the township within the flood channel zone and Ellison Reserve with the playground, picnic 

area, grassed domain and wetlands.

The Manawatū District Council is responsible for the ongoing protection, control, management and 

development of these reserves under the Reserves Act 1977. As set out in the Reserves Act, key responsibilities 

are to provide for the protection, preservation, maintenance and appropriate development of reserves 

and for their use by the public. Once finalised and approved, the management plan will guide all people 

and organisations with an interest in and undertaking activities in the reserves, and will assist in prioritising, 

planning and funding projects.

This management plan was developed following review procedures set out in the Reserves Act. A public 

notice in December 2017 asked for ideas and comments and these have been incorporated into this draft 

management plan.

The Council now invites the public to comment on any aspect of the draft plan. We encourage people to 

make suggestions for management of the reserves and give reasons for any suggested changes. A request to 

be heard at the Council public hearing to support written comments may also be made. A submission form is 

available on the Council website or at Council offices.

3
Himatangi Beach
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User Guide

Purpose

The purpose of this reserve management plan (management plan) is to provide for the use, enjoyment, protection, 

maintenance, preservation and development of reserves in the coastal settlements of the Manawatū, Himatangi 

Beach and Tangimoana (see Figure 1 for locations).

Figure 1 – Location Himatangi Beach and Tangimoana

1 http://www.mdc.govt.nz/Living_Leisure/Parks_and_Reserves/Reserves/Reserve_Management_Plans.

2 Reserves Act 1977 Section 41 (3) (8) (9). 

The management plan establishes a vision, objectives and policy for long term management and development 

of the reserves at Himatangi Beach and Tangimoana and guides everyday management decisions. This allows 

the community and Manawatū District Council (the Council) to move forward with a clear vision and plan for 

management and development of the reserve as opportunities, resources and priorities allow.

Term

This management plan has a term of up to 10 years or until it is comprehensively reviewed or amended. Once 

Council approves this plan it will be on the Council’s website.1 A comprehensive review of this plan requires public 

notification and a public submission process as outlined in Section 41 of the Reserves Act 1977. Corrections and 

amendments that the Council does not regard as comprehensive may be made during the plan’s term so that 

management of a reserve adapts to changing circumstances and increased knowledge.2
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Public notice of intention to review and ask for comments on the 
existing plan

Review comments and record

Meetings and workshops to identify issues

Develop a draft plan incorporating public comments and 
workshop outcomes

Release a draft plan for a two-month public submission process

Receive submissions, hold a hearing and adjust the plan

Finalise the plan for Councils’ approval

Structure

This management plan has five sections: 

Section 1: A brief description of the coastal setting, history and reserve classifications. 

Section 2: Sets out the vision for the reserves and management objectives over the next 10   
                  years. 

Section 3: Sets out management policies. 

Section 4: Outlines implementation of policies throughout the life of this management plan. 

Plan development

The review of the current management plan and preparation of this draft plan follows the process according to 

Section 41 of the Reserves Act 1977 (outlined in Figure 2. The plan was developed after a public notice of the 

intention to review the current management plan. Comments received from the public were incorporated into 

the draft plan where possible. Meetings and workshops were held with community groups and Council officers.

Next steps

Once this draft management plan has been approved by the Council it will be released to the public for a 

two month submission process. After the public submission process, hearing and decision making, the final 

management plan will be put to the Council for adoption.

Figure 2: Process to review this management plan
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How to use this plan

This management plan is specifically for reserves in Himatangi Beach and Tangimoana. The management plan 

has links to a range of national and regional statutory requirements and policy statements and it should be read 

alongside Reserve Management General Policy and Council Bylaws, plans and strategies. Figure 3 illustrates the 

relationship between this plan, statutory requirements and other Council plans and strategies. Policy for reserves 

in this management plan has precedence over policy in the Reserve Management General Policy document.

Figure 3 - Relationship with Council plans and strategies

Reserve 
Management 

Plan

Reserve Act 1977 

Resource Management Act 1991 

Local Government Act 2002

National Policy Statement for Freshwater 
Management 2014 (amended 2017)

Asset Management Plans

Guidelines for Event on 
Paks and Reserves

Reserve Management 
General Policy

Reginal Plan

District Plan

Bylaws

Longterm Plan

Annual Plan

Key Reserve projects

Open Space Framework
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Who this management plan is for

The management plan is a guide to all people and organisations with an interest in and undertaking activities 

in the reserves covered by this management plan. Figure 4 identifies many of these people and organisations.

Figure 4 - Organisations and people who may have an interest in the reserves

Awahuri Forest - 
Kitchener Park

Department of Conservation

Himatangi Community Committee

Reserve visitors and usersManagement 
Policies

Manawatū District Council

Horizons Regional Council

Tangata Whenua
Rangitaane o Manawatū

Ngāti Apa

Reserve concession holders

Community organisations and individuals
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1. Introduction   
The coastal area between the Rangitikei River and the Manawatū River contains archaeological evidence of the 

presence of the first moa-hunting peoples of New Zealand through to the Ngāti Mamoe people. The area was 

settled by descendants of the Kurahaupō waka, Rangitāne, Ngāti Apa and Muaūpoko.3

Haunui a Nanaia, an ancestor of Rangitāne, named the rivers between Whanganui and Pukerua Bay on the Kapiti 

Coast as he travelled along the west coast of the lower North Island. Later generations settled the Manawatū. The 

coastal areas were important for growing and gathering food and the rivers and beaches were the main routes 

for trade, transport and communication. The coastal lakes, lagoons and wetlands were seasonal settlements 

and important sources of food and tuna in particular, resource for harakeke/flax weaving material, raupō and for 

kākaho/toetoe seed stalks for wall linings. Pīngao grew in the dunes and was used for weaving.

Rangitāne o Manawatū, Ngāti Apa, and Muaūpoko occupied the area until the arrival of European whalers and 

settlers. Migration of northern iwi followed and the coastal Manawatū areas became an area of upheaval during 

the middle of the 19th century. The leasing of land by iwi to the first European settlers in the Himatangi area 

developed into the sale of large land blocks in the Manawatū.

The hearings of the Native Land Court documented the importance of the coastal area to Māori and some lands 

and reserves were returned to iwi. Many of these returned lands have since become public reserves.

Himatangi Beach

The name derives from ’Hi-matangi’ and was named after Matangi, who lived in the area. Himatangi was an 

important area for food and was known for the eels and birds in the dune wetlands and Lake Kaikokopu. The 

beach was a seasonal gathering place for catching fish and gathering shellfish.

The dunes hold archeological records of the activities that took place there, and oven stones and middens are 

known to exist behind the first two rows of foredunes, where the beach-line sat in the 1800s. The dunes may 

also contain koiwi tangata (human remains) or burials.

Himatangi Beach started to be developed into a beach resort in the 1940s and reserve areas were set aside.

Reserves in Himatangi Beach (see Figure 5):

• Foredunes between the beach and properties on Hunia Terrace

• Along the banks of Kaikokopu Stream

• The campground, playground, skateboard area, tennis courts, picnic areas, toilets

• Community hall and surf lifesaving club

• Some small areas along Kaikokopu Stream at the town entrance and an undeveloped area at the town 

entrance

• Mahuri neighbourhood reserve and walkway connecting Kawana Grove, Mahuri Street and Te Awe Awe 

Grove and an undeveloped accessway off Te Kiri Street

• The Himatangi Beach Bowling Club and open grassed area with the base for the Himatangi Beach 

Community Patrol between Muapoko Street and Ruanui Street

3 Information in this introduction was sourced from https://www.romst.co.nz/manawatū-coast.html and Ngāti Apa (North Island) Statutory 
Acknowledgements. 

http://www.horizons.govt.nz/HRC/media/Media/Iwi%20and%20Hapu/Rangitane-o-Manawatū-Statutory- Acknowledgements-20170523.
pdf. 

https://www.horizons.govt.nz/HRC/media/Media/Iwi%20and%20Hapu/Ngati-Apa-Statutory- Acknowledgements-20170629.pdf.
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4 A term used to refer to a place where food and other natural resources are obtained.

Tangimoana

The name Tangimoana originally referred to a small coastal area near the river estuary. The most recognised 

settlement nearest to the present day township was Tāwhirihoe which was a pā site then a mahinga kai4 with 

cultivations. Tawhirihoe is now known as Scott’s Ferry and Tangimoana. Three local Ngāti Wairiki-Ngāti Apa 

chiefs signed the Treaty of Waitangi at Tāwhirihoe. This signing is commemorated by a stone monument at 

Tangimoana.

The Rangitikei River is of historical, cultural, spiritual and traditional significance to Ngāti Apa (North Island) and 

Rangitāne o Manawatū and occupied by many hapū. The river was strategically important to both Māori and 

European as it gave access to the hinterland and led to many settlements in the lower stretches of the Rangitikei 

River. The river mouth was a busy port until 1897 when a severe flood changed the river and the port closed. 

After the ferry across the river closed in 1908 as roads and rail were constructed further inland, Tangimoana 

developed into a small coastal settlement.

Many of township’s reserves were acquired by the Crown in 1908 and 1948. Erosion and river works continued 

to alter the course of the river and settlement in the area remains hazardous. The last severe flooding in the 

township was in 2004 and the regional council has constructed stop banks and other measures to help protect 

the township.

Reserves in Tangimoana (see Figure 6):

• Kina Street Reserve and West Square at the town entrance with amenity planting, picnic areas, public 

toilets and information

• Undeveloped estuarine reserves on the estuary and river side of the township

• Campground, reserve on Paua Street, open grassed ‘domain’, picnic area, playground and hard court

• Ellison Reserve with a wetland, native and exotic plantings and a network of paths

Estuarine Reserves and Tangimoana Walkway along the stop bank, Tangimoana
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Figure 5 - Reserves in Himatangi Beach and reserve classifications
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Reserves Classifications

All the reserves are managed under the Reserves Act 1977. Classifying reserves under the Act is a mandatory 

process (s.16) and involves assigning a reserve to a particular class. The Council has delegated authority to 

classify reserves. Determining the class is based on the principle purpose of a reserve. Classifying reserve lands 

means that the reserves come under a statutory management plan whereas unclassified land do not, although 

they can be managed under the policies of a management plan.

Most of the coastal reserves are classified. For some, a change of purpose was approved under the previous 

coastal management plan and the final stage is to record details of the change of purpose in Council records 

and notify the Department of Conservation and the Registrar (see below and Appendix 1 for further details).

Recreation Reserves

Reserves that are classified Recreation Reserve are managed under the objectives and policy of this draft 

management plan in accordance with Sections 17 of the Reserves Act. Section 17 sets out that the main purpose 

and management objectives of Recreation Reserves are to provide for:

  … areas for recreation and sporting activities and the physical welfare and enjoyment of the public,   

  and for the protection of the natural environment5 and beauty of the countryside, with emphasis on   

  the retention of open spaces and on outdoor recreational activities, including recreation trails.

Recreation Reserves at Himatangi Beach:

• Campground and playground

• Himatangi Beach Bowling Club

Recreation Reserves at Tangimoana:

• Ellison Reserve

• Tangimoana Campground - Sec 88 SO 17565 Tangimoana

Local Purpose Reserves

Reserves classified Local Purpose under Section 23 of the Reserves Act are managed primarily for:

  … the purpose of providing and retaining areas for such local purpose or purposes as are specified in   

  any classification of the reserve.

The Council specifies the local purpose and management of the reserves must comply with the designated local 

purpose.

5 Includes: a) Ecosystems and their constituent parts, including people and communities; and

b) All natural and physical resources; and c) Amenity values; and d) The social, economic, aesthetic, and cultural conditions which affect 
the conditions stated in paragraphs (a) to (c) (Resource Management Act).
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Local Purpose Reserves at Himatangi Beach:

• Coastal Protection – the foredunes between the beach and Hunia Road (approved under the Coastal 

Reserves Management Plan 2007)

• Conservation and Flood Control – reserves along Kaikokopu Stream (approved under the Coastal 

Reserves Management Plan 2007)

• Accessway – Mahuri Reserve and Te Kiri Accessway (approved under the Coastal Reserves 

Management Plan 2007)

Local Purpose Reserves in Tangimoana:

• Conservation and Flood Management – Kina Street Reserve, West Square, and the reserves on the river 

side of the township (approved under the Coastal Reserves Management Plan 2007)

• Recreation – Two of the estuarine reserves and the reserve between Paua Street and Domain Parade

Other reserves

• Plantation Reserve - A small undeveloped reserve at the entrance to Himatangi Beach is vested in the 

Council as a Plantation Reserve subject to s.13 of the Land Subdivision in Counties Act 1946. A walk 

and cycleway is proposed through this reserve which requires land acquisition or easements. Once this 

has been achieved, this draft management plan recommends classifying this reserve Local Purpose 

(Accessway) under the Reserves Act (see Appendix 1 for details)

Himatangi Beach Play Area
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2. Vision and objectives  
The vision has three parts to it and is a helpful touchstone when making decisions about reserve management, 

development and day to day maintenance.  

Vision

A healthy, protected and valued natural environment. Attractive, well maintained 
and safe reserves with coastal character. Recreational activities in keeping with 

the values and fragility of the coastal environment.

Two questions to ask whenever a decision is being made for the reserve throughout the life of this management 

plan are: 

• In what way does this decision contribute to achieving the vision for the reserve?

• Which objective is the decision meeting? 

Objectives 

Objectives are arranged under four headings – kaitiakitanga6, use, connections and development. Policies in the 

next section will help achieve these objectives:

Kaitiakitanga 

1. Prioritise reserve management and maintenance practices that protect and enhance   

 the natural environment and natural resources of the dunelands, streams, estuarine   

 environments and wetlands of the reserves.

2. Carry out collaborative planting, weed and pest control initiatives to improve dune,   

 stream, estuarine and wetland habitats.

3. Maintain and strengthen relationships with governance entities of post Treaty of   

 Waitangi settlements and tangata whenua related to the reserves.

4. Support access to reserves and their natural resources7 in order to exercise    

 kaitiakitanga.

5. Engage with tangata whenua and others in communicating stories that connect them   

 to reserve settings.

6. Follow the ‘Accidental Discovery Protocol’ when activity on reserves uncovers    

   archeological sites.

6 Kaitiakitanga is based on the idea of humans as part of the natural world. The exercise of kaitiakitanga responsibilities at coastal reserves 
include restoring the natural environment, natural resources and the mana and protection of wāhi tapu, mahinga kai, fauna, flora and fibre 
resources (in the coastal reserve setting the sand binder pīngao in particular).

7 Includes plants and animals and their habitats, landscape and landforms, geological features, systems of interacting living organisms, and 
their environment (Conservation Act).
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Use 

7. Manage and maintain the reserves and look for opportunities to develop them for the   

  enjoyment of the wider community and visitors.

8. Ensure that reserve facilities8 are well maintained and upgraded when necessary.

9. Promote recreational opportunities in reserves while protecting cultural, landscape,   

  ecology and habitats.

10. Avoid, remedy and mitigate adverse effects of recreation activities on the dunelands,   

  streams, wetlands and estuarine environments.

11. Minimise potential conflicts between reserve users.

12. Consider concessions for activities that are appropriate to the primary purpose of   

   reserves as reflected in their reserve classification, will help achieve management plan   

   objectives and have no adverse effects on reserves and reserve users.

Connections between people

13. Collaborate with and share relevant technical knowledge and studies with the    

  Department of Conservation, Horizons Regional Council and other environmental   

  organisations in foredune restoration and management, pest plant and animal    

  control, indigenous planting9 at Himatangi Beach foredunes, Kaikokopu Stream   

  reserves, Tangimoana estuarine reserves and Ellison Reserve wetland.

14. Engage with local communities, schools and organisations in the protection,    

  management, use and development of reserves.

Connections between Reserves

15. Connect reserves and encourage physical activity by developing walk and cycleways   

  between and through reserves.

Development

16. Reflect the coastal character of the townships in the design, development and    

  maintenance of reserves, their facilities, planting, signage, structures and furniture   

  (seating, bollards etc).

17. Identify sites of the past and bring their stories to life, enhancing community and visitor  

  understanding of the historic, natural and cultural values associated with Himatangi   

  Beach and Tangimoana.

18. Promote, facilitate and support community led reserve development.

19. Allow for the use of the reserves for approved activities and facilities by the granting of   

   leases, licences or permits.

8 Buildings, structures, equipment or resources that enable recreational use and enjoyment of a reserve. 

9 Association of native plants that occur naturally or once occurred naturally, and which may have characteristics that vary from place to 
place.
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3.  Reserve Management Policy 
The following section has reserve management policy for coastal reserves. The policies have been developed to 

achieve the vision and management objectives set out in section 1 of this management plan.

Policy relevant to all reserves

1. Support and enhance ongoing collaborative relationships with the Himatangi Beach and Tangimoana 

communities in the implementation of this Reserve Management Plan.

2. Engage with tangata whenua on reserve management where major developments are proposed and 

activities are likely to disturb or impact on the natural and cultural significance of the reserves.

3. Establish design guides for reserves at Himatangi Beach and Tangimoana so that materials and the 

design of structures, facilities and furniture in reserves reflect the coastal character of the townships.

Explanation

Over time, changes and additions to facilities, equipment and furniture such as seats, bollards, picnic tables, 

shelters etc may become ad hoc and do not always reflect the coastal character of the setting. For example, 

at Himatangi Beach bollards at the carpark near the toilets have a style appropriate to the coastal setting, while 

bollards along the side of the main beach access have more of an urban style, and a third style of bollards define 

the carpark in Kaikokopu Stream Reserve. A design guide can be a useful reminder of the materials and character 

of the coastal setting and facilitate selection of new facilities, equipment and furniture.

4. Design and construct walkways so that they are accessible and useable by all people to the fullest 

extent possible

Explanation

The aim is to have paths that are accessible and comfortable for all users including the elderly, children and 

people with disabilities. Considerations include ample width, gentle gradients, good drainage, surfaces that can 

be used in wet weather and smooth transitions between surfaces.

5. Allow use of the reserves for special activities and events where they are compatible with the primary 

purposes of the reserves.

6. Manage lease agreements to ensure the most effective use of reserves for the protection of the natural 

environment and for the enjoyment of the community and reserve visitors.

7. Consider concessions on reserves (leases, licences or permits) for activities that:

 - Are appropriate to the reserves and their primary purpose (as reflected in their reserve classification)

 - Help achieve management plan objectives

 - Have no adverse impact on the reserve and existing activities.

8. Generally do not allow utilities, rights of way, other easements or communication stations within the 

reserves unless exceptional circumstances apply.

Explanation
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Exceptional circumstances’ allows for the placement of a utility on a reserve to be considered (rights of way, 

other easements or communications infrastructure) when the reserve is the only site available and all other 

sites or options are proven to be unsuitable and when the utility is an essential service for wider community  

benefit. Effects will be taken into account and the normal notification and consultation process will apply before 

an application for a utility is approved or otherwise. This does not preclude requirements under both the RMA 

resource consent process and delegated authority under the Reserves Act.

9. Ensure utilities, rights of way, other easements or communication stations within or over the reserves 

are unobtrusive and have minimal impact on the functioning and amenity values10 of the reserves.

10. Clarify through signage where dogs may be exercised off leash and on leash.

Explanation

While Tangimoana has no designated dog exercise areas, the beach at Himatangi 400 metres away from 

Kaikokopu Stream is a dog exercise area where dogs are permitted unleashed but supervised.

Himatangi Beach

This section has policy for reserves along Kaikokopu Stream, reserves in the foredunes between the beach and 

Hunia Terrace, reserves where the main purpose is recreation and walk and cycleways that link reserves and 

parts of the township.

Kaikokopu Stream Reserves - Introduction

The three kilometre long stream drains Lake Kaikokopu, a dune lake in private ownership. The lake is covered 

by a QEII Trust covenant and is of significance to Māori. In the early 20th century, local farmers drained the 

wetlands around Lake Kaikokopu by cutting Kaikokopu Stream to the coast in order to gain more pasture land. 

Where the freshwater stream meets the sea was culturally significant to tangata whenua because of the shellfish 

found in that environment. For these reasons, Rangitāne o Manawatū and Ngāti Apa are particularly interested in 

the reserves along Kaikokopu Stream because they give access to the stream and its natural resources.11

The stream is relatively shallow with a low freshwater flow. It is tidal near its mouth and can become restricted 

or blocked with logs and other debris that is washed up from the sea. The shallow stream mouth is popular 

for swimming, especially for young children, although at times there are swimming restrictions due to E.Coli 

bacteria concentrations.12 Water quality is also affected by elevated levels of algal growth (chlorophyll) along 

with nitrogen and phosphorus.13 Indigenous vegetation in and along the banks of the stream has largely been 

lost and replaced with non-native vegetation including water celery (Apium nodiflorum), some dense beds 

of floating duckweed (Lemna species) and green algae. Whitebait, made up of species of native fish, spawn 

amongst riparian14 vegetation in the stream margins and it is important to protect and enhance the stream for 

whitebait spawning.

The reserve on the northern side of the stream has not been developed, has limited access and includes weeds 

and trees that have been affected by storms. Some of these trees have been removed but others remain. A 

subdivision has been in the planning stage for a number of years and would be accessed from the road reserve 

11 Information from the Statutory Acknowledgements for the Manawatū-Whanganui Region identified by Ngāti Apa (North Island) and 
Rangitane o Manawatū.

12 https://www.lawa.org.nz/explore-data/manawatū-wanganui-region/river-quality/kaikokopu/kaikokopu- stream-at-himatangi-beach/.

13 Horizons Regional Council, 2019 State of the Environment.

14 The area along streams, rivers, lakes and wetland. These areas have important roles in retaining nutrients and soil, habitat biodiversity 
and cleaner water.
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between the stream and Koputara Road. Construction of a bridge across the stream as part of a prospective 

subdivision would enable the reserve on the northern stream bank to be accessed.

A number a small reserve areas along the stream near Himatangi Beach Road at the entrance to the township 

are not currently publicly accessible because they are surrounded by private land.

Comments on Kaikokopu Stream reserves received after the public notice of the intention to review the current 

management plan include the following:

• Concerns about pollution in the stream

• The desire for ecological and recreational improvements along the stream

• Clarification of where dogs can be exercised off leash

• A request for seats by the stream

• A suggestion to establish a care groupRetaining beach access alongside the Kaikokopu Stream mouth

Figure 7 – Kaikokopu Stream Reserves
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15 Refer to Manawatū District Council Dog Control Policy 2019.

Policy

11. Record the change of purpose of Kaikokopu Stream reserves (approved under the previous Coastal 

Reserves Management Plan in 2007) in Council records and notify the Department of Conservation and 

the Registrar (see Appendix 1 for details).

12. Ensure that activities in the Kaikokopu Stream reserves do not negatively impact on the stream, its 

ecology and habitats, whitebait spawning and overall management of the stream.

13. Develop a Kaikokopu Stream Rehabilitation/Enhancement Plan in collaboration with tangata whenua, 

Horizons Regional Council, private land owners upstream of the reserve, the local Himatangi Beach 

community and whitebaiters.

Explanation

Development of a stream rehabilitation and enhancement plan would include assessment of the stream’s 

water quality, ecology and fish habitat, measures to improve the stream’s ecology, habitat and amenity, stream 

monitoring and an action plan to implement improvements.

14. Monitor for pest animal and plant species identified in the Horizons Regional Council Regional Pest 

Management Plan 2017-2037, and notify the Council when found.

15. Collaborate with tangata whenua to develop informative signage about the stream’s natural and 

cultural values and history.

16. Establish a Kaikokopu Stream care group. 

Explanation

To be successful, a stream care group needs to be a community led, locally based and be supported by the 

Council and Horizons Regional Council.

17. Remove dead, damaged and fallen trees in the reserve on the northern side of the stream and plant 

with indigenous trees and plants in order to shade the stream and improve stream habitat.

18. Kaikokopu Stream Reserves are not designated dog exercise areas.15

Kaikokopu Stream, Himatangi Beach
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16 Hesp, Patrick. (2008). The Manawatū Dunefield: Environmental Change and Human Impacts. New Zealand Geographer 57.

17Ibid.

Foredune reserves

Introduction

The dunelands of Himatangi Beach have been affected by changes in climate, land use and human intervention. 

The most significant changes took place between 1940 and 1990 when pasture grasses and forestry were planted 

on the dunelands. In 1941, dune and beach front lands were purchased and plans for a beach resort were drawn 

up. Pine trees were planted on the dunelands and land was set aside for a surf club, a children’s playground, 

tennis court, a shop and other amenities, and Himatangi Beach slowly took shape as land was purchased.

Dune erosion

The foredune reserves are dominated by ‘parabolic’ dunes that develop when dunes are eroded by the wind 

and ‘blowouts’ lead to U-shaped depressions that move inland.16 Erosion and blowouts are exacerbated where 

stabilising native dune vegetation has been modified and where non-native marram grass has helped lead to the 

development of steep-sided dunes. These dunes easily collapse and have difficulty recovering because marram 

grass grows upright rather than downwards over the surface of dunes.

In 1996, the foredunes became so big that they threatened houses on Hunia Terrace, sand was removed and a 

dune planting programme implemented. Currently the Council is developing a strategy to stabilise the foredunes. 

The strategy is likely to include dune reshaping and planting in indigenous dune species.

A positive development is that the beach is accreting (building outwards) and sand is replenished by strong 

currents and the prevailing westerly winds. This means that the erosion of the foredunes may not be permanent. 
17

In the meantime, this management plan seeks to address the following:

• Weeds, and acacia in particular, have colonised the landward side of the foredunes and outcompeted 

native plant species

• Browsing animals such as rabbits reduce vegetative cover

• Plant establishment on higher dunes may be affected by lack of water due to the distance from the 

surface to the water table

• Recreational activities damage dune plants and expose bare sand. Activities include people cutting 

through the dunes outside of official tracks, quad bike and motor bike riding, playing in the dunes and 

horse riding

• Dumping garden waste in the foredunes

• The planting of non-native and potentially invasive plant species on neighbouring properties

• Encroachment into foredune reserves from neighbouring properties

Main beach access

The main beach access and the surf club are located within foredune reserves at the mouth of the Kaikokopu 

Stream. From time to time, beach access for vehicles is reduced due to changes to the mouth of the stream. In 

response the stream bank has been reinforced using logs washed up onto the beach.

A suggestion received after the public notice of the intention to review the current management plan was to 
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not allow beach access for 2wd vehicles because they are more likely to become stuck in the sand. The beach 

is outside the reserves covered by this management plan and this is a matter that could be addressed through 

other Council channels.

Figure 8 - Foredune Reserves

Policy

19. Accreting lands between the Mean High Water Spring (MHWS) and reserves along the coast of 

Himatangi Beach will be managed in line with policies in this management plan.

20. Record the change of purpose of foredune reserves (approved in 2007 under the previous Coastal 

Reserves Management Plan) in Council records and notify the Department of Conservation and the 

Registrar (see Appendix 1 for details).

21. Review the locations, design and number of accessways through the foredunes from Hunia Terrace 

and construct a limited number of well-signed accessways where people want to cross foredunes to 

the beach.

Explanation

Constructing accessways where people want to cross the foredunes will encourage people to keep to official 

routes. Limiting access through the dunes to these well signposted accessways and designing them to reduce 

exposure to the prevailing wind will help plants establish and the dunes to stabilise.
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18 https://www.coastalrestorationtrust.org.nz/dune-restoration/.

22. Keep open the main beach access from Koputara Road. Explanation.

Explanation

Himatangi has a tradition of beach access for vehicles that goes back to early European times when the beach 

was used as a highway. While there continues to be community support for vehicle access, development of 

structures and engineered modifications to the stream mouth are likely to be on-going.

23. Complete and implement a dune restoration and management plan to reduce blowouts and erosion 

within the foredunes in collaboration with tangata whenua, Horizons Regional Council, Department of 

Conservation and expertise within Massey University.

24. Develop a strategy, plant list and action plan for eradication of acacia and other invasive non-native 

plant species on the foredunes, their replacement by indigenous plant cover, control of pest animals 

and ongoing control and monitoring in collaboration with tangata whenua, Horizons Regional Council 

and the local community.

Explanation

Restoring indigenous plant cover on the dunes will need to be carefully carried out and monitored. The Coastal 

Restoration Trust of New Zealand recommends a planned approach for eradicating and controlling non-native 

plant species and their replacement with indigenous dune plants on the landward side of dunes and for planting 

the seaward toe of dunes.18

The Trust advocates planting that starts on lower parts of the dunes where plants can more easily reach the 

water table, dense planting to create shade, protection from disturbance by animals and humans, and to monitor 

progress.

The planting of spinifex, a native sand binder that sends runners that trap sand, helps rebuild the seaward toe of 

a dune after a period of heavy seas. Pīngao is another native sand binder. Planting these species on the seaward 

side of dunes among driftwood for shelter in rows parallel to the coast for shelter helps develop new dunes. As 

the beach continues to extend seawards, this restored foredune area may eventually become a back dune, and 

back dune plant species may need to be added.

25. Work with Himatangi Beach residents, holiday makers, beach users and people with properties who 

share their boundaries with the foredune reserves on the importance of naturally functioning dune 

systems, the native species they support and keeping to signed accessways.

Explanation

While Himatangi Beach residents may be familiar with reasons for keeping off the dunes, people with holiday 

homes, users of the campground and other visitors and holiday makers may not be aware of the fragility of 

dunes, the importance of retaining a native vegetative cover and the effects on vegetation when people access 

the dunes for recreation.

26. Identify encroachments onto the dune reserves from properties that share boundaries with dune 

reserves and work with property owners to remove them.

27. Collaborate with tangata whenua to develop informative signage about the natural landscape, culture 

and history of the dunelands.
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Explanation

Informative and interpretive signage is a feature at Himatangi Beach. These will need to be updated and added 

to as values are recognised, knowledge grows and conditions and activities change.

28. If activities or work in the dunelands uncover archeological sites or koiwi (human remains), the 

Accidental Discovery protocol will be followed (see Appendix 2 for the Accidental Discovery Protocol).

Explanation

The Himatangi dunes are known to contain archaeological sites. Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga defines 

archaeological sites as a place associated with pre- 1900 human activity, where there may be evidence relating 

to the history of New Zealand. Evidence includes but is not limited to oven stones, charcoal, middens, ditches, 

banks, pits, building foundations, artefacts of Māori and European origin or human burials.

29. From time to time renew signs at the main beach entrance to update information. 

Explanation

As issues arise signs are often added and messages can become less clear with a proliferation of signs. A solution 

is to renew signs, combine messages and design signs so that temporary messages can be attached.

30. Foredune reserves are not a designated dog exercise area.

Kina Street Reserve, Tangimoana 211
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Recreation Reserves

Apart from the beach, the main recreation area is between Kaikokopu Stream and Koputara Road. This area has 

the campground and an open grassed area, large trees for shade, a playground with play equipment, a flying 

fox, a small pump track, skateboarding, basketball, tennis, picnicking with tables, BBQs and shelter, toilets, a 

recycling centre, the community hall and carparking (see Figure 9).

A second and smaller recreation area has an open grassed area accessed from a driveway between Muapoko 

and Ruanui Streets and the Himatangi Bowling Club. The Himatangi Board Community Trust Incorporated has 

a lease for storage of their community patrol vehicle on the reserve. A proposed use for the open grassed 

area next to the bowling club is to establish a Council plant nursery to propagate coastal plants for restoration 

projects on Himatangi Beach Reserves (see Figure 10).

Current strong residential growth at Himatangi Beach with potential for subdivision on the northern side of 

Kaikokopu Stream is likely to increase the population of Himatangi Beach and the demand for recreational 

facilities.

Comments on Himatangi Beach recreation reserves received after the public notice of the intention to review 

the current management plan and discussions with the Himatangi Beach Community Committee include:

• A request that recreational areas are multifunctional, able to be used by a range of people for diverse 

activities, are flexible and can adapt to different uses

• Completion of the area around the community centre, toilets and car parking as the ‘heart’ of the 

community and for community events

• Concern that the skatepark upgrade has not been completed and a suggestion for user friendly jumps 

and ramps

• Additional  recreational  activities,  facilities  and play opportunities. Suggestions include permanent 

chess boards and climbing obstacles or a climbing wall

• Establishment of a community sportsfield once a need has been demonstrated

• An area where horse floats can park and load and unload horses safely

Policy

31. Complete projects for the recreation area between the campground and the Community Centre so 

that the area is an attractive setting for visitor information and community activities and events.

32. Allow use of the reserves for special activities and events where compatible with their primary purpose.

33. Renew the children’s playground when existing equipment reaches the end of its lifecycle and update 

to reflect trends in play, demand and need.

34. Encourage multiple use of existing recreational facilities.

Explanation

Existing facilities can be expanded to cater for a range of uses. For example the tennis court could be marked out 

for a range of activities. The dimensions of the open green space next to the children’s playground is too small 

for a regulation sportsfield, but could be used and promoted for informal community games with a football goal, 

rugby goal post etc.
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Figure 9 – Campground, recreation area, playground

35. Ensure adequate parking for visitors to the reserves and encourage visitors to park and walk to the 

beach rather than drive to the beach for the safety of beach users and to safeguard the natural beach 

system.

36. Develop a designated parking area for horse floats.

37. Maintain the reserves to a high standard of presentation and maintenance.19

18 Parks Categories Framework produced by Recreation Aotearoa, a national organisation which represents recreational professionals, 
has developed management standards based on reserve use, asset provision, materials and design, response times and programmed 
operations

19 Framework, recreation reserves at Himatangi Beach provide a good range of quality assets and are to be managed to Management 
Standard 2 which means they are maintained at a high standard.. 
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Explanation

Himatangi Beach is experiencing residential growth, is a holiday destination and attracts visitors. The campground 

is popular and well managed. It is important that the recreation reserves are maintained to a high standard.

38. Establish a small Council native plant nursery in the open space next to the bowling green.

Explanation

A proposed Council native plant nursery would propagate plants for use in Himatangi Beach reserves. Plants 

would be indigenous to the area and would be adapted to conditions at Himatangi Beach. A plant nursery would 

be a useful resource, support restoration and development of Himatangi Beach reserves and be an appropriate 

use of this open space (see Figure 10 below).

Figure 10 - Himatangi Bowling Club

Walk and cycleways

Walking and cycling are the most popular physical activities for adults along with jogging and running and 

reserves offer opportunities for these activities.20 Developing walk and cycleways between and through reserves 

connect parts of the township, encourages physical activity and community interaction, supports socialisation 

and improves physical and mental health.

Existing routes through Himatangi Bowling Club Reserve and Mahuri Reserve connect streets. New routes 

require all-weather paths, signage and information. Proposed new routes are along Kaikokopu Stream and 

the proposed Sandown Walkway. Both of these routes require land acquisition or easements. A future path is 

planned through reserves on the northern side of Kaikokopu Stream. This path would connect to the proposed 

residential development and be accessed via the bridge to the development area (see Figure 11).

20Active NZ 2017 Participation Report. 2018. Wellington. Sport New Zealand.
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Policy

39. Identify walk and cycle way routes, acquire the necessary land or negotiate easements.

40. Record the change of purpose of Mahuri Reserve (approved under the previous Coastal Reserves 

Management Plan in 2007) in Council records and notify the Department of Conservation and the 

Registrar (see Appendix 1 for details).

41. Classify the six small reserve areas along Kaikokopu Stream Local Purpose (Conservation and Flood 

Control). Refer to Appendix 1 for details.

42. Paths are to be shared paths i.e. used by pedestrians, cyclists, scooters, mobility scooters etc.

43. Design and construct paths so that they drain well and have surfaces that can be used in wet weather.

Explanation

It is important that paths drain well and have surfaces such as compacted aggregate over a compacted subgrade 

so that they are hard wearing, long lasting and comfortable to use.

44. Install seats at strategic locations along the paths.

Figure 11 - Walk and cycleways
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Tangimoana
Introduction

Reserves in Tangimoana contribute to the special natural character and environment that is valued by residents 

and that attracts visitors to the township.21 Reserves include walkways that connect parts of the township, the 

playground, open green spaces, vegetation, wetlands and habitats for terrestrial and aquatic flora and fauna. 

Many of the reserves are in the estuarine and river environment on the northern side of the township. Reserves 

within the township are pleasant environments for walking, picnicking, community events, play and casual 

recreation activities. 

The community is engaged in the development and on-going management and maintenance of some of the 

reserves.

Comments received after the public notice of the intention to review the current management plan concerned 

Ellison Reserve, provision of walkways and development, retention and improvement of the special character 

of the township and its environment, and development of directional signage, information and interpretation.

General policy for Tangimoana reserves

45. Develop consistent reserve signage that reflects and strengthens the character of Tangimoana and 

includes wayfinding and signage with information and cultural, historical and natural interpretation.

46. Investigate opportunities for reserves to be maintained spray-free.

47. Identify plant species indigenous to the river and estuary environment and use in reserve planting in 

order to increase and preserve the wildlife and the character of Tangimoana.

Estuarine Reserves

The estuarine reserves are made up of Kina Street Reserve, West Square and a number of small reserve areas on 

the river side of the township (see Figures 12 and 13). Most of the reserves are undeveloped and bisected by an 

old river loop to the north of Kuku Street. The exception are the parts of West Square and Kina Street Reserve 

closest to the township which have been developed with native planting beds, grassed areas for picnicking, 

visitor information, picnic tables and public toilets. Although natural vegetation in the estuarine reserves has 

largely been lost, the reserves and the old river loop are important for fresh water fish, birds and habitat. Habitat 

diversity in the wider river and estuary has been assessed to be moderate to high.22

Parts of the stopbank that protects Tangimoana from flooding lie within the estuarine reserves. Flood protection 

measures were completed between 2010 and 2012 and include a removable flood gate in the stopbank near 

Tangimoana Beach Road as an outlet for flood water before it is able to build up and pond.23

A walk and cycleway has been developed along the stopbank and links West Square and Kina Street Reserve to 

Ellison Reserve. The elevated stop bank also allows views across the estuarine reserves to the wider estuary and 

river area.

21 See Tangimoana Community Plan, December 2017.

22 Manawatū-Wanganui Region Estuaries Habitat Mapping Vulnerability Assessment and Monitoring Recommendations, Horizons Regional 
Council, Sept 2016.

23 The Rangitikei River, its Tributary Waterways-Scoping Report commissioned by Crown Forestry Rental Trust, February 2012.
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Figure 12 – Estuarine Reserves

Figure 13 - West Square and Kina Street Reserve
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Policy

48. Record the change of purpose of three of the estuarine reserves to better reflect their values and 

purpose (see Appendix 1 for details).

49. Protect estuarine habitats on reserves from stock incursions and from pest plants and animals.

50. Provide information and interpretation on the ecology of the Rangitikei estuary and river.

51. Provide information and interpretation of the history and culture of Tangimoana and the wider 

Rangitikei estuary and river.

52. Avoid structures and tree planting on the stopbank that may compromise the integrity of the stopbank.

53. Manage Kina Street Reserve and West Square as the entrance to the township with amenity planting 

using indigenous plant species.

Recreation Reserves

Recreation reserves are made up of the Tangimoana Campground, Tangimoana playground, hard court, picnic 

area, domain and wetland area (see Figure 14).   

The Tangimoana Campground is made up of permanent or semi-permanent sites with some sites for overnight 

camping and camper vans. The playground has play equipment, a multi-use hard court, volley ball net, an 

overgrown BMX/pump track and neighbouring picnic area with shade trees and public toilets. The domain is 

an undeveloped open space between the playground and the wetland area.  Ellison Reserve is the start of the 

Tangimoana Walkway. 

Tangimoana Campground, boating club and reserve on Paua Street

The boating club occupies the north east corner of the reserve near the stopbank. The campground is leased 

and its development, management and maintenance is the responsibility of the lease holder. 

Figure 14 – Tangimoana Campground, boating club and reserve on Paua Street
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Policy

54. Continue to provide a campground at Tangimoana.

55. Work with the leaseholder to maintain tidy boundary fences and vegetation.

56. Encourage overnight and short term camping in order to attract visitors to Tangimoana.

Ellison Reserve

• Ellison Reserve has three parts to it: the Tangimoana playground, hard court and BMX/pump track the 

‘domain’, a picnic area with public toilets and a wetland with paths meandering through mixed native 

and non-native planting (see Figure 15).

Figure 15 – Playground, Picnic Area, Domain and Ellison Reserve
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Playground, domain and picnic area

The playground and hard court offers a range of play and casual recreation opportunities for all ages. The BMX/

pump track was developed with tyres creating track features but is currently overgrown and needs reshaping. 

The domain is a large undeveloped open area with a mown pathway that connects the play and wetland areas. 

The picnic area lies within road reserve but is managed by the policies of this management plan (see Figure 15). 

It is a pleasant area with large shade trees and public toilets and is located next to the playground.

Policy

57. Renew play equipment and casual recreation facilities in consultation with the Tangimoana community 

when the existing equipment and facilities need replacing with the aim of engaging and challenging a 

range of ages from toddlers to teens.

58. Engage with the Tangimoana community on whether to retain and redevelop the BMX/pump track.

59. Develop the picnic area in conjunction with the community committee.

60. Construct an all-weather path between the playground and Ellison Reserve to encourage walking for 

fitness and health.

61. Retain the domain as an open grassed area with the option of future development should the need 

arise.

Explanation

The domain is an undeveloped green open space and can be used for casual recreation. The population of 

Tangimoana is not expected to grow and it is not anticipated that the domain will be developed further.

Ellison Reserve wetland

The reserve is named after Tangimoana residents to acknowledge their work in the establishment and 

development of this part of the reserve. A group of local people, ‘Ngā Kaitiaki o Ellison Reserve - Ellison Reserve 

Community Group’, have continued to maintain and develop the reserve with support from the Council with 

both native and non-native plantings, a network of paths, a shelter, seats, bridge, and wetland lookout. The 

group’s vision is for the reserve to be “mainly a place of nature with safe enjoyable places for people”.24

The reserve was originally developed as a wetland reserve and a pond with a tidal inlet was constructed with two 

islands for birds. The surrounding area was planted with a mix of native and non-native vegetation.

Pine trees at the reserve are being removed over time, but the reserve has a number of problem plants, including 

plants identified as pest plants by Horizons Regional Council. Problem plants include pampas grass, blackberry, 

honeysuckle, gorse, lupin, evergreen buckthorn, Japanese spindle tree, ivy, stinking iris, agapanthus, convolvulus, 

horsetail and wilding pines.

The community group have prepared a comprehensive plan for the reserve and identified a number of issues 

and priorities:

• Raise the profile of the reserve and attract people to the reserve through development of entrances, 

path linkages and reserve visibility

• Ecological improvements including wetland and native planting, habitats for birds, lizards, bees, insects 

and water fauna and problem plant control

24 Ngā Kaitiaki o Ellison Reserve – Ellison Reserve Community Group. Reserve Management Plan Review for the Manawatū District Council.
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• Wayfinding, information and interpretation

• Water quality improvement

• Development of some open areas for picnicking, community gatherings and events

Policy

62. Refine proposed development of the reserve and prepare an implementation plan using a community 

design process.

Explanation

A development and implementation plan that is prepared with interested community members will build on the 

extensive plan developed by Ngā Kaitiaki o Ellison Reserve - Ellison Reserve Community Group. It will identify 

what is important about the reserve and what needs improvement and development. It will also prioritise and 

guide development, implementation and maintenance. It will clarify communication between the Tangimoana 

community and the Council on matters to do with the reserve. It will include a list of suitable plants and can be 

used by community members to apply for funding from external agencies.

63. Monitor for pest animal and plant species identified in the Horizons Regional Council Regional Pest 

Management Plan 2017-2037, and notify the regional council when found.

Walk and cycleway

Tangimoana Walkway is a six kilometre walkway between Ellison Reserve and Tangimoana Beach. The walkway 

passes through Ellison Reserve and along the stop bank to Tangimoana Beach Road or along a path to Tangimoana 

Beach. A section of the path along the stopbank has a crushed lime surface which allows walking in all weathers.

A mown path from Tangimoana playground and picnic area leads to the wetland area of Ellison Reserve and 

paths that loop around the wetlands connect to the Tangimoana Walkway along the stop bank.

Policy

64. Utilise the elevated stop bank for the walk and cycle way and for views over the wider estuary area.

65. Complete the all-weather path along the top of the stop banks from Kina Street Reserve to Ellison 

Reserve.
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4. Implementation
This section outlines implementation of policies throughout the life of this management plan. It identifies 

actions that arise from the management plan, the policy the action refers to and who is responsible. Actions are 

numbered for ease of reference, but are not prioritised.

Himatangi Beach

Action 
Number

Action
Policy 
Number

Establish guidelines for reserves so that materials and 

design of structures, facilities and furniture in reserves 

reflect the coastal character of Himatangi Beach.

1 Policy 3

Who is 
Responsible

MDC

Clarify through signage where dogs may be exercised off 

leash and on leash.

2 Policy 10 MDC

Record the change of purpose of Kaikokopu Stream 

reserves in Council records and notify the Department of 

Conservation and the Registrar (see Appendix 1 for details).

3 Policy 11 MDC

Develop a Kaikokopu Stream Rehabilitation and 

Enhancement Plan.
4 Policy 13 MDC, HRC

Monitor for pest animal and plants.5 Policy 14 MDC 

Community 

HRC

Develop informative signage about the natural and cultural 

values and history of Kaikokopu Stream and dunelands in 

collaboration with tangata whenua.

6 Policy 15 

& 27

MDC

Establish a Kaikokopu Stream care group.7 Policy 16 Community 

with support 

from MDC

Remove dead, damaged and fallen trees from the northern 

side of the stream and plant with indigenous vegetation.
8 Policy 17 MDC

Record the change of purpose of foredune reserves in 

Council records and notify the Department of Conservation 

and the Registrar (see Appendix 1).

9 Policy 20 MDC

Review accessways through foredunes and construct 

accessways where people want to cross dunes.
10 Policy 21

MDC, 

Community 

Committee
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Complete and implement a fore dune restoration and 

management plan.

11 Policy 23 MDC

Develop a strategy, plant list and action plan and 

implement to eradicate invasive non-native plants from 

foredunes and replace with indigenous plants.

12 Policy 24 MDC, HRC

Educate on the importance of natural functioning dune 

systems, their indigenous dune species and reasons to 

keep to marked accessways.

13 Policy 25 MDC,  HRC, 

Community

Identify encroachments into foredunes from properties on 

Hunia Terrace and work with property owners to remove 

them.

14 Policy 26 MDC

Complete projects for the recreation area and playground 

and implement.

15 Policy 31 MDC

Renew and update the children’s playground to reflect 

trends in play when existing facilities reach the end of their 

lifecycle.

16 Policy 33 MDC

Develop a designated parking area for horse floats.17 Policy 36 MDC

Establish a small Council native plant nursery in the open 

space next to the bowling green for plants to be used use 

in Himatangi Beach reserves.

18 Policy 38 MDC

Identify walk and cycle routes and acquire necessary land 

or negotiate easements.

19 Policy 39 MDC

Record the change of purpose of Mahuri Reserve in 

Council records and notify the Department of Conservation 

and the Registrar (see Appendix 1).

20 Policy 40 MDC

Classify the six small reserve areas along Kaikokopu Stream 

Local Purpose (Accessway). (see Appendix 1).

21 Policy 41 MDC

Install seats at strategic locations along Kaikokopu Stream 

paths and other walkways.

22 Policy 44 MDC

Tangimoana

Action 
Number

Action
Policy 
Number

Develop consistent reserve signage that strengthens the 

character of Tangimoana.

23 Policy 45

Who is 
Responsible

MDC
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Investigate opportunities maintained spray free for reserves 

to be maintained spray free.

24

Identify plant species indigenous to the river and estuary 

and use in reserve plantings.

25 Policy 47 MDC. HRC

Record the change of purpose of three of the estuarine 

reserves to better reflect their values and purpose (see 

Appendix 1).

26 Policy 49 MDC

Policy 46 MDC

Provide information and interpretation on the ecology, 

history and culture of the Rangitikei estuary and river.

27 Policy 

50 & 51

MDC. HRC

Renew play equipment and casual recreation facilities to 

reflect trends in play when existing facilities reach the end 

of their lifecycle and broaden to engage and challenge 

ages from toddlers to teens.

28 Policy 57 MDC

Come to a decision on whether to retain and redevelop the 

BMX/pump track.

29 Policy 58 MDC 

Community 

Committee

Develop the picnic area.30 Policy 59 MDC 

Community 

Committee

Construct an all-weather path between the playground and 

the wetland of Ellison Reserve to encourage walking for 

fitness and health.

31 Policy 60 MDC

Refine proposed development of the reserve proposed by 

Ngā Kaitiaki o Ellison Reserve - Ellison Reserve Community 

Group and prepare an implementation plan.

32 Policy 62 MDC 

Community

Monitor reserves for pest animals and plants.33 Policy 63 MDC, HRC

Complete the all-weather path along the stopbank 

between Ellison Reserve and Kina Street Reserve.

34 Policy 65 MDC
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12 Mahuri Reserve Lot 64 DP 43308 Vested in MDC 

CT11B/1107

0.3209 Current Local Purpose (Utility).

Complete reclassification to Local Purpose 

(Accessway) approved under Coastal 

Reserves Management Plan 2007 - record 

details of change in Council records, notify 

DOC and the Registrar.

11 Access from Te 

Kiri Street

Lot 63 DP 43308 Vested in MDC CT 

11B/1107

0.8689 Current Local Purpose (Utility).

Complete reclassification to Local Purpose 

(Accessway) approved under Coastal 

Reserves Management Plan 2007 - record 

details of change in Council records, notify 

DOC and the Registrar.

Reserve 
No.

1,2 Foredunes, surf 

club, beach 

access

Appendix 1 – Lands that make up Coastal Reserves

Himatangi Beach

 Name (see 
Figure 25)

Legal 
Description

Lot 62 DP 

42975Lot 62 41835 

Lot 40 DP 13009 

Sandy Survey 

District

Vested in MDC 

- Gazette 1981/ 

2254 CT11B/1107 

CT 25B/216

Ownership

5.242

Area 
(ha)

Classification

Current: Lot 62 Foreshore Amenity 

Reserve and Lot 40 Recreation 

Reserve.

Complete reclassification to Local Purpose 

(Coastal Protection) approved under 

Coastal Reserves Management Plan 2007 

- record details of change in Council 

records, notify DOC and the Registrar.

3 Campground 

playground, 

recreation area, 

Community 

Centre

Lot 30, Lot 71 DP 

13009

Vested in MDC 

- Gazette 1981/ 

2254 CT 25B/216

2.3775 Recreation Reserve.

4,5,6,7,8 Kaikokopu 

Stream Reserve

Lots 221, 222, 223 

DP 14252, Pt Lot 1 

DP 2833

Lots 2-7 DP 

43009BLK III Sandy 

Survey District

Vested in MDC 

Gazette 1981/2254 

CT 25B/564 

CTF4/706

Lots 2-7 DP Vested 

in MDC

4.2648

0.0740

Current: Lots 221, 222, 223 DP 14252, 

Pt Lot 1 DP 2833 Recreation Reserve.

Lots 2-7 currently Reserve for 

Riverbank subject to Reserves & 

Domains Act 1953.

Complete reclassification to Local Purpose 

(Conservation and flood protection) 

approved under Coastal Reserves 

Management Plan 2007 - record details of 

change in Council records, notify DOC and 

the Registrar.

9 Himatangi Beach 

Entrance

Lot 21 DP15628 Vested in MDC. 

No CT Land 

subdivision in 

Counties Act 1946

0.3212 Plantation Reserve.

Classify Local Purpose (Accessway) when 

Sandown Walkway has been finalised.

10 Himatangi Beach 

Bowling Club

Lot 369 DP 16536 Vested in MDC 0.8674 Recreation Reserve10 Himatangi Beach 

Bowling Club

Lot 369 DP 16536 Vested in MDC 0.8674 Recreation Reserve.
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6 Estuarine Reserve Sec 90 Town of 

Tangimoana, Blk 

II Sandy Survey 

District

Vested in MCC 

as a Recreation 

Reserve, Reserves 

Act 1977 Gazette 

1985/597

0.338 Local Purpose (Conservation and 

Flood Management).

5 Campground and 

Boating Club

Sec 88 SO 17565

Tangimoana Blk 

II Sandy Survey 

District

Vested in MCC 

as Recreation 

Reserve, Reserves 

Act 1977 Gazette 

1985/597

1.113 Recreation Reserve.

4 Estuarine Reserve Secs 1-11, 15-17, 

18- 20, Town of 

Tangimoana, Block 

II Sandy Survey 

District

Secs 1-11 & 15-17 

MDC.

Acquired from 

Crown under s.54 

Land Act 1948. CT 

43A/473.

Secs 18-20 

vested in MDC 

as Plantation 

Reserve under the 

Land Act 1908. 

Sec 19 Crown 

land without title 

Gazette 1869/544

1.449 Local Purpose (Conservation and 

Flood Management).

3 Estuarine Reserve Sec 84 SO 17374

Town of 

Tangimoana Blk 

II Sandy Survey 

District

MDC. Acquired 

from Crown under 

s.54 Land Act 

1948. CT 43A/625

0.239 Local Purpose (Conservation and 

Flood Management).

Tangimoana

Reserve 
No.

1 Kina Street 

Reserve

 Name (see 
Figure 25)

Legal 
Description

Sections 788 Town 

of Carnarvon Blk 

II Sandy Survey 

District SO 19354

Vested in MCC 

1985/597 as 

a Recreation 

Reserve, Reserves 

Act 1977 Gazetted 

1985/597

Ownership

5.242

Area 
(ha)

Classification

Current: Lot 62 Foreshore Amenity 

Reserve and Lot 40 Recreation 

Reserve.

Complete reclassification to Local Purpose 

(Coastal Protection) approved under 

Coastal Reserves Management Plan 2007 

- record details of change in Council 

records, notify DOC and the Registrar.

2 West Square Section 87 Town 

of Tangimoana Blk 

II Sandy Survey 

District

Vested in MCC 

1985/597 as 

a Recreation 

Reserve, Reserves 

Act 1977 Gazette 

1985/597

1.023 Local Purpose (Conservation and 

Flood Management).
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10 Ellison Reserve Secs 27 

Tangimoana 

Suburban

Vested in MCC 

as a Recreation 

Reserve, Reserves 

Act 1977 NZ 

Gazette 2005

5.156 Recreation Reserve.

9 Estuarine Reserve Sec 1 SO 37038 MDC. Acquired 

from Crown under 

s.54 Land Act 1948

0.540 Current Recreation Reserve.

Complete reclassification to Local Purpose 

(Conservation and Flood Management) 

approved under Coastal Reserves 

Management Plan 2007 - record details of 

the change in Council records, notify DOC 

and the Registrar.

8 Estuarine Reserve Sec 2 SO 37038 MDC. Acquired 

from Crown under 

s.54 Land Act 1948 

Gazetted 1985/597

1.087 Current Recreation Reserve.

Complete reclassification to Local Purpose 

(Conservation and Flood Management) 

approved under Coastal Reserves 

Management Plan 2007 - record details of 

the change in Council records, notify DOC 

and the Registrar.

7 Estuarine Reserve Secs 91 Town of 

Tangimoana, Blk 

II Sandy Survey 

District

Vested in MCC 

as a Recreation 

Reserve, Reserves 

Act 1977 Gazetted 

1985/597

0.140 Current Recreation Reserve.

Complete reclassification to Local Purpose 

(Conservation and Flood Management) 

approved under Coastal Reserves 

Management Plan 2007 - record details of 

the change in Council records, notify DOC 

and the Registrar.
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Appendix 2 - Accidental Discovery Protocol

1. When physical works are undertaken on the park uncover archaeological sites, the person undertaking the 

works is required to adopt the following protocol.

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga defines archaeological sites as a place associated with pre-1900   

human activity, where there may be evidence relating to the history of New Zealand. Evidence includes but is 

not limited to oven stones, charcoal, middens, ditches, banks, pits, building foundations, artefacts of Māori and 

European origin or human burials Archaeological sites include oven stones, charcoal, shell middens, ditches, 

banks, pits, building foundations, artefacts of Māori and European origin or human burials:

• Work shall cease immediately at that place

• The contractor must shut down all machinery, secure the area and advise the contract manager

• The contract manager shall notify the Central Region Archaeologist of the New Zealand Historic Places 

Trust and if necessary the appropriate consent process shall be initiated

• The contract manager shall notify the following iwi in the first instance to determine what further 

actions are appropriate to safeguard the site or its contents:

• Tanenuiarangi Manawatū Inc as the mandated iwi organisation for Rangitāne o Manawatū

• Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Apa as the mandated iwi organisation for Ngāti Apa.

2. If skeletal remains are uncovered the contract manager shall advise the Police.

3. Works on the site shall not resume until the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga, the Police (if skeletal 

remains are involved) and appropriate iwi groups have each given the appropriate approval for work to 

continue.

Under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 all archaeological sites (within the meaning of the 

Act) are afforded statutory protection. This applies to unrecorded archaeological sites that may be accidentally 

uncovered. If there is ‘reasonable cause’ to suspect an archaeological site may be modified, damaged or 

destroyed in the course of any activity, an archaeological authority is required from the Heritage New Zealand 

Pouhere Taonga. An authority is required whether or not the land on which an archaeological site may be 

present is designated, or a resource or building consent has been granted, or the activity is permitted by a 

district or regional plan.
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Sports Parks DRAFT Reserve Management Plan

Foreword
This draft reserve management plan provides a vision, goals, objectives and policies for the management, 

development and implementation of sports parks in Feilding and Kimbolton. The reserves are Timona Park, 

Johnston Park, Victoria Park and Kimbolton Domain. Rimu Park was previously categorised as a sports park but is 

now no longer used for organised sport and is managed under policy in the District-wide Reserves Management 

Plan.   

The Manawatū District Council is responsible for the ongoing protection, control, management and development 

of these reserves under the Reserves Act 1977. As set out in the Reserves Act, key responsibilities are to provide 

for the protection, preservation, maintenance and appropriate development of reserves and for their use by 

the public. Once finalised and approved, the management plan will guide all people and organisations with an 

interest in and undertaking activities in the reserves, and will assist in prioritising, planning and funding projects.  

The management plan has a number of sections. The first is a user guide to the management plan, followed by 

sections that introduce the sports parks, their facilities, activities and comments received during development 

of this management plan from park users. Section three sets out the vision, goals and objectives for park 

management. Section four is the policy section and the final section outlines policy implementation. The vision, 

goals and objectives recognise the multiple values of the reserves, their environment, facilities and opportunities 

for sport, recreation and events. The management plan promotes sustainable management, collaboration and 

active sport in attractive environments to encourage people to lead active lives and to improve health and 

wellbeing.  

This management plan was developed following review procedures set out in the Reserves Act. A public notice 

in December 2017 asked for ideas and comments and these have been incorporated into this draft management 

plan.   

The Council now invites the public to comment on any aspect of the draft plan. We encourage people to make 

suggestions for management of the reserves and give reasons for any suggested changes. A request to be heard 

at the Council public hearing to support written comments may also be made. A submission form is available on 

the Council website or at Council offices. 
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Playing fields and clubrooms at Kimbolton Domain
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Victoria Park Fitness Trail
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User Guide

Purpose

The purpose of this reserve management plan (management plan) is to provide for the use, enjoyment, 

protection, maintenance, preservation and development of Timona Park, Johnston Park, Victoria Park and 

Kimbolton Domain (see Figure 1 for locations). 

Figure 1 – Location of reserves
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8

These are the primary sports parks in the Manawatū District and provide for a range of organised sport and 

casual recreation activities and supporting facilities. 1 

The management plan establishes a vision, objectives and policy for the long term management and 

development of these reserves and guides everyday management decisions.This allows sports and active 

recreation2 organisations and clubs, Manawatū District Council (the Council) and the communities interested in 

these reserves to move forward with a clear vision and plan for management and development of the reserves 

as opportunities, resources and priorities allow.

Term

This management plan has a term of up to 10 years or until it is comprehensively reviewed or amended. Once 

Council approves this plan it will be on the Council’s website.3  A comprehensive review of this plan requires 

public notification and a public submission process as outlined in Section 41 of the Reserves Act 1977. Corrections 

and amendments that the Council does not regard as comprehensive may be made during the plan’s term so 

that management of a reserve adapts to changing circumstances and increased knowledge.4 

Structure

This management plan has five sections: 

Section 1: Introduces the reserves, their facilities and activities and trends in recreation and   
                  reserve management. 

Section 2: Describes the sports parks, the comments and suggestions from submitters and   
                  issues identified during the development of this draft management plan. 

Section 3: Sets out the vision for sports park management, goals and objectives over the      
                  next 10 years.  

Section 4: Sets out management policy relevant to all four sports parks and specific policy                  
                  for each of the parks.  

Section 5: Outlines implementation of policies throughout the life of this management plan.   

Plan development

The review of the current management plan and preparation of this draft plan follows the process according 

to Section 41 of the Reserves Act 1977 (outlined in Figure 2). The plan was developed after a public notice of 

the intention to review the current management plan. Comments received from the public and recreation and 

sporting groups and organisations have been incorporated into the draft plan where possible. A workshop was 

held in December 2018 with representatives of recreational organisations who use the reserves, and information 

was provided by Council officers.

1 Organised sports include participation in any organised and managed group, club or competition, at any level from local league, inter-
school to international competitions.  Casual recreation is use of the reserves for sports, socialising, exercise and other casual recreational 
activities and includes watching sport.   

2 According to Sport New Zealand, sport is associated with being competitive, participation is within an organised structure or informally 
outside of an organised structure.  Active recreation refers to activities that is not considered a sport such as play, dance or tramping 
(Active New Zealand Main Report The NZ Participation Survey 2017).  

3 http://www.mdc.govt.nz/Living_Leisure/Parks_and_Reserves/Reserves/Reserve_Management_Plans.

4 Reserves Act 1977 Section 41 (3) (8) (9). 
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Next steps

Once this draft management plan has been approved by the Council it will be released to the public for a 

two month submission process. After the public submission process, hearing and decision making, the final 

management plan will be put to the Council for adoption. Figure 2 illustrates the process to finalise the 

management plan. 

Figure 2: Process to review this management plan

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Public notice of intention to review and asking for comments an 
existing plan

Review comments and record

Meetings and workshops to identify issues

Develop a draft plan incorporating public comments and 
workshop outcomes

Release a draft plan for a two-month public submission process

Receive submissions, hold a hearing and adjust the plan

Finalise the plan for Councils’ approval
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Figure 3 - Relationship with Council plans and strategies

Reserve 
Management 

Plan

Asset Management Plans

Guidelines for Event on 
Paks and Reserves

Community Sports 
Facilities Provision Plan

Reginal Plan

District Plan

Bylaws

Longterm Plan

Annual Plan

Key Reserve projects

Open Space Framework

Reserve Act 1977 

Resource Management Act 1991 

Local Government Act 2002

How to use this plan

This management plan is specifically for Timona Park, Johnston Park, Victoria Park and Kimbolton Domain. The 

management plan has links to a range of national and regional statutory requirements and policy statements and 

it should be read alongside Reserve Management General Policy and Council Bylaws, plans and strategies. Figure 

3 illustrates the relationship between this plan, statutory requirements and other Council plans and strategies.  

Policy for reserves in this management plan has precedence over policy in the Reserve Management General 

Policy document. 

Reserve Management 
General Policy

Who this management plan is for

The management plan is a guide to all people and organisations with an interest in and undertaking activities 

in the reserves covered by this management plan. Figure 4 identifies many of these people and organisations. 

Retention pond and wetland Timona Park10 243
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Sportsfields

Regional and District Sports codes
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Management 
Plan

Manawatū District Council
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Figure 4 - Organisations and people who may have an interest in the reserves 

Resident Sports Clubs

Park visitors and users

Schools that use the parks

Concession Holders

Park Neighbours
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5 Includes: a) Ecosystems and their constituent parts, including people and communities; and b) All natural and physical resources; and c) 
Amenity values; and d) The social, economic, aesthetic, and cultural conditions which affect the conditions stated in paragraphs (a) to (c) 
(Resource Management Act).

1. Introduction
This section outlines the reserve classifications, reserve facilities, and the activities that take place there. It also 

identifies trends in recreation and management of sports parks.   

Reserves Classifications 

All four sports parks are managed under the Reserves Act 1977. Classifying reserves under the Act is a mandatory 

process (s.16) and involves assigning a reserve to a particular class. Determining the class is based on the principle 

purpose of a reserve. Classifying reserve lands means that the reserves come under a statutory management 

plan whereas unclassified lands do not. 

 All of the sports parks are classified as Recreation Reserves and managed under the objectives and policy of this 

management plan in accordance with Sections 17 of the Reserves Act. Section 17 sets out that the main purpose 

and management objectives of Recreation Reserves are to provide for: 

  … areas for recreation and sporting activities and the physical welfare and enjoyment of the public,   

  and for the protection of the natural environment5 and beauty of the countryside, with emphasis on   

  the retention of open spaces and on outdoor recreational activities, including recreation trails.

Recreation Aotearoa defines recreation as: 

  … an experience or activity that has an element of pleasure or enjoyment. Recreation includes    

    outdoors, community recreation, aquatics, sport, play and games, fitness and health, and the    

  arts.” (Strategic Plan 2015/2020).

As well as catering for sports, the reserves are locations for local casual recreation and play, and open space for 

social and community activities and events. Timona and Johnston Park have the Oroua River along their eastern 

boundary with ecological linkages, and along with Victoria Park connections with Feilding Cycle Loop and the 

cycle path circuit. Kimbolton Reserve has cultural and historical elements and provides for commemoration and 

remembrance.  

Reserve facilities 

The reserves have a range of facilities including:

• Natural turf sportsfields for summer and winter sports and other recreation activities, clubrooms and 

lights for evening training

• Stands for spectators and public toilets

• Mature trees and amenity planting, river, pond and wetland planting

• Children’s playgrounds and play opportunities

• Bowls, croquet, dog training and western riding

• Softball diamond, velodrome, hard courts, BMX and pump track
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6 Recreation Aotearoa, Parks categories Framework, revised August 2017.

7 Sport New Zealand, The Future of Sport in New Zealand. 2015. Accessed at http://www.srknowledge.org.nz/wp-content 
uploads/2015/04/Future-of-Sport-FINAL.pdf.

8 Sport NZ, Active NZ 2017 Participation Report. 2018. Accessed at https://sportnz.org.nz/managing-sport/search-for-a-resource/
research/active-nz-survey-2017.

• Fitness trail, community BBQ facilities, paths, seating and community orchard

• Freedom camping for self-contained vehicles and a dump station

• Dog walking and dog exercise areas

• Information and parking.

The reserves are home to sports clubs, are used for many sport participation hours per week and host sports 

tournaments and sporting events.   

Informally, the reserves are used for a range of activities: ball games, frisbee, walking, fitness, running, kite flying, 

picnicking, swimming, fishing and dog exercise.  

Sports parks contribute to an enjoyable urban life with a healthy balance between the built environment and 

space where people can take part in recreation and sport, create their own outdoor fun and participate in 

community life. They are places where people can relax, exercise, have chance encounters and engage with 

each other. 

Park Categories and management standards 

Recreation Aotearoa has developed categories for parks and management standards that relate in to a park’s 

purpose and character.6 The four reserves covered by this management plan come under the category Sports 

and Recreation. Johnston and Timona Parks also have recreation and ecological linkages along their boundary 

with the Oroua River.

A further sub-categorisation is based on the level of use a reserve has and whether a park is used by the highest 

grades of competition sport, or high levels of use, standard grades of completion sport or medium levels of use, 

or caters for lower grades of sports or low levels of use. High levels of use require the highest quality of assets 

and maintenance. Parks with medium use require a standard quality of assets and maintenance and parks with 

low use a basic level of assets and maintenance. Defining the management standard for a reserve lets park users 

know what to expect as regards to operation and maintenance of the park.

Johnston Park, Timona Park and Victoria Park have high levels of use, the ability to cater for and serve the district 

and are hubs for sport and recreation. Kimbolton Domain is less well used and has less diversity of use than the 

other three parks, but senior games are played there and require a reasonable level of maintenance.

Trends in recreation

Sport and active recreation is changing with social, technological and demographic trends, growing individualism 

of sport preferences, opportunities outside of traditional club structures, demand for diversity and choice, 

concerns about health and wellbeing and the ageing population.7  Participation in sports and active recreation 

by adults remains relatively high with 93% of young people in the Manawatū (5 to 17 years) and 71% of adults (18 

years and over) taking part in some form of sport and active recreation, according to a 2017 survey Active New 

Zealand.8 
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Barriers to participation  

The main barriers for young people are that they are too busy, too tired or do not have enough energy, they 

already do a good amount of physical activity or they find it too hard to motivate themselves. For adults, other 

commitments such as work and family take precedent and like young people they are too tired and do not have 

enough energy and find it too hard to motivate themselves. Another reason adults do not participate in sport or 

active recreation is that they prefer to spend their time on other interests and hobbies.   

Inclusive active recreation and sport 

An area to be addressed is how best to equitably meet the needs for sport and active recreation for people with 

physical, mental or neurological conditions. Key is to be aware of the needs of impaired and disabled people, 

consciously meet these needs and partner with disabled people, groups and organisations who can advise and 

deliver quality experiences and programmes.9

Shared facilities

A relatively recent trend is the development of sporting hubs where facilities are shared rather than code and 

club based facilities. Sharing playing fields, changing rooms, social space, meeting rooms and administration is 

mainly due to declining club membership, lack of time for members to maintain club facilities and the higher 

costs of maintenance, facilities and other services.10  

In order to help clubs come to decisions about sharing facilities, Sport NZ has published their research into 

partnerships between clubs and the development of sports hubs. The research has identified the following four 

principles that lead to successful partnerships:

1. Maintain identity -  clubs are able to maintain their identity and history through the creation of an 

independent entity to develop and run the shared facilities

2. Strong governance - The new entity has strong governance and skilled people

3. Clarity  among participating clubs -  Clubs have a clear purpose and reasons for their involvement

4. Council on-going involvement and support – Council is involved and supports the development and 

operation of the entity and the shared facilities. 11

Decisions on sharing facilities or development of sports hubs for multiple user groups need to be made only 

after an assessment of needs, options, costs and benefits.

Carbon footprint

An area of concern regarding management of parks is ways to reduce carbon emissions and optimise carbon 

sequestrations in order for parks to make a positive contribution to climate change.12 Operation of sports parks 

that relate to carbon emissions include:

• Operational activities that use fuel such as mowing and other machinery, emissions from energy use 

such as electricity and emissions from waste generated through park activities

• Infrastructure in the parks may not generate carbon emissions on site but have embodied carbon 

emissions. This includes the production and transport of materials and the demolition of park 

9 For further information refer to Sport New Zealand, Summary report and Recommendations - Disability Active Recreation and Sport,  
https://sportnz.org.nz/assets/Uploads/Disability-Active-Recreation-and-Sport-Summary-and-Recommendations-Final2.pdf.  

10 Comments at the workshop with clubs and organisations during preparation of this management plan.

11 Sport NZ,  Sport Partnership Project: A review of eight high profile sport club partnerships.

12 Refer to Recreation Aotearoa Insights Report 5 - April 2019 Developing a carbon inventory for a sports park.
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infrastructure and their disposal. Quality sportsfield surfaces mean few game cancellations and 

reduction in playing time due to wet weather and removes the need for artificial playing surfaces.  

The production and disposal of artificial surfaces once they have reached the end of their lifecycle 

increases emissions

• On a positive side, the trees, shrubs and soils in the parks remove carbon from the atmosphere and 

store it. This helps to reduce the overall carbon footprint of the parks. Timona Park in particular has 

areas of mature trees and shrubs.

First Athletics Sports meeting at Victoria Park-1885. Boxing Day sports - 1900.  Victoria Park, Feilding.

Gig at Kimbolton Domain Collection. Undated Polo at Johnston Park. 

Rugby Match in Johnston Park 1928. Sports day at Victoria Park taken 24th May 1887 

All photos sourced from Manawatū District Libraries 
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2. Sports Parks
This section has descriptions of the four sports parks, their facilities and their use. It summarises the comments 

received and issues identified during the development of this draft plan. Along with changing trends in sport and 

recreation, these comments and issues inform the vision, objectives and policies for management of the sports 

parks.  

Comments from park users 

Some comments and issues are relevant to all four sports parks and some relate to a specific park only. Generally, 

submitters and workshop participants were positive about the facilities and their maintenance. In particular, they 

were positive about the location of the parks and their size, access, the quality and maintenance of the playing 

fields and the attractiveness of the settings. Comments and issues that relate to specific sports parks are outlined 

after the descriptions of the reserves below.  

Timona Park and Johnston Park

These two parks make up a large continuous 22 hectare area of open space used for organised sports and 

casual recreation. The parks provide complimentary recreational opportunities and facilities and are linked by 

the Oroua River along their eastern boundaries and an internal driveway, walk and cycleway that runs along the 

river bank.  

Most of the land that makes up Johnston Park was gifted to the Borough of Feilding in 1920 for a public reserve 

with the condition that the park was named Johnston Park. The park is approximately 9 hectares and accessed 

from South Street, Drake Street, Nelson Street and Poole Street. The Feilding Rugby Football Club, Feilding Old 

Boys Oroua Rugby Football Club, Feilding Croquet Club, Feilding Bowling Club, Feilding Cycling Club, and the 

Western Riding Club are based at the park.  

Timona Park is made up of Feilding Domain and Poole Street Reserve which was vested in the Domain Board 

(as the Feilding Borough Council) in 1957. The original name may have been Timoana, believed to have come 

from the Native Reserve that was north of the Simon Street entrance to the reserve. Feilding Dog Training Club, 

Feilding United Association Football Club, Feilding Cricket Club and Feilding Athletics Club and the Feilding Moa 

Runners and Walkers are based at the park. 

The Council has managed both parks since 1989. They are zoned Recreation in the District Plan. Most of Timona 

Park and parts of Johnston Park lie within the Flood Channel 2 zone. Parts of the parks have been flooded in 

the past but river management operations by the regional council have reduced effects from flooding in recent 

years.  

Both parks have large open spaces with playing fields. Johnston Park is primarily used for organised recreation 

with fewer facilities for informal recreation than Timona Park.

The parks are made up of three main components:

1. The Oroua River with swimming, fishing, picnicking and public barbeques and a walk and cycleway that 

runs along the parks’ eastern boundaries. Timona Park has freedom camping sites for self-contained 

vehicles and a dump station for these campers.

2. Playing fields and clubrooms that are used for a growing range of sports and for annual sporting 

fixtures. Activities include football, rugby, athletics, cricket, touch rugby, cycling, bowls, croquet and 

western riding.

3. The parks have many opportunities for casual recreation. Playing fields in both parks can be used by 

the community when they are not booked for organised activities. Timona Park is a pleasant setting for 

a range of community recreation with mature specimen trees, grassed areas and amenity planting.
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Facilities in the parks (see Figure 5 for locations) 

a. Playing fields with club-owned training lights.

b. Three artificial cricket wickets between 

football fields with seasonal use.

c. Grass athletics track, athletics field facilities 

and long jump for the Feilding Athletic Club, 

competitions and community use in Timona 

Park.

d. Clubrooms – Johnston Park has two rugby 

clubrooms and bowling clubrooms that are 

shared with croquet. Clubrooms are owned 

by the clubs.  Football clubrooms and Feilding 

Moa Runners and Walkers clubrooms in 

Timona Park are Council owned.

e. A building in Johnston Park that housed Tom 

Collins Gym is owned by the Feilding Rugby 

Executive that represents both Feilding rugby 

clubs. The building is in poor condition, no 

longer used as a gym and is not fit for other 

purposes.

f. On-site carparks.

g. Council-owned grandstand in Johnston 

Park with four changing rooms.  The Feilding 

Cycling Club uses the mezzanine floor.

h. 400 metre Velodrome with lights.

i. Western Riding Club sand arena and club-

owned yards and storage containers.

j. Three bowling greens (grass and artificial) with 

clubrooms owned by Feilding Bowling Club 

on land leased from the Council.  Feilding 

8-Ball Club are members of the bowling club 

and use the clubrooms.

k. Two croquet greens on land leased from 

Council but no club rooms.

l. Feilding Dog Training Club.

m. Pump track and community developed BMX 

track.

n. Children’s playground.

o. Public toilets at the Campbell Street entrance 

at Timona Park, next to the playground and in 

the Johnston Park Drake Street carpark.

p. A storm water retention pond with wetland 

planting.   A swale along the western side of 

the playing fields collects the overflow from 

the pond.

q. Community orchard.

r. Exercise with dogs unleashed along the 

riverbank and edges of playing fields.

s. Small skatepark in Johnston Park.

Figure 5 – Johnston and Timona Parks 
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13 The gym was named after Tom Collins the Feilding mayor from 1935-1938.

Issues and submitter comments and suggestions  

Some comments and issues are relevant to all four sports parks and some relate to a specific park only. Generally, 

submitters and workshop participants were positive about the facilities and their maintenance. In particular, they 

were positive about the location of the parks and their size, access, the quality and maintenance of the playing 

fields and the attractiveness of the settings. Comments and issues that relate to specific sports parks are outlined 

after the descriptions of the reserves below.  

• General concern that the quality of facilities and amenities are not matching the quality of the playing 

fields. Sport at Johnston and Timona Parks are generally club-based and clubs are struggling to provide 

and maintain their facilities. The clubs have advised that the cost of maintaining two rugby clubrooms 

at the park is an issue. Fewer members are involved in club activities and after match functions and this 

impacts on club finances and their ability to maintain the clubrooms and training lights.

Timona Park:

• Changing rooms, wicket locations and improvements to the artificial cricket wickets and their 

maintenance are issues for the cricket club

• The park is popular for self-contained camper vans. A comment from a submitter was that it is over 

capacity during peak periods, although Council officers have not received any complaints. All Points 

Camping Club of NZ would like to see hosted ‘urban’ camping related events

• The path along the parks’ boundary with the Oroua River is well used for walking, biking and dog 

walking in all weathers, but lack of a path along the western side of the playing fields limits use in wet 

weather

• Access and visual connections to the Oroua River from the park have improved with clearance of 

vegetation along river banks but there is still work to do to clear weeds and pest plants, integrate the 

river environment with the park and make more of this unique park setting

• Request for a dog park.

Johnston Park:

• Shared facilities rather than code and club based facilities

• Extension of velodrome use by upgrading lighting for evening training and  shelter belt planting along 

the southern boundary

• The Western Riding Club would like to extend club-owned horse yards in Johnston Park and has 

identified a need for improved facilities during events and office space

• Carpark capacity when large games are held

• Signage to Johnston Park from main roads to guide out of town visitors and visiting teams to the park

• Removal of the Tom Collins Gym. The central area it occupies in the park could be used for sport and 

recreation 13

• Bowls and croquet club concerns at the cost of water for irrigation.
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Victoria Park 

Victoria Park is a 6.57 hectares between West and Leithbridge Streets. The park is near the Feilding northern 

growth area and is a high use park for a range of organised and casual recreation. Feilding Squash Club is based 

at the park and regular seasonal sport includes rugby league, Feilding Saturday Morning Rugby Club, junior 

rugby, touch rugby, softball and schools for training, sports events and cross country. The park is the primary 

training ground for the Manawatū District.14   

Opportunities for casual recreation:

• Use of playing fields when they are not booked for organised sport

• Fitness trail in an area with trees to shade and shelter fitness trail users

• Walking with dogs that are on a leash.

Victoria Park - Issues and submitter comments and suggestions:

• A number of comments concerned upgrading lighting for training, and funding has been allocated for 

an upgrade.

• A concern regarding the capacity of the playing fields to support training as well as games

• A request that all toilet cubicles are open and accessible to regular park sports users and resident clubs

• Development of softball facilities to attract more softball use to Feilding

• Safe vehicle access from West Street

• Shade for spectators and softball diamond users

• Retention of the large elm trees along the park’s Leithbridge Street boundary

• Improved amenity along the West Street park boundary.

Facilities in Victoria Park (see Figure 6):

14 Manawatū District Council, Manawatū District Community Sports Facilities Provision Plan, page 38.

a. Three full size playing fields with Council-

owned lights for training.

b. Changing rooms (built in 2015), public toilets 

and equipment storage.

c. Feilding Squash Club with four courts, 

clubroom, kitchen, bar and lounge.  The 

building is owned by the club.

d. Softball skin diamond with bleachers.  Feilding 

United Softball Club is based at the park 

and has use of the Feilding Squash Club 

clubrooms and the park’s changing rooms.  

Softball includes skill level from junior school 

competitions to senior men’s competition 

leagues.

e. A fitness trail.

f. Onsite parking area accessed from West 

Street.

g. Mature lime trees along the Leithbridge Street 

park boundary provide shelter and shade for 

spectators and bring a distinctive character to 

the park.

h. Trees on the bank between West Street and 

the carpark and in the north-western corner 

of the park are a visual buffer between the 

park and the residential area.

i. A path follows a drain along the park’s 

northern boundary, connects the playing 

fields and facilities to Leithbridge Street and 

is planted to provide a pleasant edge to the 

northern park boundary.
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Figure 6 – Victoria Park

Kimbolton Domain 

Kimbolton Domain is approximately 4.82 hectares and located at the corner of State Highway 54 along Kimbolton 

Road and Edwards Street. The Domain was part of the Otamakapua Block and the land that makes up the 

Domain was set aside for public use in 1886 and known as Kimbolton Cricket and Sportsground. The first sports 

meeting was held in 1890, the cricket club was established in 1892 and the sportsground was used for rugby, 

cricket, athletics, horse sports and other community events. The community has been strongly involved in the 

development of the Domain since its inception and the park is associated with the community's recreation and 

cultural heritage.15  

The domain originally had one playing field, but with the formation of the Oroua Rugby Club in 1957 the salesyards 

next to Kimbolton Road were purchased and later the gully between the salesyards and the community hall was 

developed to form additional playing fields. The Oroua Rugby Club and Feilding Old Boys Club have amalgamated 

and the Feilding Old Boys Oroua Rugby Football club use the site in winter for club training and games.    

The domain has a low level of use for organised sports when compared to Johnston, Timona and Victoria Parks.  

The artificial cricket wicket is rarely used. The former scouts’ clubrooms is used for storage. The grandstand is 

in poor condition, has ownership issues relating to who is responsible for its overall maintenance and Council 

funding is in place for its demolition.   

The domain is accessed from Kimbolton Road through gates erected in the 1950s to commemorate Kimbolton 

community members who were killed during World War Two. The gates are registered Category C in the 

Manawatū District Plan.  A memorial and information kiosk next to the entrance was erected in 1986 in memory 

of the early settlers and the Kiwitea County Council for their role in the development of the district. The kiosk 

has historical photographs of the District and a time capsule by the memorial is to be opened on 4 March 2040.  

15 Information from Mr Nesdale’s notes on the history of Kimbolton Domain from Manawatū District Council Urban Reserves Combined 
Management Plan September 2001.  
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Public toilets are located next to the memorial gates. An avenue of elm trees was planted in the 1950s and along 

with the memorial gates provide an attractive entrance to the domain. 

Other vegetation in the domain are general non-native with some specimen trees along the eastern boundary 

and along the driveway, and shelter plantings on the western boundary.   

The domain has been managed by the Council since 1989 in association with the Kimbolton Domain Committee.  

A grass bowling green, the Kimbolton community hall and an historic library lies on the northern side of the 

Domain. This area is accessed from Edwards Street and separated from the playing fields, playground and 

hardcourt area of the domain by a steep bank and shelter vegetation. The library is in a cottage listed as a 

Category C building of heritage value in the District Plan16. The cottage was gifted to the Kiwitea County Council 

Library Committee in 1950 and is managed by the Council alongside the Kimbolton Community Committee.  

Kimbolton Hall was built in 1917 and has been used as a picture theatre, theatre productions, school jubilees and 

other community events and meetings.   

Facilities in the Kimbolton Domain (see Figure 7):

a. Entrance gate with information kiosk and 

toilets.

b. Three full sized playing field. Two have basic 

training lights.

c. Clubrooms, grandstand and parking.

d. Artificial cricket wicket.

e. Children's playground.

f. Two asphalt tennis courts for community use.   

One court is also marked for netball.

g. Bowling green.

h. Community hall.

i. Community library.

Figure 7 – Kimbolton Domain 

16 Heritage Category C means the structure can be modified but advance notice must be given to the Council in the case of alterations or 
demolition to allow time for photographic recording and alternative provision to be made.   
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Kimbolton Domain - Issues and submitter comments and suggestions: 

No submissions on Kimbolton Domain were received during development of this draft management plan.  

Renewal of the playground, surface of the hard courts and renewal of the artificial turf surface of the cricket 

wicket has been identified in Council’s Community Facilities Asset Management Plan Parks and Sportsgrounds.    

The domain is less used for organised sport than it has been in the past, but is valued by the Kimbolton community.  

The Kimbolton Community Plan 2013 identifies the domain as a facility to be used more for community events. 

Playing fields at Timona Park
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3. Vision and objectives
The following vision for the sports parks is a helpful touchstone when making decisions about management, 

development and day to day maintenance of the sports parks. 

The parks are managed holistically to fulfil their potential for organised sport and 
casual recreation, environmental and human health and wellbeing  

Two questions to ask whenever a decision is being made about the sports parks throughout the life of this 

management plan are: 

• In what way does this decision contribute to achieving the vision for the sports park?

• Which goal and objective is the decision meeting?

Goals and Objectives

The objectives in this section and policies in the following section have been developed in order to achieve the 

vision for the sports park. Objectives are arranged under four main goals: 

Goal 1 - Multi-purpose parks for an active population

1. Provide for organised sport and casual recreation for general fitness in attractive and healthy 

environments.

2. Have quality playing surfaces, facilities and amenities.

3. Provide for a range of ages, abilities and experience.

4. Foster sporting, social and community connections.

5. Promote activities that encourage health and well-being.

6. Encourage growth in participation.

7. Attract new entrance and younger participants to activities.

8. Respond to potential changes in recreation due to an aging population.

9. Offer choice in types of recreation.

Goal 2 - Collaboration

10. Effective collaboration between clubs, sporting codes and their organisations and Council.

11. Explore shared use of park facilities and resources.

12. Ensure equitable use of park facilities and resources.

13. Develop clear communication between the Council and resident clubs, sporting and recreational 

organisations.
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Goal 3 - Sustainable design and management 

14. Take measures to reduce the carbon footprint of the parks and increase carbon sequestration.

15. Maximise field utilisation, playing field capacity and facility use.

16. Minimise waste.

17. Promote healthy active transport options for park users.

Goal 4 - Healthy and attractive park environments

18. Provide attractive park settings for sport and recreation.

19. Increase biodiversity in the parks.

20. Implement maintenance regimes that reduce adverse effects on the natural environment and 

recreational users.

21. Meet participant expectations as to standards of park environments and facilities and their 

maintenance.

22. Protect users from exposure to potential harm.

Feilding Bowling Club Johnston Park
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4. Reserve Management Policy
The policies in the following section have been developed to address comments and issues identified during 

development of this draft management plan and to achieve the vision and management goals and objectives set 

out in the previous section. The section has policy that is relevant to all the reserves in this management plan, 

followed by policy specific to each reserve.

General policy

Multi-purpose parks

1. The Council will manage and maintain all-purpose playing fields for organised sports and casual 

recreation.

Explanation 

Playing fields need to be good quality and able to withstand casual use by the community outside of the times 

when they are booked for organised sport.  

2. The parks will be maintained in line with asset management plans.

3. The Council will review specifications for playing field development and maintenance from time to 

time with the aim of maintaining quality playing surfaces.

4. The Council will encourage recreation and sport opportunities that cater for the growing diversity in 

our community.

5. The Council will target recreation and sport opportunities for young people and older adults.

Explanation 

In the Manawatū District, the growing demographics are young people and older people. It is important to 

work towards providing safe, accessible infrastructure and open spaces that are open and welcoming to young 

people and older people.17

6. Work towards removing barriers to participation in sport and recreation in the parks for people with 

disabilities and impairments.18

Explanation 

It is important that recreation and sport opportunities at the sports parks are accessible for people with disabilities 

and impairments. This includes provision of dedicated parking spaces in on-site carparks and removing physical 

barriers, as well as being aware of unconscious bias against provision for people with disabilities and impairments.  

It is important to seek advice from people with experience of living with disabilities and impairments. 

7. Opportunities for free activities and whānau-friendly recreation and sport at the parks will be provided 

and maintained.

17 Sport NZ, Active older people 2016-2020 Pamphlet, November 2016. Accessed at http://www.sportnz.org.nz/activeolderpeople.   

18 Sport NZ, Summary report and Recommendations - Disability Active Recreation and Sport. Accessed at  https://sportnz.org.nz/assets/
Uploads/Disability-Active-Recreation-and-Sport-Summary-and-Recommendations-Final2.pdf.   
and  
Recreation Aotearoa, Insights Report 9 - August 2019 Invisible Disability.  Accessed at  
https://issuu.com/newzealandrecreationassociation/docs/insights_report_9_invisibledisability_final_ august.
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Park access 

8. The public will be allowed unrestricted foot and cycle access to the parks at all times in accordance 

with the Reserves Act 1977, unless there is a notice to say otherwise for reasons such as pest and weed 

control operations and special events.

9. Access to the parks is controlled by gates for park security and the safety of park users.

10. Vehicle access including trail and motor bikes is restricted to formed roads and defined parking areas.

Concessions

11. Concessions (leases, licences or permits) will be considered for activities that:

• Are appropriate to the parks and their Recreation Reserve classification

• Will help achieve management plan goals and objectives

• Will have no adverse effects on park activities, natural features19, facilities and structures.

12. The concession applicant will demonstrate the ability to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on 

the park and the following:

• Sport and recreational activities

• Playing fields

• The Oroua River

• Trees and vegetation

• Features, facilities and structures.

13. Concession agreements (including renewals) will be negotiated in accordance with the Reserves Act.

14. Council may choose not to renew or issue new leases beyond the date of the current lease.

15. From time to time, Council may include additional terms and conditions on concession agreements.

16. Concession holders will act in accordance with the policies of this management plan.

Utilities, rights of ways and utilities

17. The placement of utilities, rights of way, other easements or communication stations within the park 

will generally not be allowed unless exceptional circumstances apply.20

18. Where exceptional circumstances apply and rights of way, other easements or communication stations 

are placed on, over or through the park, they will be placed unobtrusively with minimal impact on the 

functioning and use of the park.

19. With the prior consent of the administering body, network utility operators with existing works on the 

park will be permitted conditional access to the park to inspect, maintain, operate or carry out minor 

upgrade or replacement of these works subject to the provisions of the relevant empowering Acts and 

Regulations.21

20 Exceptional circumstances’ allows for the placement of a utility on a reserve to be considered (rights of way, other easements or 
communications infrastructure) when the reserve affords the only site available and all other sites or options are proven to be unsuitable 
and when the utility is an essential service for wider community benefit. Impacts will be taken into account and the normal notification and 
consultation process would apply prior to making a decision for approval or otherwise. This does not preclude requirements under both 
the RMA resource consent process and delegated authority under the Reserves Act.

21 The Electricity Industry Act 2010, Electricity Act 1992, Electricity (Safety) Regulations 2010, NZECP 34:2001 New Zealand Electrical Code 
of Practice for Electrical Safe Distances and Electricity Engineers Association Safety manual – Electricity Industry (SM-EI).
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Explanation 

Some concessions are appropriate for the parks, help achieve the vision for the parks, meet management 

objectives and have no adverse effect on the parks and park users. The park also needs to be protected from 

inappropriate uses. The Reserves Act 1977 and the Resource Management Act (RMA) set out the types of rights 

of way, other easements or communication stations permitted on reserves and the required processes.

In addition, the RMA sets out the requirements for public notification of any proposed work involving utilities, 

consideration of alternative sites, assessment of effects and avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects.  

These policies on utilities, rights of way and easements are additional to RMA requirements.

Events

20. Use of the parks for sports, recreation and community events will be encouraged.

21. Event organisers must apply through the park booking process and acceptance of bookings is at 

the discretion of the Parks and Property Manager or their equivalent.  A bond may be required from 

organisers to cover potential damage to the park.22

22. Event organisers are responsible for the collection and removal of rubbish.

23. Fences or barriers, temporary or permanent for the safety of park users or control and management of 

the park may be allowed when:

• They are consistent with this management plan

• User safety, control or management cannot be achieved by other means

• Have been approved by the Community Facilities Manager or their equivalent.

Commercial Activities

24. Commercial activity on the sports parks may be allowed subject to Council approval. Council may 

consider allowing commercial activities on the sports parks where the activity:

• Is consistent with the recreation classification of the reserves

• Is temporary and related to an occasional event held on a reserve

• Benefits the community

• Enhances and supports public use of a reserve

• Contributes to and supports the proper functioning and amenity of the sports parks and does not 

duplicate products or services provided by local businesses.

25. Commercial activities on the sports parks will comply with the provisions of the Reserves Act.

26. A proposal for use of a sports park for a commercial activity will include a detailed description of 

the proposed activity or service, its duration, the potential effects it may have, and ways of avoiding, 

mitigating or reducing any significant effects on a reserve.

27. Council will generally require payment of a share of the income from commercial activities, or charge a 

fee, to cover processing costs and reserve maintenance and development.

22 Refer to Manawatū District Council Guidelines for Events on Parks and Reserves.
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23 Scott Point Sustainable Sport Park.

28

Explanation 

Commercial activities are any activity that requires payment greater than the cost of provision of the service with 

the intention of making a commercial gain. They include commercial use of reserve land by non-profit and for-

profit organisations and individuals. Network utilities have an element of commercial gain as well as an element 

of public good and therefore come under this policy.

Bookings, Fees and Ground Charges

28. The Council will manage all bookings for sportsfields other than those that are leased venues, taking 

into account the requirements of sports codes during the seasonal ground allocation process.

29. Council will set its charges for use of the sports parks annually through the Annual Plan process.

30. Concessions may set their own fees and charges for use of services and facilities at the park in 

accordance with their leases and licenses.

Sustainable Design and Management

31. The Council will develop an understanding of the total carbon footprint of the sports park in order to 

reduce carbon emissions and optimise carbon sequestration.

Explanation 

Auckland City Council has undertaken research to assist sustainable, evidence-based, carbon-positive decisions 

about management, development and maintenance of sports parks. Knowledge gained from this research 

informed decisions when a new sports park was developed in Hobsonville.23 This research is available and 

can assist the Council in reducing carbon emissions and optimising carbon sequestration when managing, 

developing and maintaining the sports parks.

32. Turf species that withstand periods of dry weather will be used.

33. Permeable surfaces in the parks will be used to the fullest extent possible.

Explanation 

When constructing or renewing carparks, driveways and paths using permeable surfaces reduces run off and 

pressure on stormwater systems and improves water quality by allowing stormwater to soak into the ground. 

34. Playing fields used for training will be improved.

35. Assessment of the turf of playing fields will be used to inform maintenance regimes.

Explanation 

Along with maintenance regimes, hard wearing turf, drainage and flood lighting for evening training can help 

keep playing fields used for training in good condition and reduce negative impacts on games and competitions.

36. Vegetative cover will be increased in the sports parks by the planting of trees and shrubs outside of 

playing fields provided that excessive playing field shading is avoided.
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Explanation 

Planting of trees and shrubs outside of the playing fields will reduce mowing, improve park amenity, increase 

biodiversity, help with carbon sequestration and reduce the carbon footprint of the sports parks.

37. Connecting paths through the sports parks and bike stands will be provided to encourage walking and 

cycling.

Explanation 

Timona and Johnston Parks are on the Oroua River Cycleway with links to the Feilding Cycle Loop and proposed 

path link between Timona Park and Herlihy Reserve, Victoria Park is on the West Street portion of the Feilding 

Cycle Loop and on the cycling path along Leithbridge Street.

Collaboration

38. The Council will work with clubs and sports organisations to ensure optimal utilisation of playing fields 

and multi-sports training venues.

39. The Council will encourage collaboration between sports codes and clubs on the provision of facilities.

40. A sports hub facility that caters for multiple user groups is an option. Before starting any 

redevelopment, the needs of users will be assessed, and options, costs and benefits of facility 

rationalisation established.

41. The Council will collaborate with sports clubs, sports organisations and community recreational groups 

to promote and provide information so that people know what is on offer at the parks and interested 

participants can easily connect into the appropriate activity.

42. Partnerships with groups and organisations will be developed with the aim of removing barriers 

to participation in sport and recreation in the parks for young people, the elderly and people with 

disabilities and impairments.

43. Resident clubs and community groups will be encouraged to seek funding external to the Council to 

support activities and facilities.

Western Riding Club arena Johnston Park
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Engagement with iwi and hapū

44. The Council will engage with iwi and hapū with historical and cultural links with the sports parks on 

aspects that affect their interests in the parks.

Explanation 

Enduring and effective partnerships with mana whenua24 achieve enhanced conservation of natural, 

historic and cultural values. Meaningful and early engagement on issues and activities that affect 

mana whenua interests in the park are important in forming and maintaining these partnerships. 

Interests and the types of activities where collaboration with mana whenua may be required include but are not 

limited to the following:

• Changes to the management plan

• The Oroua River including flood management of the river

• Control of pests and weeds

• Management of the Oroua River’s riparian margins and activities along the river’s margins

• Information and signage.

45. If activities or work on the park uncovers archeological sites, the Accidental Discovery protocol will 

be followed (see Appendix 2 for the Accidental Discovery Protocol). Heritage New Zealand Pouhere 

Taonga defines archaeological sites as a place associated with pre-1900 human activity, where there 

may be evidence relating to the history of New Zealand. Evidence includes but is not limited to oven 

stones, charcoal, middens, ditches, banks, pits, building foundations, artefacts of Māori and European 

origin and human burials.

Healthy and attractive park environments

46. The park environments will be developed, managed and maintained so that they are tidy and attractive 

settings for recreation.

47. Landscape and planting plans are to be prepared before areas within the parks and new facilities are 

developed so that development of existing and new facilities are appropriate to the character and 

purpose of the parks.

48. Design guidelines for park furniture and signage in sports parks will be prepared to ensure functionality, 

consistency, efficiency and a style appropriate to sports parks.

Explanation 

Park furniture includes but is not limited to seating, picnic tables, shelters, information, interpretation and 

directional signage, rubbish bins, drinking fountains and lighting.

49. Paths in Johnston, Timona and Victoria Parks will connect to the Feilding Cycle Loop and the Feilding 

cycling path circuit.

50. The Council will provide water drinking fountains in the parks.

24 Refers to the iwi and hapū who have traditional authority over land and the power associated with possession and occupation of tribal 
land.
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Explanation 

Provision of drinking fountains will help hydration, reduce consumption of drinks with high sugar content and 

encourage the refilling of water bottles.

51. The existing tree framework in the parks will be retained, enhanced and protected. The exception will 

be when individual trees are a danger to the public or other exceptional circumstances. In that case 

they will be replaced with suitable tree species.

52. Native and non-native specimen trees and shrubs will be used for amenity

53. Park user exposure to the sun will be reduced by maintaining existing shade trees, planting additional 

shade trees and paths, playgrounds and places for spectators located where there are opportunities for 

shade.

54. On-site car parking will be integrated into the reserve setting and their design and construction will 

have low environmental impact.

Explanation 

On-site vehicle parking is available on all the reserves in this management plan. A meeting with stakeholders 

from Johnston Park identified that parking capacity is an issue but only when larger events are held. Carpark 

design needs to be sympathetic to reserve settings with trees, amenity planting and water sensitive design.

55. The Council will reduce agri-chemicals as much as possible in the maintenance of the parks while 

maintaining the standard of playing fields and facilities for sport.

Explanation 

Council’s preference is to use non-chemical methods of vegetation control whenever practical. Mowing, 

watering, fertilising, aerifying and overseeding improves turf health and density and reduces weeds and the need 

for pesticides and herbicides. There may be some circumstances when agri-chemicals are used. In these cases, 

Council will comply with New Zealand Standard 8409:2004 Management of Agrichemicals (and subsequent 

updates).

View to Oroua River from Timona Park 264
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Johnston and Timona Parks

Multi-purpose parks for an active population

56. Active recreation among children will be encouraged by the provision of adventure or nature play 

opportunities.

Explanation 

Adventure or nature play promotes spending time engaging in the natural environment and encourages families 

to explore the outdoors. Children can play freely, in their own way, in their own time and can build and shape 

the environment according to their own creativity. Provision for adventure or nature play will complement the 

playground in Timona Park which has more traditional play equipment.

57. Dogs are welcome in Timona Park. They are permitted to be unleashed along the riverbank and the 

edges of Timona Park outside of the playing fields. Dogs must stay off all playing surfaces.

58. The Council will investigate the demand for and benefits of a secure dog park.

Explanation 

Dog exercise is a popular activity, assists with dog socialisation and is a means of getting people outside and 

exercising, contributing to overall fitness and health. A trend is fenced dog parks where small dogs in particular 

can exercise in a secure environment. There is scope for a fenced dog exercise area within Johnston or Timona 

Parks. However, it is important to establish demand and benefits before developing a secure dog park.

59. An all-weather path will be developed along the western side of the playing fields in Timona Park with 

access from Simon Street and the park entrance at Campbell Street.

Explanation 

A path has been created along the eastern side of the playing fields but lack of a path along their western side limits 

use during wet weather. An all-weather perimeter path with a surface such as crushed lime in would encourage 

walking and other activities such as jogging and running. Distance markers are a popular and inexpensive way to 

motivate path users and encourages fitness and health.

60. The Council will investigate increasing self-contained camper van capacity in Timona Park.

Explanation 

The park caters for self-contained camper vans with overnight sites along the eastern boundary of Timona Park 

and a dump station, but is over capacity during peak periods. Capacity could be improved by better defining 

sites. All Points Camping Club of NZ would like to see hosted ‘urban’ camping related events, but it is appropriate 

that the sports park is limited to self-contained camper vans. Feilding has a holiday park and the District has 

number of sites where camping is allowed.

61. The Council will identify locations for signage on main roads in Feilding to direct visitors and visiting 

sports teams to Johnston Park.

Sustainable design and management

62. The storm water retention system at the pond and swale in Timona Park will be managed to avoid 

flooding in Fairview Avenue properties.
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63. The Council will work towards providing e-vehicle recharging stations in the parks’ carparks where 

vehicles can be recharged while drivers visit the park or play sport.

64. The Council will investigate the provision of receptacles for recycling and organic waste in the parks 

for park users.

Collaboration

65. A multi-sports approach to sharing facilities at the parks will be investigated (see also Policies 39 and 

40).

Explanation 

Sharing facilities could be through a sports hub that brings sports clubs from throughout Feilding together or a 

sports facility that Johnston and Timona Parks sports clubs share. A shared facility would address the concern 

that the quality of facilities and amenities are not matching the quality of the playing field surfaces and the 

challenge for individual clubs to provide and maintain their facilities.

66. The Council will work with the Feilding Rugby Executive on the removal of the Tom Collins Gym 

building in Johnston Park and establish a use for the area it occupies that better meets park user needs 

and extends sport and recreation in the park.

67. The Council will work with cricket on improvements and maintenance of artificial cricket wickets in 

Timona Park.

68. The Council and the bowling and croquet clubs will investigate approaches to reducing costs of water 

for irrigating the bowing and croquet greens.

Healthy and attractive park environments

69. A landscape plan and an ecology restoration plan will be developed to integrate the Oroua River with 

the parks, improve ecology and develop the river’s potential to add to park amenity.

70. Weed and plant pests along the Oroua River boundary with the parks will be controlled.

Explanation 

The Oroua River is a special feature of the parks. It widens casual recreation opportunities and contributes to 

park amenity and ecology. Access and visual connections to the Oroua River from the park have improved with 

clearance of vegetation along river banks. There is still work to do to clear weeds and pest plants, improve river 

margin ecology, integrate the river environment with the park, make more of this unique park setting, increase 

casual recreation opportunities and develop park amenity. An issue is that weeds and pest plant species such as 

bamboo may be reintroduced when the river floods and weed control will be ongoing after these events. 

71. Information and way finding signage will be developed in Timona and Johnston Parks.

Explanation 

Together, the parks make up a large area and visitors may not be aware of its facilities or the wide scope for 

recreation. Signage would include playing field layout, paths and linkages, where dogs can be exercised and gate 

opening times.

72. The stormwater retention pond and wetland will continue to be developed as a wildlife habitat and for 

amenity.

73. The Council will continue to support and encourage the Timona Park Orchard Trust in developing and 

maintaining the community orchard in Timona Park.
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74. Specimen trees in the parks will be assessed and monitored, and a tree succession plan developed in 

order to maintain and develop a framework of mature exotic and native trees to provide shelter and 

shade and for amenity.

75. Trees will be planted to provide shelter for the velodrome on Johnston Park.

Explanation 

The need for a shelter belt at the velodrome is an opportunity to introduce more amenity into the park and plant 

for biodiversity and carbon sequestration.

Victoria Park

Multi-purpose parks for an active population

76. Use of the park for community and school sport and recreation will be encouraged.

77. Training lights with be upgraded as necessary and maintained to a standard that facilitates evening 

training at the park.

78. Storage for equipment used by regular park users will continue to be provided.

79. A children’s playground in the park will be developed.

Explanation 

The park is near the northern growth area and a children’s playground would complement the sport and re 

recreation that takes place at the park, cater for all age groups and encourage community and whānau use of 

the park.   

Sustainable design and management

80. The Council will work towards the provision of e-vehicle recharging stations in the carpark.

81. The Council will provide bike stands at the park to encourage active transport.

Explanation 

Victoria Park is on the Feilding and the cycling path circuit along Leithbridge Street. Providing bike stands sends 

a positive message to encourage active recreation in daily lives.

Collaboration

82. The Council and sports clubs who regularly use the park will collaborate to ensure clubs have access to 

park toilets.

83. The Council will liaise with Manawatū Softball on provision of softball facilities at the park.

Explanation 

Seasonal softball use of the park includes skill levels from junior school competitions to senior men’s competition 

leagues. Feilding United Softball believes that there is potential to attract more softball use of the park and 

wishes to improve softball facilities at the park. Provision of additional softball facilities should be based on an 

assessment of needs, options, costs and benefits.
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Healthy and attractive park environments

84. Existing trees will be assessed for health and a tree replacement plan developed in order to retain a 

framework of large trees for amenity, shelter, shade and habitat.

Explanation 

Established trees along Leithbridge Street and the fitness trail area have multiple values. They contribute to 

the character of the park and the immediate area, and provide shelter and shade for park users and habitat, 

especially for birds.

85. Trees will be planted along the West Street boundary as a buffer between the park and properties on 

West Street and for amenity, biodiversity, to increase vegetative cover, reduce mowing, increase carbon 

sequestration and offset carbon emissions.

86. The Council will reviews the carpark entrance on West Street with the aim of improving safe access 

and entry for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists.

Kimbolton Domain

Multi-purpose parks for an active population

87. Use of the park for community activities and events will be encouraged.

Sustainable design and management

88. The sportsfields will be maintained to a management standard that reflects the park’s lower levels 

of utilisation but that also facilitates playing field use and the ability to host sporting, recreation and 

community events.

Collaboration

89. The Council will engage with the Kimbolton Domain Committee, Kimbolton Community Committee 

and the Feilding Old Boys Oroua Rugby Football Club in promoting and broadening use of the park.

Healthy and attractive park environments

90. The existing grandstand will be removed and its site integrated into the park.

Explanation 

The grandstand is in poor condition and there are ownership issues relating to who is responsible for the 

overall maintenance. The Parks and Sportsgrounds Asset Management Plan 2018 has identified funding for its 

demolition.

91. The existing elm trees along the road frontage and domain driveway will be assessed for their health 

and a tree replacement plan developed in order to retain the character of the park.
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5. Implementation
This section outlines implementation of policies throughout the life of this management plan. It identifies 

actions that arise from the management plan, the policy the action refers to and who is responsible. Actions are 

numbered for ease of reference, but are not prioritised. 

General

Action 
Number

Action
Policy 
Number

Understand the carbon footprint of the sports park.  1 Policy 31 

Who is 
responsible

MDC

Increase vegetative cover in the sports parks by planting 

trees and shrubs outside of playing fields (provided that 

excessive playing field shading is avoided).

2 Policy 36 MDC

Provide bike stands to encourage walking and cycling.  3 Policy 37 MDC

Consider a sports hub facility in Feilding that caters for 

multiple user groups. As part of the consideration assess 

user needs and the options, costs and benefits of sports 

facility rationalisation.

4 Policy 

39,40,65

MDC, sports 

groups, 

clubs and 

organisations

Develop partnerships with groups and organisations with 

the aim of removing barriers to participation in sport and 

recreation in the parks for young people, the elderly and 

people with disabilities and impairments. 

5 Policy 43 MDC

Engage with iwi and hapū with historical and cultural links 

with the sports parks on aspects that affect their interests in 

the parks.

6 Policy 

44

MDC

Develop design guidelines for park furniture and signage 

to ensure functionality, consistency, efficiency and a style 

appropriate to sports parks. 

7 Policy 48 Community 

with support 

from MDC

Provide water drinking fountains. 8 Policy 50 MDC

Johnston Park and Timona Park 

Action 
Number

Action
Policy 
Number

Provide adventure or nature play opportunities.9 Policy 56 

Who is 
responsible

MDC

Investigate the demand for a secure dog park. 10 Policy 58 MDC

Picture to the left: Timona Park
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Construct an all-weather path on the western side of 

northern playing fields in Timona Park between Simon 

Street, the pond and community orchard and the Campbell 

Road park entrance. 

11 Policy 59 MDC

Better define self-contained camper van sites in order to 

increase overnight capacity during peak periods.

12 Policy 60 MDC

Add signage on main roads in Feilding to direct visiting 

sports teams to Johnston Park.  

13 Policy 61 MDC

Improve the storm water retention system at the pond and 

swale in Timona Park to avoid flooding in Fairview Avenue 

properties and develop the pond and wetland for wildlife 

habitat and amenity.

14 Policy 

62,69

MDC, Timona 

Park

Work towards provision of an e-vehicle recharging station 

in Johnston Park and Timona Park.  

15 Policy 63 MDC

Provide receptacles for recycling and organic waste in the 

parks.

16 Policy 64 MDC

Remove the Tom Collins Gym in Johnson Park. 17 Policy 66 MDC, Feilding 

Rugby 

Executive

Improve artificial cricket wickets in Timona Park.18 Policy 67 MDC, Feilding 

Cricket Club

Investigate reducing costs of water for irrigation to the 

bowling and croquet clubs at Johnston Park.  

19 Policy 68 MDC, Bowling 

and Croquet 

Clubs

Prepare a landscape and ecology restoration plan to 

integrate Oroua River with the parks, improve ecology and 

amenity. 

20 Policy 69 MDC

Develop information and wayfinding signage.21 Policy 71 MDC

Assess and monitor specimen trees and develop a 

succession plan to retain the trees framework.  

22 Policy 74 MDC

Plant trees to shelter the velodrome, improve biodiversity 

amenity and carbon sequestration.

23 Policy 75 MDC
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Action 
Number

Action
Policy 
Number

Upgrade training lights. 24 Policy 77 

Who is 
responsible

MDC

Develop a children’s playground. 25 Policy 79 MDC

Provide bike stands to encourage active transport. 26 Policy 81

Assess existing trees along Leithbridge Street and elsewhere 

in the park for their health and a tree replacement plan 

developed to retain feature trees that contribute to the 

character of the park.

27 Policy 

84

MDC

Plant trees along the West Street boundary as a buffer 

between the park and properties on West Street.

28 Policy 85

Improve carpark entry safety from West Street.29 Policy 86 MDC

Promote and broaden use of the domain. 30 Policy 

87, 89

MDC, Kimbolton 

Domain 

Committee, 

Kimbolton 

Community 

Committee, Sports 

organisations and 

clubs

Remove the grandstand and integrate the site into the 

domain.

31 Policy 

90

MDC, Kimbolton 

Domain 

Committee, 

Feilding Old Boys 

Oroua Rugby 

Football Club

Assess existing trees along Kimbolton Road and the domain 

driveway for their health and develop a tree replacement 

plan to retain feature trees that are major contributors to 

the character of the park. 

32 Policy 91 MDC, 

Kimbolton 

Domain 

Committee

Victoria Park 

Kimbolton Park 
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Appendix 1 – Lands that make up sports parks 
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Appendix 2 - Accidental Discovery Protocol

1. When physical works are undertaken on the parks uncover archaeological sites, the person undertaking the 

works is required to adopt the following protocol.

 Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga defines archaeological sites as a place associated with pre-1900   

 human activity, where there may be evidence relating to the history of New Zealand. Evidence includes   

 but is not limited to oven stones, charcoal, middens, ditches, banks, pits, building foundations, artefacts of   

 Māori and European origin or human burials Archaeological sites include oven stones, charcoal, shell   

 middens, ditches, banks, pits, building foundations, artefacts of Māori and European origin or human   

 burials:

• Work shall cease immediately at that place

• The contractor must shut down all machinery, secure the area and advise the contract manager

• The contract manager shall notify the Central Region Archaeologist of the New Zealand Historic Places 

Trust and if necessary the appropriate consent process shall be initiated

• The contract manager shall notify iwi in the first instance to determine what further actions are 

appropriate to safeguard the site or its contents.

2. If skeletal remains are uncovered the contract manager shall advise the Police.

3. Works on the site shall not resume until the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga, the Police (if skeletal   

 remains are involved) and appropriate iwi groups have each given the appropriate approval for work to   

 continue.

Under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 all archaeological sites (within the meaning of the 

Act) are afforded statutory protection. This applies to unrecorded archaeological sites that may be accidentally 

uncovered. If there is ‘reasonable cause’ to suspect an archaeological site may be modified, damaged or 

destroyed in the course of any activity, an archaeological authority is required from the Heritage New Zealand 

Pouhere Taonga. An authority is required whether or not the land on which an archaeological site may be 

present is designated, or a resource or building consent has been granted, or the activity is permitted by a 

district or regional plan.
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Playing fields and clubrooms at Kimbolton Domain
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Manawatu District Council Reserve Management Plan Submission 

General 

Sport Manawatu is a charitable trust and non-profit organisation that was established in 

1987 and has grown from small beginnings to become a substantial provider of services and 

events benefiting the sporting and active recreation interests of the Manawatu, Horowhenua 

and Tararua communities. Sport Manawatu have a long and proud history of supporting and 

delivering on local council outcomes. Our headquarters is located at Sports House in 

Palmerston North, while in addition we have satellite offices based in Feilding and 

Dannevirke.  

Our vision 

Sport Manawatu has a vision of a community where everyone is physically active for life. A 

recent national report highlighted that participation in sport and physical activity reduces the 

incidence of heart disease, Type 2 Diabetes, Obesity, some forms of cancer, depression, and 

dementia. In addition, play, active recreation, and sport contributes to vibrant and 

stimulating communities and we believe that our work would complement the Councils 

approach to delivering on community outcomes. 

What we do 

We are inspired to make a positive difference in people’s lives and aim to achieve the 

following strategic outcomes by 2024: 

• More children: Better opportunities for kids to enjoy quality play, active recreation,

and sport experiences.

• More adults: Participating in more sport and active recreation in our community.

• More game makers: Thousands of people across our region willingly volunteering

time to ensure sport happens.

We will be focusing on five strategic priorities to achieve these outcomes. They include: 

Active for Life – our community will live more physically active lives through play, active 

recreation, and sport. 

Key outcomes include: 

• Highly skilled and capable providers delivering quality play, active recreation, and

sporting experiences.

• Diverse range of active recreation opportunities are provided that caters to

participant needs.

• Young People’s lives will be enriched through quality play, active recreation, and

sporting.
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• Active recreation and sport partners are supported to provide quality sporting

experiences.

Sector Development – a strong and capable sector that delivers quality play, active 

recreation, and sport experiences for our community. 

Strong Foundations – focusing on continuous improvement to support and sustain our 

mission. 

Partnerships and Collaboration – a strong and diverse range of partnerships and 

collaborations, which adds value across our sector. 

Recognising excellence and contribution – the success of our athletes, coaches, officials, 

administrators, and volunteers is widely celebrated and recognised by our community. 

The value of Play, Active Recreation and Sport 

Play, Active Recreation and Sport requires recognition and investment in the Horowhenua 

Council’s Annual Budget 2020/2021. Significantly, sport and active recreation contributes 

$4.9 billion or 2.3% to our annual GDP to the national economy, while the sector employs 

more than 53,000 New Zealanders. We need to ensure our community regardless of age, 

ethnicity and ability level can participate in play opportunities, active recreation, and sport. In 

addition, evidence strengthens our position so that our spaces and places are fit for purpose, 

multiuse and adaptable to enable active and healthy lifestyles. 

What we know now 

• Active recreation, sport, and physical activity connects the Horowhenua, and delivers

significant physical and mental health and wellbeing, social, economic, and

educational benefits.

• The Horowhenua District Council is a major provider of our sports and recreation

facilities – the community appreciates this support and investment. Without it, much

of what happens in our sector would not be possible.

• Sport and recreation connect people. All Horowhenua residents deserve

opportunities to participate.

• A focus on facilities is essential. It is important that existing facilities have sufficient

investment in renewals and improvements to maintain a network of fit for purpose

facilities to meet existing needs. New facilities are also required to address the

current shortfall and the rapid growth in population – these needs are applicable to

both indoor and outdoor spaces.

• It is critical that investment meets growth. It is essential that growth in population

both at the urban fringe and in the existing urban area is matched by investment in

sufficient new facilities to meet the new demand that will be generated.

• The recreation and sport sector has aligned and collaborated in planning and

prioritisation. The Regional Sports Facilities Priorities Plan demonstrates that we are

playing our part in making sure every Council dollar is invested wisely for maximum

return in benefits to the community.
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Reserve Management Plan  

In general, Sport Manawatu is very supportive of the Draft Reserve Management Plan 

approach to Sports Parks provision for the District; in particular the councils vision and 

objectives relating to community activation, multipurpose parks, and collaboration. Sport 

Manawatu would also like to highlight its support behind shared use facilities, and Play 

based approaches to physical activity. Given that sport and active recreation promote good 

health, we believe that public spaces and places in the District offer the community 

environments in which to participate, and enjoy a wonderful variety of activity options to stay 

active for life.  

Inclusive Active Recreation and Sport  

We acknowledge the need to provide facilities that cater for a range of activity preferences 

and are pleased to see the Council support those with physical or mental impairments p14. 

We partner with several local community champions involved in this space and having them 

involved in enhancement projects will ensure our sport and recreation facilities are accessible 

and cater for a variety of user needs. 

Promoting Shared Facilities 

We also see the need to ensure that we’re investing wisely into the right facilities and have 

the evidence to support these decisions. The Regional Sport Facilities Plan (RSFP) provides 

the framework for determining what should and shouldn’t be done and crucially, provides 

gateway criteria that supports the decision-making process. There is a need for facilities to 

be adaptable, multiuse in design and sustainable. It is important for codes to understand this 

approach, as it is becoming increasingly difficult for single entity clubs to maintain facility 

owned assets and service annual operating costs.  

Shared facilities or Sports Hubs allow codes to maximise its reach ensuring the community 

benefits from having access to a range of sport and active recreation options to choose from 

in one central location. The other benefit is that each user group contributes to the overhead 

costs, thus reducing the financial burden. However, for shared facilities to operate effectively, 

the following principles should be applied: 

Sustainability: The network of District facilities and the individual facilities themselves need to 

be sustainable in order to maximise benefits for residents. 

Multi Use: Where appropriate facilities should be designed to enable multiple uses 

Accessibility: Facilities should be accessible to all residents regardless of income, ages, and 

physical ability. 

Partnerships / Collaboration: Working together with partners to plan, develop and operate 

sport and recreation facilities will become increasingly important in order to be sustainable 
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Adaptability / Functionality: Recognising that facilities must be as adaptable and functional 

as possible as sport and recreation demands will likely change in the future. 

Community Return on Investment: Recognising that any capital investment delivers a 

justifiable community return (measured both socially and economically) to District residents. 

Avoid Overprovision / Duplication: Over provision or unnecessary duplication of facilities 

must be avoided. 

Appropriate Maintenance: Our existing and planned sport and recreation facilities need to 

be appropriately maintained throughout their projected lifespan to ensure they deliver 

benefit to the community. 

Network approach to facility development and maintenance 

Key drivers for taking a network approach to facility development and maintenance include: 

• The desire of funders to invest wisely into priority projects that will make the most

impact.

• An aging network of facilities needing refurbishment, repurposing, replacement, or

removal.

• Changing demographics within the community, such as an increase in population.

• Changing participation trends requiring new types of facilities, or a new use of an

existing facility.

• Increasing expectations of users and user groups.

• A growing acknowledgement that there is a hierarchy of facilities and collaboration is

necessary to build and manage District facilities.

• The risks in focussing on and responding to wants rather than the priority needs

within the District.

Sports Parks 

The District is blessed with having a number of quality parks and reserves on offer to the 

community for both sport and active recreation, while our community relies on parks and 

reserves for numerous outdoor activities associated with improving health. In fact, the 

physical, cognitive, emotional and social benefits of sport and active recreation programmes 

(weight control, problem-solving skills, self-esteem, social competence and academic 

achievement) have been studied and documented for many years. We acknowledge the 

challenge for codes to retain members and adapt to the changing needs of society in terms 

of competitive sport and recreation preferences. District sport is predominantly facilitated by 
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enthusiastic volunteers who spend hours upon hours servicing committee roles, coaching or 

managing teams so that sport can happen. 

We are however noticing that some codes are slow to adapt, appear to struggle for volunteer 

support, and with fewer members have a reduction in revenue, which impacts on the codes 

ability to deliver quality experiences. The Councils investment into facilities is significant, and 

in many cases provides the backbone codes need to service property to help sustain the sport 

and active recreation network. We also recognise the challenges that the Manawatu District 

Council face in terms of growing maintenance costs of aging facilities, environmental factors, 

population growth and the pressures high density housing, and the changing needs of 

community facility users. The community demand a lot from their rates, however there is an 

opportunity for us to work effectively, to form partnerships, and establish a shared approach 

to sport and active recreation across the District. We feel an opportunity exists for us to sit 

down with our sport and Active recreation community to examine what we want our network 

to look like in the future. 

Submissions/Feedback 

Having read through the submissions p18, and to help address some of the challenges 

mentioned, the Council should consider the following three stages to assist with the sports 

park decision making process: 

Needs Analysis helps to identify who is using the fields, what they are using them for, when 

they are using them and for what level of need (competitions or training). The analysis should 

consider other relevant factors including constraints, regional demographics, trends, and 

future supply needs. 

Sporting Options considers the facilities primary use, and other influences such design and 

maintenance, amenities, and flexibility to adapt to changing preferences. 

Cost Analysis refers to maintenance, replacement, hours of use, and whole of life cost 

depending on the community sport and recreation requirements. 

In addition, user group meetings/forums provide platforms for clubs to express concerns, 

encourage discussion, improve communication across codes and increase collaboration 

driving the need for change in some instances. 

Vision 

We support the Councils vision and objectives for Sports Parks across the District p23. We 

believe the spaces provide opportunities for people to live active lives, are accessible to people 

of all ages and are progressing to cater for people who may be mentally or physically impaired. 

Network approach to District Facilities 

We are also encouraged to see the Council consciously integrating projects into a district wide 

network of spaces and places, notably shared cycleways that link between parks, and reserves 

p29. People tend to be more motivated to do circuit type or loop tracks, and this approach 
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encourages this form of recreation. It also encourages more people to walk and ride a bike, 

reducing the number of vehicles on our roads.  

Multipurpose Parks 

We believe there are some fantastic opportunities to activate local parks to encourage greater 

use of spaces. We would be encouraged to see spaces being adaptable to ‘play type activities’, 

using designated natural play areas that children and adults can share alike p32.    

Embedding physical activity into regular daily life is one way to promote good health and 

prevent chronic disease and play based activities through access to natural environments is a 

great way to reinforce this message. We believe freely chosen play is vital to lives of District 

residents and for a young person provides the skills and tools to form positive habits to be 

active for life. 

Having spaces and places that provide community users with choices to create what they 

want, when they want and with who they want allows young people to experience fun, joyful 

experiences. These types of ‘Play’ environments can help shape a person’s motivation, 

confidence, physical competence, and knowledge of their surroundings. We believe we are 

well placed to assist the Council to achieve this outcome through the provision of play based 

initiatives, programmes, and targeted community events. 

We also believe there are opportunities to help codesign the build on a children’s playground 

at Victoria Park p34. Children’s playgrounds often appear sterile, and form-controlled 

environments as a way for parents to manage their kids. Playgrounds should be offering users 

activity choices that are self-directed, and not adult prescribed. It perhaps could be an 

opportunity to explore the age of the children this is targeting, and investigate options for an 

asset appealing to old children with an adventurous theme in mind? Examples of models 

overseas have included the construction of ‘Ninja Warrior’ type mobile constructions that can 

be picked up and moved as opposed to a fixed asset. These have proved extremely popular at 

community functions and events. 

Finally, thank you for the opportunity in allowing us to make this submission. We would 

welcome the opportunity to speak to our submission in person if permissible. 

Yours Sincerely 

Trevor Shailer 

CEO 
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1

Allie Dunn

From: seamless@mdc.govt.nz

Sent: Tuesday, 5 May 2020 2:46 pm

To: MDC Submissions

Subject: Reserve Management Plans Submitted

Name: Jill Darragh 

Organisation: Awahuri Forest Kitchener Park Trust 

This submission is made on behalf of 

this organisation: 

Email: 

Phone: 

Address: 

Withhold my contact details: Yes 

Council Hearing: Yes 

If you use our parks and reserves 

we’d like to hear feedback from you 

on what we have planned. (Please 

clearly state which plan(s) you are 

referring to): 

Re, Draft management plan for Awahuri Forest Kitchener Park. This document 

is now two years out of date and is based on a master plan by Boffa Miskell 

which has never been ratified by the District Council. The Trust has re-aligned 

the plan to our strategic plan and deleted all out of date references. The Trust 

has lodged this new document with Mathew Bayliss and is happy to submit 

copies to Councillors before the hearings so they can compare. 
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Kitchener Park DRAFT Reserve Management Plan 

Foreword 
Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park is highly significant because the scenic reserve protects one of the few remaining 

areas of lowland semi-swamp podocarp forest in the Manawatū District. The Manawatū District Council (the 

Council) is responsible for ongoing protection, control, management and development of the reserve and its 

administration under the Reserves Act 1977. In 2014, the Council established the Awahuri Forest–Kitchener Park 

Trust (the Trust) to assist the Council to meet its responsibilities. As set out in the Reserves Act, key responsibilities 

are to provide for the protection, preservation, maintenance and appropriate development of the reserve and for 

enjoyment and use of the reserve by the public. 

This reserve management plan (the plan) provides objectives for the management, development and 

administration of the reserve. It includes development and implementation plan with actions. Once finalised 

and approved, the management plan will assist the Council and the Trust in prioritising, planning for and funding 

projects that will achieve management plan objectives for the reserve. 

This draft management plan has four sections. The first outlines the history of the reserve, its landscape, 

ecology and visitor facilities and use. This section also discusses the Trust and its role in the management and 

development of the reserve. The second section establishes an overall vision and objectives for the management 

and development of the reserve. Sections three and four have policies for reserve management, development 

and implementation. 

This plan was developed following the management plan review procedures set out in the Reserves Act. A public 

notice in December 2017 asked for ideas and comments and these have been incorporated into this draft plan. 

The Council now invites the public to comment on any aspect of the draft plan. We encourage people to make 

suggestions for the management of the reserves and give reasons for any suggested changes. A request to 

be heard at the Council public hearing to support written comments may also be made. A submission form is 

available on the Council website or at Council offices. 
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User Guide 

Purpose 

The purpose of this management plan is to provide for use, protection, maintenance, preservation and 

development of the reserve. The plan establishes a vision, objectives and policy for long term management and 

development of the reserve and to guide everyday management decisions. This allows the community, 

Manawatū District Council (the Council) and the Awahuri Forest–Kitchener Park Trust (the Trust) to move forward 

with a clear vision and plan for management and development of the reserve as opportunities, resources and 

priorities allow. 

 
Term 

This plan has a term of up to 10 years or until it is comprehensively reviewed or amended. Once Council approves 

this plan it will be on the Council’s website.1 A comprehensive review of this plan requires public notification and 

a public submission process as outlined in section 41 of the Reserves Act 1977. Corrections and amendments 

that the Council does not regard as comprehensive may be made during the plan’s term so that management of 

the reserve adapts to changing circumstances and increased knowledge.2
 

 
Structure 

This plan has five sections: 

 

Section 1: Outlines the reserve’s history, landscape, ecology, visitor facilities, the role of the 
Trust and existing plans for reserve development. 

Section 2: Sets out the vision for the reserve and management objectives over the next 10 
years. 

Section 3: Sets out management policies. 

Section 4: Outlines reserve development throughout the life of this management plan and 
actions, responsibilities and a timeline for development plan implementation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 http://www.mdc.govt.nz/Living_Leisure/Parks_and_Reserves/Reserves/Reserve_Management_Plans. 

2 Reserves Act 1977 section 41 (3) (8) (9). 
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1 

2 

3 

Public notice of intention to review and asking for comments an 

existing plan 

Review comments and record 

 

Meetings and workshops to identify issues 

Plan development 

The review of the current management plan and preparation of this draft plan follows the process according to 

section 41 of the Reserves Act 1977 (outlined in Figure 1 below). The plan was developed after public notice of 

the intention to review the current management plan, receiving comments from the public and incorporating 

these into the draft plan. Meetings and workshops were held with the Trust and Council officers. 

 
Next steps 

Once this draft plan has been approved by the Council it will be released to the public for a two-month submission 

process. After the public submission process, hearing and decision making, the final management plan will be 

put to the Council for adoption. 

Figure 1: Process to review this management plan 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

6 

7 

Receive submissions, hold a hearing and adjust the plan 

Finalise the plan for Councils’ approval 

5 Release a draft plan for a two-month public submission process 

4 Develop a draft plan incorporating public comments and 

workshop outcomes 
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Reserve Act 1977 

Resource Management Act 1991 

Local Government Act 2002 

Key Reserve projects 

How to use this plan 

This plan is specifically for Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park. It recognises the special role the Trust has in 

management and development of the reserve. 

The draft plan has links to a range of national and regional statutory requirements and policy statements and 

it should be read alongside the Reserve Management General Policy document and Council Bylaws, plans and 

strategies. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between this plan, statutory requirements and other Council plans 

and strategies. Where there is an inconsistency between this plan and reserve general policy or other plans, 

policy and strategies, the provisions of this plan prevail. 

 

Figure 2 - Relationship with Council plans and strategies 
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1. About the Reserve 
The following section outlines the history of the reserve, its landscape and natural features, ecology, use and plans for its 

development. Issues for reserve management are identified in this section and are addressed in the policy and 

development sections of this plan (sections 3 and 4). 

 
Location 

The 13.9868 hectare reserve is 3 kilometres south-west of Feilding between Kawakawa Road and Awahuri- Feilding 

Road at the junction of the Mangaone West and Makino Streams). The reserve is within easy reach of Feilding by car along 

Awahuri-Feilding Road or Kawakawa Road, or by walking or cycling along the trail that runs along the Makino Stream from 

Rata Street. (See Figure 3). 

Figure 3 – Location of the reserve within the immediate setting 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

History 

Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park was once part of the Kawakawa Block and protects a remnant of the larger semi-swamp 

podocarp forest. Ngāti Kauwhata settled in this area after migrating from Maungatautari in the early  1800s with many 

settling along the Oroua River. The iwi has had connections with the river for 200 years and has three maraes in the 

immediate area.3 Land losses when the native title was extinguished and replaced by individual ownership included lands 

where the reserve is located. Another iwi with connections to the area is Ngāti Apa (North Island), Rangitāne O Manawatū 

and Ngāti Toa Rangatira. The Park is under Treaty claim, the outcomes of which may change aspects of this p. In 2019  

Ngāti Kauwhata erected a whare/information kiosk Te Whare Matouranga. 

 
 

3 Rauhuia Environmental Services Te Maru o Ruahine Trust and Ngā Kaitiaki o Ngāti Kauwhata, Cultural Impact Assessment of the Feilding 

Sewage Treatment Plant Discharges upon the Cultural Values of Ngāti Kauwhata, November 201 

Feilding 

Mangaone West 

Stream 

Awahuri/Kitchener Park 
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Kitchener Park 1907 Whisker's Bush (Kitchener Park) 1916 

Establishment of the reserve 

The reserve is made up of four areas that were acquired by the Council at different periods. The former Feilding Borough 

Council purchased the original reserve area from the Riddiford family in 1914 to preserve Awahuri Forest. The Crown 

purchased the adjacent land for scenic purposes in 1914. In 1916 the reserve was named Kitchener Park after Lord 

Kitchener.4 

In 1980, the reserve was classified a Scenic A Reserve. Feilding Borough Council was appointed to manage and control the 

reserve in 1986. The Council took over responsibility for the reserve in 1989 and since then the area west of the Makino 

Stream and other small pieces of land have been added to the reserve. The Council has delegated authority to manage 

all the lands that make up the reserve except for a 0.5466 hectare of Horizons Regional Council land. This area is 

classified under the Reserves Act for a Local Purpose: Soil Conservation and Flood Control (see Appendix 1 for details of 

the land parcels that make up the reserve). 

 
Scenic A reserve 

Section 19(1)(a) of the Reserves Act 1977 sets out that the main purpose of Scenic A Reserves, which is to protect and 

preserve: 

… in perpetuity for their intrinsic worth and for the benefit, enjoyment, and use of the public, suitable areas possessing such 

qualities of scenic interest, beauty, or natural features or landscape that their protection and preservation are desirable in the 

public interest. 

 
Management objectives of a reserve’s Scenic A classification are set out below: 

In general, the public is to have freedom of entry and access to the reserve although the Council has specific powers for 

managing and developing the reserve under Sections 55 and 56 of the Act. These include: 

1. The ability to control entry to protect vegetation and grant leases and licences. 

2. Indigenous flora and fauna, ecological associations and natural environment and beauty are to be preserved as 

far as possible. 

3. Exotic flora and fauna are to be exterminated as far as possible. 

4. Open portions of the reserve may be developed for amenities and facilities to allow the public to benefit 

and enjoy the reserve. 

5. The soil, water and forest of the reserve are to be maintained. 

6. Historic, archaeological, geological, biological and other scientific features are to be managed and protected. 

 

 

 

 
4 Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park Trust, Awahuri Forest – Kitchener Park. A short History and Information, Awahuri Forest , 2016. 
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Local Purpose Reserve 

The area of reserve immediately to the south of the confluence of the Mangaone West Stream and the Makino Stream is 

classified a Local Purpose Reserve (s.23, Reserves Act 1977). In this case, the purpose is the conservation of soils and control of 

flooding. As well as managing this part of Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park for this purpose, management objectives include 

protecting scenic, historic, archaeological, geological, biological or natural features, and maintaining value as soil, water 

and forest conservation. 

 
Reserve restoration 

In 1991 a local restoration initiative began to remove weeds that had smothered natural re-growth of indigenous seedlings 

and planted species that had been lost over the years. Tracks and a boardwalk were also constructed. However, much of this 

work was undone when a flood in 1998 brought in gravels and sediment that smothered plants, reintroduced weed species 

and damaged the boardwalk. Repairs were made and restoration work continued, but severe floods in 2004, 2015, 2016 

and 2017 set back restoration work. 

To help with management and development of the reserve, the Council appointed the Awahuri Forest–Kitchener Park Trust 

in 2014. The role of the Trust is to oversee continued ecological restoration and development of the reserve in accordance 

with its Scenic A classification (details of the Trust and its role in the management of the reserve are outlined on page 19). 

Recent developments 

• Te Whare Moutoranga 

• Pest control buffer zone established with great success 

• Enhanced bird life 

• Car park extension and bus turning circle 

 
Landscape and ecology 

The reserve is on river terraces associated with the Oroua River. Oroua River, along with the Mangaone and Makino 

water catchment areas, form a floodplain within which both Feilding and the reserve lie.5 The reserve is surrounded by 

farmland with Feilding Wastewater Treatment Plant to the south and rolling hill country rising beyond Awahuri-Feilding 

Road to the west. 

The original floodplain created environmental conditions for lowland semi-swamp podocarp forest to thrive. These 

environments and the ecosystems they support are now rare or uncommon in the Manawatū due to changed  land use: 

milling, grazing stock, animal pests such as possums and rats, severe infestation from weeds, stream realignment and 

control, drought and floods. Never the less, the remnant has considerable value as an example of the original forest that 

once covered the Manawatū Plains. 

 
Changes to environmental conditions 

The Mangakino Stream (known as Makino Stream) flows through Feilding just three kilometres north of the reserve, 

through the reserve and eventually into Oroua River. The Mangaone West Stream and the Makino Stream meet at the 

northern boundary of the reserve. These streams would have earlier meandered over the floodplain and have created 

oxbows, low lying areas and seasonal stream channels within the reserve. This dynamic hydrological environment is 

where swamp podocarp/titoki forest flourishes. 

Urban development in Feilding changed the flow of the Makino Stream. The hard, impervious surfaces in the urban area 

have reduced water infiltration, increased runoff and floodwaters are discharged more quickly.   In addition, the original 

forest covering the wider flood plain was cleared to make way for agriculture. These changes in land use also modified 

hydrological conditions, which along with severe flood events have impacted on the remnant forest in the reserve.6 

In an attempt to control streams and reduce the effect of floods, stop banks were constructed along the Makino Stream on 

the boundary of the reserve, but during flood events, the stream breached the stopbank and brought gravel and silt into 

 

5 See Horizons Regional Council flood mapping, accessible at http://www.horizons.govt.nz/flood-emergency-

management/flood-plain- mapping. 

6 The following information was sourced from Stu Farrant, Morphum Environmental, Kitchener Park Hydro-

Ecological Assessment, 07/04/201
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into the reserve. In a natural context, the Makino Stream would have distributed gravel and silt over a larger area, but the 

stream’s meandering has been restricted by formalising and channelling the stream bed. 

This restriction of the stream to a narrow channel has resulted in deposits raising the stream bed increasing the risk of 

the stream breaching the stopbank and depositing larger loads of sediments. These deposits against tree trunks during the 

February 2004 flood event resulted in many large trees in the reserve dying. This loss is significant because some of the 

trees were up to 800 years old. 

 
Biodiversity 

The reserve has very high biodiversity values. Canopy tree species include pukatea, totara, kahikatea, matai, hinau, 

pōkākā and tawa. Other trees are kowhai and titoki, including one of the largest kowhai in the country although 

unfortunately, it did not survive recent floods. The reserve has significant botanical importance with a collection of 

epiphyllous lichens and strong historic botanical significance. The regionally threatened plant species Fuchsia 

perscandens and Teucridium parvifolium are found in the reserve and it is a seed source for these and other indigenous 

plant species. The reserve figures in the scientific research and teachings of botanist H. H. Allen who in 1928 found 140 

species in the reserve, 38 of them supporting lichens.7 Since H.H. Allan’s time, 60 of the species he identified in the reserve 

have disappeared. The Park has been kept genetically pure. 

 
Pest and weed control 

Pest and weed control in the reserve has been a major undertaking since 1991. Wandering Willy (Tradescantia 

fluminensis) is difficult to eradicate. "Tradescantia is the greatest threat to the Park. M.Greenwood 1967). Other weed 

species include old man’s beard, monbretia, bamboo, Japanese honeysuckle, German ivy and Cape ivy. 

 Weed clearance is ongoing, along with control of possums, rats and stoats. A sign of successful pest control is the 

recent identification of seedlings from the two 120 year old mature pōkākā (elaeocarpus hookerianus) trees in the 

reserve which up to now have not survived predation. Native birds nesting in the forest now include tui with resident and 

visitor wood pigeons/kereru, fantails/piwakawaka, silvereye/tauhou, bellbirds/korimako/ komako, moreporks/ruru, grey 

warbler/riroriro, and native insects, spiders and worms. 

Issues and challenges: 

• Controlling flooding and the sediments and weeds that floods bring into the reserve 

• Retaining the indigenous plant species found in the reserve and creating an environment into which plant 

species that are no longer found in the reserve can be re-introduced if genetically pure from local stock 

• On-going control of weed species and animal and plant pests 

• Public use versus biodiversity, protection and forest restoration 

 
Visitor facilities and use 

A sign at the corner of Awahuri-Feilding Road and Kawakawa Road directs visitors to the main reserve entrance and carpark 

off Kawakawa Road. Vehicle access from Kawakawa Road to the carpark is controlled by a gate that is locked at dusk. Visitor 

toilets and reserve information are located in the entrance area. 

Walking tracks and a timber boardwalk lead from the entrance area into the forest. The 1-kilometre loop track and 

boardwalk allows visitors to get closer to some of the oldest and most valuable trees. Information and interpretation of 

the forest, its flora and fauna and ecological niches add to the visitor experience. A trail along the Makino Stream links the 

reserve to Rata Street and Kowhai Park. Dog exercise is allowed in the reserve as long as dogs are on leads and keep to 

the paths and boardwalk. 

 
 

 

7 The Epiphyllous Lichens of Kitchener Park, Feilding, New Zealand. By A. Zahlbruckner, K. Keissler and H. H. Allan. [Read before the 

Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, 8th June, 1927; received by Editor, 20th April, 1928; issued separately, 10th August, 1928]. 
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Schools, scientists, university groups and other interest groups use the reserve for educational purposes and scientific 

research. In recent years the reserve has been visited by academics including from overseas and a number of academic 

research papers have been written about the reserve.8 

Issues and challenges: 

• Developing public use of the reserve and quality visitor facilities within available resources 

• The location of the entrance on Kawakawa Road has limited sightlines and entering and exiting the reserve 

safely is an issue 

 
Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park Trust 

Established in March 2014, the  Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park Trust is a Council Controlled Organisation and was set up to 

restore the ecology of Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park. 

The Trust  receives an annual operational grant from the Council and also seeks external funding. The Trust is also expected to 

seek operational funding to support its administrative functions.9 The Trust has four to six members who are appointed by 

the Council, reports six-monthly to the Council and produces an annual ‘Statement of Intent and Business Plan’. The 

Council monitors the Trust’s performance by measuring performance against identified activities. 

The Trust’s vision for the reserve is “To be an ecological and educational showcase telling the story of the land and 

connections to people". Table 4 sets out the responsibilities of the Trust. 

 
Table 4 Trust responsibilities at the time of writing 

• Assist in the ecological restoration, management and enhancement of the land at Kitchener Park10 

• Steer and co-ordinate the raising of funds to assist the restoration, management, enhancement, promotion 

and further development of the land at Kitchener Park 

• Encourage community access to Kitchener Park, and foster knowledge of and interest in the ecological restoration 

activity at Kitchener Park 

• Ensure the continued protection and restoration of Kitchener Park where possible and restore 

biodiversity values 

• Create a safe haven for native plant and animal species, controlled for plant and animal pests 

• Collaborate with other relevant organisations and individuals to reintroduce locally extinct or 

threatened plant and animal species, to ensure their long term survival 

• Care for some special collections, flora and fauna, including the podocarp, epiphyte and lichen collections 

presently established at Kitchener Park 

 

8 Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park Trust, Awahuri Forest – Kitchener Park, 2016, page 10. 

9 Manawatū District Plan 2016-2017, page 13. 

10 Note that the objectives referred to Kitchener Park when the Trust was set up. The reserve is now Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park. 
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• Support scientific and historic research of the Kitchener Park ecosystem or components thereof 

• Educate the general public, especially school children, about the need to conserve and protect native forest 

environments in New Zealand 

Issues and challenges 

• Fundraising from outside Council in order to implement planned developments over the next 10 years 

• Due to the Trust's mandate the range of skills and knowledge base within the trust has to be diverse and in 

depth 

 
Reserve development 

A master plan for the reserve was developed in 2015 followed by an implementation and scoping plan in 2017 although 

neither of these plans was finalised. These plans may influence  the development and implementation of the reserve outlined 

in section 4 of this plan to some degree. 

Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park Draft Master Plan January 2015 

The Master Plan identified design principles, actions, concept ideas and a staging plan.11 

 
Five design principles: 

1. Ecological enhancement and protection 

2. Different experiences for reserve  visitors 

3. Tell the story of the land 

4. A quality environment with the consistency of materials 

5. A reserve that can be used for educational purposes 

 
Key actions: 

• Weed management and ecological restoration 

• Information and interpretation 

• Selection and installation of structures that do not affect ecological values 

• Planting restoration 

• Spaces for different types of use e.g. picnics, short walks 

• Flexible areas for informal events 

• Car and bus parking 

• Integration into Feilding’s recreational network of walkways and cycle tracks 

 
Other design actions: 

• New infrastructure must be uniform and reflect the aesthetics of the forest park 
 
 

 

 
11 Boffa Miskell, Awahuri Forest - Kitchener Park Draft Master Plan Report, January 2015. 
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Staging: 

The master plan identified management priority areas, provided for new planting and protection of the podocarp 

forest along the Makino Stream south of Kawakawa Road, the establishment of a new entrance, reserve visitor 

centre and nursery on farmland outside of the reserve’s eastern boundary. 

 
Scoping and Implementation Plan 2017 

This plan revised the 2015 master plan.12 Key recommendations included a new visitor entrance and visitor 

centre structure elevated in case of flooding and a wetland to attenuate flood flows, support birds, fish, insects 

and other biota and add to the visitor's experience. 

Projects are organised under stormwater management, weed and pest species control, landscape and 

infrastructure, planting and revegetation. They are prioritised according to their ability to protect and/or enhance 

the forest remnant. Implementation has three phases: Phase 1 - Laying the foundations, Phase 2 - Building the 

experience, Phase 3 - Adding the finishing touches. 

The 2015 Master Plan and the 2017 Implementation and Scoping Plan are useful guides for reserve protection 

and development. They identify that stormwater and flood management integrated with the semi-swamp forest 

of the reserve is key to the protection of the ecology of the reserve and that this aspect needs to be addressed 

before any further development of visitor facilities. 

As well as the purchase of property on the north-west side of the reserve, the plans suggests that some of 

the Council-owned land to the east of the reserve between the Makino Stream and Kawakawa Road is 

utilised for protection of the forest. Once stormwater and flooding are better managed, the plan suggests 

planting broadleaf forest species along the eastern reserve boundary, developing a new reserve entrance and 

eventually a visitor and education centre on this Council-owned land. 

The plans also include the part of Awahuri Forest that lies south of Kawakawa Road between the Feilding Waste 

Water Treatment Plant and Awahuri-Feilding Road. Plans for this area are weed and pest control, planting along 

the Makino Stream, planting podocarp species within the existing forest and broadleaf buffer planting between 

the forest and the Waste Water Treatment Plant. 

 
Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park Trust Vision for the Future 2019 

This update on the Trust’s vision for the reserve builds on the Draft Master Plan 2015 and Draft Scoping and 

Implementation Plan with storm and floodwater management. The Trust has successfully applied for funding 

to purchase property on the northern side of the reserve between the reserve and Awahuri–Feilding Road (see 

Section 3, Figures 5 and 6 for the location and details of this property). 

The Makino Stream runs between this area and the reserve, along with the confluence of the stream with the 

Mangaone West Stream. It borders Horizons Regional Council land reserved for ‘Soil Conservation and River 

Control’. The proposal is to widen the confluence of the two streams and construct a wetland to attenuate flood 

flows, add to the visitor's experience and support birds, fish, insects and other biota. 

This 2020 update includes the development of a cycle trail through the reserve that links with the wider trail 

network in-line with the Council’s Walking and Cycling Strategy. The Trust also aspires to develop a visitor 

education centre that would contribute to environmental education and extend visitor experiences. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

12 Boffa Miskell, Kitchener Park Scoping and Implementation Plan, 2017. 
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1. To be an ecological and educational showcase telling the story of the land and its 

connections to people. 

2. Vision and objectives 
The vision for Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park identifies what is important about the reserve and the objectives and 

policies in this draft plan have been developed to achieve this vision. 

 
Vision 

 

 

The vision is a helpful touchstone to refer to when making decisions about the reserve’s management, development and 

day to day maintenance. 

Three questions to ask whenever a decision is being made for the reserve throughout the life of this management plan 

are: 

1. In what way does this decision contribute to achieving the vision for the reserve? 
 

2. Which objective is the decision meeting? 

 
          3.     Will this decision promote a self sustaining multi-generational forest for the future?
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Reserve Management Objectives 

The following objectives are grouped under five headings: Environmental, Education & Research, Community, Assets & 
Infrastructure, Operations and Trust entity 

 
Environmental 

• Harness hydrological processes to preserve conditions that allow the forest to survive 

• Implement management plan for indigenous flora and fauna 

• Primary hub of the green corridor in and around Feilding 

• Management of invasive species and reduction of pests 

• Balance public usage within the Park 

 
Education and Research 
 

•     To have strong relationships with universities and educational establishments in New Zealand and  
      internationally 
     

•       Regular bioblitzes 
 

•       Encourage and facilitate research and educational programmes 
 

•      Collate and share archival material 
 

•      Preserve indigenous history 
 

•     To collaborate with external expertise 
 
Community 
 

•    Key stakeholders, the community and iwi are engaged, informed, supportive and recognize the 
                 objectives of the Trust 
 

•   Recognise and celebrate extraordinary efforts 
 

•   Manage collaborations and contract agreements 
 

•   Promote mechanisms for dialogue 
 

•   Actively engage with stakeholders with reporting and presentations 
 

•   Project management and partnerships 
 
Assets and Infrastructure 
 

•   All assets, infrastructure and maintenance to be consistent with the vision of an indigenous park  
                whilst ensuring safety and reliability for public access and usuage 
 

•  All new assets and infrastructure to go through an evaluation process 
 

•  Existing assets and infrastructure to be regularly and safely maintained ie boardwalks, seats, signage 
               lights, toilets, carparks and fences 
 
Operations and Trust entity 
 

•  To be a strong, balanced sustainable Trust underpinned by robust processes and policies 
 

•  Form and review policy, plans and processes 
 

•  Do a five year performance review 
 

•  Ongoing review of Trustee diversity, and skills to develop a strong public profile 
 

•  Projects reflecting the Trust's values, ethics and outcomes are funded and implemented 
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• Develop a strategy to seek funding from external organisations and individuals for reserve  

                                     development and on-going relationships with funders 

• Engage with mana whenua on reserve management and access to cultural sites and materials
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Development 

• Provide a welcoming visitor entrance 

• Provide visitor and tourist facilities 

• Enhance the visitor and tourist experience 

• Plan for a visitor and tourist centre 
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3. Management Policies 

Introduction 

The policies in this section are a guide to all people and organisations undertaking activities on or near Awahuri Forest-

Kitchener Park (see Figure 4). These policies refer to all lands that make up the reserve, including the area, classified Local 

Purpose and administered by Horizons Regional Council. 

Figure 4 People and organisations who may use or refer to the management plan 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Environmental 

The following policies are aimed at retaining the reserve’s forest and its ecosystems. This is a challenge 

because land uses in the area surrounding the reserve have changed the hydrological processes which sustain 

the forest. 

 
Actions 

1. The indigenous forest on the reserve will be managed as a self-sustaining ecosystem. 

2. Measures will be taken to integrate stormwater and flood management with management of the reserve’s 

semi-swamp forest. 

3. Actions that establish foundations for restoration of the reserve’s ecosystems identified in section 4 of this 

management plan will be implemented subject to funding and resourcing. 

Comment 

Stormwater and flood management and restoration of wetlands and seasonal waterways are important for the reserve’s 

ecology. Visitor experience of these landscape features and their interpretation would connect visitors to the forest and the 

conditions which enable the forest to survive. Section 4 of this management plan identifies a number of projects which lay 

the foundations for restoration of the reserve’s ecosystem: 

Community organisations and 
individuals who support the protection 

and enhancement of the reserve 

Feilding Waste Water Treatment Plant 
and other reserve neighbours 

Ngāti Kauwhata and other iwi with a 
recognised association with the reserve 

External Reserve funders 

Awahuri Forest - Kitchener Park Trust 

Horizons Regional Council 

Manawatū District Council 

Awahuri Forest - 
Kitchener Park 

   

Management 
Policies 
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4. Opportunities to widen the confluence of the Mangaone West and Makino Streams will be investigated. 

5. The establishment of wetlands in buffer areas will be investigated (see Figure 5). 

 

Comment 

The Trust has made an application for external funding to purchase property on the northwest reserve boundary (see 

Appendix 1 for details of this property). This area is prone to flooding and the intention, if successful, is to develop it for a 

wetland. Such a low point could provide some protection when the water flow could be higher than usual and also 

contribute to biodiversity and to the visitor experience. 

Purchase of this area would also offer an opportunity to widen the modified confluence of the Mangaone West and 

Makino Streams, provide a more naturalistic connection, improve the water flow and dissipate some of the energy 

through this stream section.14 

 
These works would require working closely with Horizons Regional Council and require resource consent.  

6. Tracks near the stream and in low lying floodable areas will be designed and constructed so that they can be 

realigned after flooding. 

7. Floodable tracks and boardwalks will be integrated. 

 
Comment 

Tracks and boardwalks in all areas of the Park must be designed and constructed with technology and materials that 

make the least impact on the Park so they can recover after flooding i.e. constructed of soft materials such as gravel so 

that they can easily and inexpensively be realigned and reconstructed. Walking and cycling tracks that have hard surfaces 

should avoid the low lying and wetter areas. 

Figure 5 – Area identified for wetlands 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

KEY 
 
 

Areas identified for wetlands 

 
 
 

 

 
14 Morphum Environmental, Kitchener Park Hydro-Ecological Assessment. April 2016. 

Awahuri/Kitchener Park 
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Protection 

The following policies are aimed at protecting the forest and its ecology by adding land to the reserve to 

reduce flood damage and strengthen recreational connections. Protection also includes ensuring that any 

concessions, utilities, rights of ways or easements and reserve maintenance are appropriate. 

 

POLICIES 

 
Extend reserve protection 

8. The Council will declare reserve and manage the area of Awahuri Forest and the Makino Stream south of 

Kawakawa Road between Awahuri-Feilding Road and the Feilding Waste Water Treatment Plant and manage this 

area under the policies of this management plan (see Figure 6 for the location of this area). 

Comment 

This area of just over 8 hectares (Lot 1 DP 468955) was subdivided from land purchased for the Feilding Waste Water 

Treatment Plant. The intention was to make this land reserve to complement the existing Awahuri Forest- Kitchener Park, 

give long term protection to this part of the Makino Stream and allow public access.15 Managing this area of podocarp forest 

under the policies of this management plan would further protect the forest and stream and allow for recreational  

connections. 

 
Widen the buffer 

9. If the property immediately north of the reserve is purchased, the lands will be declared reserve, 

classified under the Reserves Act and managed under the policies of this management plan (Lot 2 

DP78894, Pt Lots 34 DP330 Sec 362 and Sec 361). 

10. The Council will investigate options for managing this Council-owned land on the reserve’s eastern 

boundary under the policies of this management plan (Lot 4 DP 82414 held in Fee Simple, 10.2100 

hectares). 

 
Comment 

Planting with broadleaf species along the Scenic Reserve’s western boundary would protect the podocarp forest edge. In 

addition, development of a wetland adjacent to the confluence of the Mangaone West Stream and the Makino Stream as 

part of flood mitigation would further protect the reserve. 

 
Support natural values and ecology 

11. Natural values and ecology 16 of the reserve will be protected from potential adverse effects of 

management activities, reserve visitor activities and facilities. 

 
 

 

15 Feilding Wastewater Treatment Plant Resource Consents and AEE 2013, Section 10 pages 225 and 242. 

16 Natural values include all types of indigenous land based and aquatic flora and fauna (birds, bats, insects, plants, lichens and moss, 

invertebrates, fish) and their habitats. 
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12. Indigenous vegetation, biodiversity and ecosystems will be identified, maintained and enhanced to ensure long-

term sustainability. 

13. Cycle trails proposed for the reserve by the Trust will be constructed in locations where established trees are 

avoided and their construction and use do not negatively affect the ecology of the reserve. 

14. The database of flora and fauna on the reserve will be regularly revised along with condition assessment and 

maintenance programmes to keep them in a healthy state as part of the Reserves Asset Management Plan (AMP) 

database and as part of the ongoing management of the reserve. 

15. The reserves will be monitored for the impact of activities on the reserve such as wandering stock, domestic 

animals, dumping garden waste and other impacts arising from general activities on or adjacent to the 

reserves. Public awareness of the effects of these activities will also be raised ie removal of small trees, 

firewood collection, vandalism 

 

Figure 6 – Areas that may in the future be managed under the policies of this management plan 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

16. The Council will work with the Trust, Horizons Regional Council and owners of neighbouring properties to improve 

the ecology of the reserve by facilitating: 

• Weed control on adjacent land along reserve boundaries and along the Mangaone West Stream and the 

Makino Stream upstream of the reserve 

• Indigenous riparian planting along the streams and neighbouring low-lying wet areas 

• Planting of indigenous species in neighbouring properties along reserve boundaries, prioritising plants 

propagated from sources within the reserve 

• Maintaining fencing to protect the reserve from wandering stock 

17. Vehicle access to the reserve will be closed nightly unless special arrangements are made for specific events or 

activities. 

Pt Lots 34 
DP 330 Sec 362 

Lot 2 Blk 1 Kairanga SD 
DP 78894 

Lot 4 
DP 82414 

Sec 361 
Blk 1 

Kairanga SD 

Lot 1 
DP 468955 
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Concessions 

18. Concessions (leases, licences or permits) will be considered for activities that: 

• Are appropriate to the reserve and its Scenic Reserve classification 

• Will help achieve management plan objectives 

• Will have no adverse impact on the reserve and existing activities 

19. Concessions will be assessed against the following criteria: 

• The applicant demonstrates the ability to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on the natural, historic 

and cultural values of the reserve 

• Undertakes conservation activities of the reserve 

• Demonstrates an understanding of Ngāti Kauwhata’s interests, cultural values and tikanga 

20. When assessing applications for concessions the Council will consult with the Trust and have particular regard to 

their view. 

21. The placement of utilities, rights of way, other easements or communication stations within the reserve will 

generally not be allowed unless exceptional circumstances apply.17
 

22. Where exceptional circumstances apply and rights of way, other easements or communication stations are placed 

on, over or through the reserve, they will be placed unobtrusively with minimal impact on the functioning and 

amenity values of the reserve. Power must go underground or be solar. 

23. With the prior consent of the administering body, network utility operators with existing works on the reserve 

will be permitted conditional access to the reserve to inspect, maintain, operate or carry out minor upgrade or 

replacement of these works subject to the provisions of the relevant empowering Acts and Regulations.18
 

Comment 

The reserve currently has an easement to convey water and electricity. The easement runs north to south parallel to 

Awahuri-Feilding Road. 

The Reserves Act 1977 and the RMA set out the types of rights of way, other easements or communication stations 

permitted on reserves and the processes required to be undertaken. 

In addition, the RMA sets out the requirements for public notification of any proposed work involving utilities, 

consideration of alternative sites, assessment of effects and avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects. 

These policies on utilities, rights of way and easements are additional to the Resource Management Act and 

Reserves Act requirements. 

 
Connections 

Policies in this section cover trail connections, connections between people, connections between 

the Council, the Trust and other organisations. 

 
 

 

17 Exceptional circumstances’ allows for the placement of a utility on a reserve to be considered (rights of way, other easements or 

communications infrastructure) when the reserve affords the only site available and all other sites or options are proven to be unsuitable 

and when the utility is an essential service for wider community benefit. Impacts will be taken into account and the normal notification 

and consultation process would apply prior to making a decision for approval or otherwise. This does not preclude requirements under 

both the RMA resource consent process and delegated authority under the Reserves Act. 

18 The Electricity Industry Act 2010, Electricity Act 1992, Electricity (Safety) Regulations 2010, NZECP 34:2001 New Zealand Electrical Code 

of Practice for Electrical Safe Distances and Electricity Engineers Association Safety manual – Electricity Industry (SM-EI). 
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POLICIES 

 
Trail connections 

24. Connections between tracks within the reserve and the wider trail network will be improved and developed in line with 

the Council’s Walking and Cycling Strategy. This allows the reserve to become part of the wider trail network as well as 

a destination for walkers, cyclists and dog walkers. (See Figure 7). 

Figure 7 – Proposed trail connections 
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Existing walk and cycleway 
 

Walk and cycleway extension within Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park 

 
 

Walk and cycleway proposed as part of 
Feilding Wastewater Treatment Plant 

Possible walk and cycleway connections 

 

 
25. Developing safer walk and cycle access between parts of Awahuri Forest on both sides of Kawakawa Road will be 

investigated once a trail has been constructed in the area between Awahuri Forest south of Kawakawa Road and the 

Feilding Wastewater Treatment Plant. 

26. Access, walkways and tracks within the reserve will be accessible where possible for people who have restricted 

mobility. 

Comment 

Improvement of the walking and cycling trail along the Makino Stream between Feilding and the reserve will enable more 

walkers and cyclists to access the reserve. Connections with the wider trail network will mean that the reserve will become 

a feature along trails and help the reserve and its special features to become better known. 

Kowhai 
Park 

Manfeild 
Park 

Feilding Wastewater 
Treatment Plant 
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Connections with tangata whenua 

27. Ngāti Kauwhata will be engaged with through consultation regarding the management of the reserve where 

major developments are proposed and activities are likely to disturb or impact on the cultural significance of the 

reserve. 

Comment 

Ngāti Kauwhata has three marae in the immediate area (Aorangi Marae, Kauwhata Marae and Te Iwa Marae). The Council 

committee Ngā Manu Tāiko Manawatū represents Māori of the district and will have a say in Council decision making regarding 

this draft plan. 

The environment is integral to Māori identity and culture. Māori sees the environment as an interconnected whole  and 

gain a sense of identity and belonging from their connection with the natural environment. Iwi, hapū and whānau derive 

their sense of mana (authority and prestige) through this connection. 

The degradation of the natural environment can weaken this connection, with consequences for individual and social well-

being. Enduring and effective partnerships with iwi, hapū and whānau achieve enhanced conservation of natural, historic and 

cultural values. 

Meaningful and early engagement through consultation on issues that affect their interests in the reserve is important in 

forming and maintaining these partnerships. 

The types of activities where consultation may be required include flood management, development of pest and weed 

eradication plans and indigenous revegetation plans, toilet facilities, sewage disposal, identification, research and 

protection of cultural heritage, information, interpretation, signage and changes to management plans. 

28. Tangata whenua access to cultural materials will be facilitated in accordance with legislative 

requirements. The Trust will work with iwi to complete the whare vision 

29. If activities or work on the reserve uncovers archeological sites the Accidental Discovery protocol will be 

followed. Archaeological sites include oven stones, charcoal, shell middens, ditches, banks, pits, building 

foundations, artefacts of Māori and European origin or human burials (see Appendix 3 for the Accidental 

Discovery Protocol). 

 
Connections with the Trust, the wider community, reserve neighbours, statutory agencies and 
external funding agencies. 

30. The Council and the Trust will work together to develop reserve resilience and to protect and enhance the 

reserve, its ecology and visitor facilities according to the vision, objectives and policies of this management 

plan. 

31. The Council and the Trust will provide opportunities for the community to get involved and work with the 

Council and the Trust in a way that supports the management of the reserve. This may include: 
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• Activities with Enviroschools 

• Skills-based volunteering that utilises specialised skills of individuals 

• Scientific studies and research into the ecology of the reserve, particularly where this will assist in 

more effective management of the reserve 

Comment 

The Council manages the reserve on behalf of the community, and in doing so, recognises that many people and groups 

have an interest in how the reserve is managed. These interests reflect the motivations of different people and groups. 

The Trust and the Council can advance programmes for the reserve by utilising  environmental education programmes. 

32. The Council and the Trust will work with private landowners of neighbouring properties to maintain stock proof 

fences on reserve boundaries, plant and animal pest and weed control, buffer indigenous species planting along 

boundaries using plants propagated from the reserve where possible and other issues. 

33. The Council and the Trust will work with the Department of Conservation on matters to do with the reserve 

and with Horizons Regional Council on management of the Local Purpose Reserve (Section 359), weed, animal 

and plant pest management, and flood management at the reserve as well as any flood protection work directly 

upstream of the reserve. 

Comment 

Flood protection activities undertaken by Horizons Regional Council on or outside of reserve boundaries may influence or 

affect the reserve. For example, raising the stopbank immediately upstream of the reserve may increase velocity and risk 

to the forest in the reserve downstream.19 

The Council and Horizons Regional Council have an agreement to work together over the weed management of the Local 

Purpose Reserve.20 

34. The Trust will seek funding from external organisations and individuals and establish on-going 

relationships with funders. 

Comment 

The Council funds capital works that are part of core services for reserves. However, levels of service are limited to the level 

of funding available through rates and other sources. The Council’s Long Term Plan 2018-28 has allocated funding to 

Awahuri Forest – Kitchener Park projects. 

Community aspirations for the reserve, represented by the Trust, are higher than this level of funding available for core 

reserve services. Therefore, one of the key responsibilities of the Trust is to seek external funding to meet management 

and development objectives for the reserve. 

 

19 Boffa Miskell, Kitchener Park Scoping and Implementation Plan, 2017, SW03 page 8. 

20 Horizons Regional Council, Kitchener Park Weed Management Plan. 
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4. Development and Implementation 
The development plan establishes a direction for change that will help achieve the vision and objectives for         

the reserve (see Figure 8). The implementation plan identifies a series of actions, responsibilities and suggests a 

timeline for implementation. 

Implementation of the development plan depends on resourcing. There is no requirement for the Council or the 

Trust to implement the plan, but both the development and implementation plan will enable them to strategically 

plan ahead. 

 
Aims 

• Control weed, plant and animal pests 

• Develop wetland areas 

• Plant broadleaf forest species at the edges of the podocarp forest with visitor trails and picnic areas 

• Develop a new reserve entrance with safe turning into and out of the reserve, more capacity for car 

and bus parking, visitor information and way finding 

• Develop visitor access, way finding and interpretation of the reserve’s natural and cultural features 

• Develop walk and cycleway connections through the reserve as part of the District’s walking and 

cycling network 

• Develop a new visitor and education centre 

 
POLICIES 

35. Development and improvement of the reserve and visitor experience of the reserve will be based on 

the Development Plan (see Figure 8). 

36. Development and improvement of the reserve, signs and interpretation will reflect European and Māori 

interest in the reserve and its values. 

37. Implementation of the development plan will be based on the actions identified in the Implementation 

Plan. 

38. The location of walk and cycleway connections through the reserve will be identified in consultation 

with the Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park Trust. 

39. Signage will be consistent, kept to a minimum and used to direct and inform visitors and interpret 

reserve features and processes. 
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Figure 8 –Development Plan 
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Podocarp forest with riparian planting of oxbows and 
seasonal streams, weed and pest species control and 
visitor access along boardwalks and trails 

 

Wetland areas with interpretation 

 
Existing entrance 

 
Broadleaf forest for edge protection with infill 
podocarp planting, visitor trails and picnic areas 

 

Options 1 and 2 for new entrance and parking location 

 

Options 1 and 2 for visitor/tourist/education 
centre location 

 

Existing walk and cycleway 
 

Walk and cycleway extension within Awahuri Forest-Kitchener Park 

Walk and cycleway proposed as part of 
Feilding Wastewater Treatment Plant 

Possible walk and cycleway connections 

 

Implementation 

This section outlines implementation throughout the life of this management plan according to the vision, objectives, 

policies and the development plan in Figure 8. Implementation is divided into three stages: the emphasis in Stage 1 is on 

planning and raising funds, in stage 2 on physical works and in stage 3 on long term reserve management, protection and 

development. 

Widen stream 
confluence 

2 

1 
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2020-2021  
 

 

ACTIONS NOTES RESPONSIBILITY 

During this stage, the emphasis is on planning and raising funds: 
 

1. Workshop with Horizons 

Regional Council on a strategy 

and plan to reduce the effects of 

high rainfall and flood events: 

• Widen the confluence of the 

Mangaone West and Makino 

Streams 

• Possible development of 

wetlands on low- lying 

land on the reserve’s 

northern boundary and 

Council-owned land west of 

the reserve on the true left 

bank of the Makino Stream 

• Upstream weed 

management 

Flood mitigation work and 

work upstream from the 

reserve along the Makino 

Stream would need to be 

carried out with Horizons 

Regional Council. 

Expertise required: 

• surveyor 

• ecological engineer 

• ecologist 

• landscape architect 

Trust with MDC & HRC 

2. Survey ephemeral oxbows and 

water courses 

 
Trust 

3. Develop a riparian management 

plan for the streams, wetlands 

and oxbows 

 
Trust with HRC 

4. Develop detailed plans and apply 

for resource consent for physical 

works to do with streams, 

wetlands and detention area 

 
Trust with MDC & HRC 

 
5. Develop a flood response plan 

for remedial work after flood 

events 

  
Trust with MDC & HRC 

 
6. Plan for seed collection, their 

propagation and care 

  
Trust 

 
7. Prioritise areas for weed control 

and follow-up planting 

  
Trust 
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8. Plan for pest and weed 

control identifying pests and 

weeds, prioritising control 

and identifying methods and 

monitoring 

  
Trust with HRC 

 

9. Weed removal upstream 

from the reserve along the 

Mangaone West and Makino 

Streams, plant and maintain to 

reduce reinfestation 

 

Public awareness programme 

and voluntary groups for 

weed management and 

riparian planting upstream of 

the reserve 

 

MDC & HRC 

 
10. Develop plans for a new and 

safer visitor entrance and 

parking area 

Expertise required: 

• A traffic engineer for 

location and design of the 

entrance 

 
Trust with MDC 

 
• A landscape architect for the 

design of the entrance and 

parking 

 

 
11. Develop design guidelines 

for signage, interpretation, 

seating, platforms along 

boardwalks, barriers, gates, 

fences and other structures 21
 

 
Expertise required: 

• Designer signage, 

interpretation, platforms, 

seating, barriers, gates, 

fences 

 
Trust with MDC 

 
12. Declare land on the 

reserve’s northern boundary 

reserve and classify under 

the Reserves Act (if 

purchased) 

  
MDC 

 
13. Declare Awahuri Forest 

south of Kawakawa Road 

reserve and classify under 

the Reserves Act 

  
MDC 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

21 Preliminary Boardwalk Routes and Interpretation Concepts were develop by Boffa Miskell in 2015. A sign ‘family’ that is consistent 

throughout the reserve is to be confirmed. 
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2021-2024  
 

 

ACTIONS NOTES RESPONSIBILITY 

This stage is about physical works: 
 

14. Carry out physical works to do 

with: 

• Shaping seasonal oxbows, 

wetlands and water courses 

within the reserve 

• Widening the confluence 

of the Mangaone West and 

Makino Streams 

 
Trust with MDC 

15. Carry out physical works for 

wetlands 

 
Trust with HRC 

16. Plant wetland areas 
 

Trust 

 
17. Weed removal in medium 

priority areas and plant to 

reduce weed reinfestation 

  
Trust 

 

18. Construct the new reserve 

entrance and parking area 

  

Trust with MDC 

19. Identify locations for and install 

new paths within the reserve 

that connect to the existing and 

proposed wider walking and 

cycling trail network 

Walk and cycle connections 

through the reserve are part 

of the wider walking and 

cycling trail network and 

funded by MDC. This work 

is scheduled for 2025-26 in 

Council’s Long Term Plan 

2018-28 

MDC in consultation with 

the Trust 

 

20. Construct a safer crossing 

for walkers and cyclists on 

Kawakawa Road between 

northern and southern parts of 

Awahuri Forest 

  
MDC 

21. Install way finding signage, 

interpretation, seating and 

platforms along paths and 

boardwalks 
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  2025-2028  
 

 

ACTIONS NOTES RESPONSIBILITY 

This stage concerns long term management of the reserve and its forest, streams and wetlands, protection 

through buffer planting and development of visitor/tourist/education facilities: 
 

22. Plant broadleaf forest colonising 

species on Council-owned 

land along the reserve’s eastern 

boundary as a buffer to the 

podocarp forest. Develop open 

picnic areas 

 Trust with MDC 

23. Plant podocarps amongst 

broadleaf colonising species 

 
Trust 

 
 

 

24. Weed removal in low priority 

areas and plant to reduce weed 

reinfestation 

  
 

Trust 

 

25. Develop a new visitor/tourist/ 

education centre. A feasibility 

study would assist the Trust in 

establishing the viability of the 

centre and support applications 

for external funding. The study 

would include analysis of 

visitor and tourist attractions in 

the wider Manawatū and the 

contribution the reserve makes 

to tourism 

 

Expertise required: 

• Visitor and tourism 

resource consultant to 

assess the feasibility of 

a centre 

• A landscape architect 

for visitor centre 

location, associated 

wetland and centre 

amenity areas 

 

Trust 

 • A architect for visitor 

centre elevated in a 

wetland area 

 

 • A designer for 

interpretation 
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Glossary 
 

Asset 

 

 
Asset management 

 

 
Amenity values 

 
 

 
Biodiversity 

 
Council Controlled 

Organisation 

 
Cultural heritage 

 

 
Cultural sites 

Cultural materials 

 

 
Environment 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Facilities 

 

 
Indigenous Vegetation 

Iwi 

Mana whenua 

 

 
Natural features 

 
 

 
Natural resources 

Something of value that the Council owns on behalf of the people of 

Manawatū District Council, such as roads, drains, parks and buildings. 

 
Strategy which helps with the physical and financial management of Council 

assets. 

 
Natural or physical qualities and characteristics of an area that contributes to 

peoples appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence, and cultural 

and recreational attributes (Resource Management Act). 

 
The variety of all biological life – plants, animals, fungi and micro-organisms. 

 
A trust or similar organisation with a majority of Council controlled votes or 

Council-appointed trustees. 

 
Includes archaeological, traditional, historic and commemorative sites, 

buildings, objects, areas and trees. 

 
Includes Māori cultural heritage sites, traditional sites, Wahi Tapu sites.  

 
Plants, plant materials, and materials derived from animals, aquatic life or 

birds within the reserve and which are important to Māori in maintaining and 

expressing cultural values and practices. 

 
Includes: 

a) Ecosystems and their constituent parts, including people and communities; 

and 

b) All natural and physical resources; and 

c) Amenity values; and 

d) The social, economic, aesthetic, and cultural conditions which affect the 

conditions stated in paragraphs (a) to (c) (Resource Management Act). 

 
Buildings, structures, equipment or resources that enable recreational use and 

enjoyment of a reserve. 

 
Any naturally occurring association of indigenous plant species. 

Tribe, people (Waitangi Tribunal Report [Wai27] 1991). 

Refers to the iwi and hapū who have traditional authority over land and power 

associated with possession and occupation of tribal land. 

 
Includes features on a reserve that are part of nature and may include 

individual plant or tree specimens and ecosystems that by their nature require 

special care and attention for their preservation. 

 
Includes plants and animals and their habitats, landscape and landforms, 

geological features, systems of interacting living organisms, and their 

environment (Conservation Act). 
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Natural values 

 
 

 
Open space 

 

 
Resilience 

 

 
Riparian 

 

 
Reserve 

 
 
 

 
Sustainability 

Natural values include all types of indigenous land based and aquatic flora 

and fauna (birds, bats, insects, plants, lichens and moss, invertebrates, fish) 

and their habitats. 

 
Any area of land or water with recreational, ecological, landscape, cultural 

and/or historic value which provides public access. 

 
A concept that underpins management of the reserve and refers to the ability 

to recover from an event such as flooding. 

 
The area along streams, rivers, lakes and wetland. These areas have important 

roles in retaining nutrients and soil, habitat biodiversity and cleaner water. 

 
Any open space, plantation, park, garden or ground set apart for public 

recreation or enjoyment which is under the management or control of the 

Council and includes all land administered by the Council under the Reserves 

Act. 

 
A process of ensuring the wise use and management of all resources within a 

framework in which environmental, social, cultural and economic wellbeing 

are integrated and balanced. It means meeting the needs of today without 

adversely impacting on the needs of future generations. 
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EXTRACT FROM MINUTES 

COUNCIL 

MEETING HELD THURSDAY 18 JUNE 2020 

MDC 20/302 HEARING OF SUBMISSIONS – DRAFT RESERVE MANAGEMENT PLANS 2020 

SUBMISSION 003 DEL GIBB 

Del Gibb gave a verbal submission to the Council, noting she was the instigator of Keep Feilding 
Beautiful and its past Chairperson, as well as a past Chair of Keep New Zealand Beautiful. She 
spoke about her passion for Feilding, and showed her book that she wrote about Keep Feilding 
Beautiful  from  which  the  proceeds  went  to  St  John  Ambulance.  She  spoke  about  her 
disappointment with the current state of the Camellia Walk, noting grasses had been planted 
over the plaques that described the names of the Camellias andthe names of who they had been 
donated  by.  She  noted  that  one  of  the  Camellias  that was  planted  on  Rata  Street was  a 
commemorative tree in memory of their grandson, and that she had asked that the planting site 
of the Camellia be moved to a less ponding prone area. It had been replanted but the plaque 
was missing. She spoke about the number of Camellias that were  lost during the 2004  flood 
event, and her understanding that Horizons Regional Council would replace the Camellias that 
were washed away.  She noted the assurances from Manawatū District Council officers that they 
would be  replaced and asked  that  this be given priority.   She spoke about  the    register  that 
included the information about all of the Camellias that were planted, the people that donated 
the plants, and the reason for each donation.  In summary she advised that she would like to see 
the Camellia walk reinstated, given the recognition it deserved with its plaques upgraded and 
replaced and the register being made available to show the history of the walk.  
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Ministry of Education – Submission on the Reserve Management Plans review 

To: Manawatu District Council  

Name of submitter: Ministry of Education (‘the Ministry’) 

Address for service: C/- Beca Ltd 

85 Molesworth Street 

Wellington 6011 

Attention: Marcus Bishop 

Phone: (04) 460 1782

Email: Marcus.Bishop@beca.com 

This is a submission on the review of Manawatu District Council’s Reserve Management Plans (the Plans). 

The specific parts of the Master Plan that the Ministry’s submission relates to are:  

Proposed goals, objectives, policies and implementation planning as they pertain to the relationship between 

Reserves and educational facilities. 

Background: 

The Ministry is the Government’s lead advisor on the education system, shaping direction for education agencies 
and providers and contributing to the Government’s goals for education. The Ministry’s overall purpose is:  

‘Lifting aspiration and raising education achievement for every New Zealander’ 

Amongst other educational matters, the Ministry has a responsibility for managing all education property owned by 

the Crown. They also have a role in ensuring that education providers have the resources and support they need to 

deliver services to students. The safety of students and teachers and providing high quality educational 

environments are high priorities and as such, the Ministry monitors and responds to land use consent applications, 

plan changes and/or Council proposals that may have a potential impact on the interests of the Ministry.  

The Minister of Education is a requiring authority as defined in Section 166 of the Resource Management Act. The 

Minister designates existing and proposed state school sites as an effective way of managing the Government’s 

network of schools. There are 31 sites designated under the Minister of Education for educational purposes listed in 

the operative Manawatu District Plan.  

The Ministry recognises the importance and benefit of community Reserves, and the positive relationships that can 

be fostered between Reserves and schools as places for both recreation and education. The Ministry 

acknowledges support for the following draft provisions from the Coastal Reserves and Sports Parks Management 

Plans, however, notes that these items do not appear to have been picked up as implementation tasks: 

• Coastal Reserves – Objective 14: Engage with local communities, schools and organisations in the

protection, management, use and development of reserves.

• Sports Parks – Policy 76: Use of the park for community and school sport and recreation will be

encouraged.
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The Ministry of Education’s submission is: 

The Ministry submits as neutral to the Plans, with the purpose of highlighting the opportunities that can be 

facilitated for when fostering relationships between schools, school children and teachers, and Reserves.  

These opportunities can include the co-location of activities such as sporting events, weeding or planting 

programmes which can provide education while also benefitting the Reserves, and effective walking/cycling links 

between Reserves and schools to promote their use.  

The Ministry would also like to highlight a desire to bring school children directly into the Reserve Planning process 

through such initiatives as school wānanga / workshops. We consider this an opportunity to expose children to 

planning processes while also ensuring that the voices of children, who are likely a significant portion of Reserve 

users, are embedded into Reserve planning.  

The Ministry of Education seeks the following from Manawatu District Council: 

The Ministry seeks that the described opportunities be written into the objectives, policies (where they are not 

already), and specifically included as tasks within the implementation plans. In particular, the Ministry seeks 

inclusion of the following elements: 

1. Development of education programmes for schools utilizing Reserves, specifically in instances such as the 

remnant forest within Kowhai Park and the Coastal Reserves; 

2. Development of a planting/weeding programmes that can be rolled out to schools for various Reserves 

throughout the District; 

3. Identification and promotion of safe and efficient walking/cycling links between schools and Reserves; 

4. Maintaining existing co-location of activities (sporting events at sports parks) as well as identifying and 

promoting further opportunities for co-location of activities; and 

5. Development of a programme to involve school children in the future planning and reviews of Reserve 

Management Plans. 

We would be happy to attend a meeting to discuss these matters further, if that would be helpful. We look forward 

to hearing from you in due course.  

 
 
 
__________________________________ 
 
Marcus Bishop 
 
(Signature of person authorised to sign on behalf of the Ministry of Education) 
 
Date: 20/04/2020 
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1

Allie Dunn

From: Steph Skinner on behalf of MDC Submissions

Sent: Wednesday, 29 April 2020 9:45 am

To: Mathew Bayliss

Subject: FW: Reserve Management Plans Submitted

From: seamless@mdc.govt.nz <seamless@mdc.govt.nz> 

Sent: Tuesday, 28 April 2020 1:18 pm 

To: MDC Submissions <submissions@mdc.govt.nz> 

Subject: Reserve Management Plans Submitted 

Name: Laura Clifford 

Organisation: 

This submission is made on 

behalf of this organisation: 

Email: 

Phone: 

Address: 

Withhold my contact details: Yes 

Council Hearing: 

If you use our parks and reserves 

we’d like to hear feedback from 

you on what we have planned. 

(Please clearly state which 

plan(s) you are referring to): 

This may not be the place to submit this request but I've enjoyed using 

our green spaces more through lockdown and would like to suggest the 

following: -the play equipment at Makino Park is only suited to very 

small children. A larger play area and even a swing adults could enjoy 

would be a great addition. -It'd be excellent to have paths around the 

entire perimeter of Makino Park (as there is around part of Victoria 

Park). -people enjoy walking along the railway reserve but there is no 

pathway along lethbridge street. It's be great to extend the 'green spine' 

in this way.  
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Allie Dunn

From: Steph Skinner on behalf of MDC Submissions

Sent: Wednesday, 29 April 2020 9:45 am

To: Mathew Bayliss

Subject: FW: Reserve Management Plans Submitted

From: seamless@mdc.govt.nz <seamless@mdc.govt.nz> 

Sent: Tuesday, 28 April 2020 4:23 pm 

To: MDC Submissions <submissions@mdc.govt.nz> 

Subject: Reserve Management Plans Submitted 

Name: Brenda Balmer 

Organisation: 

This submission is made on 

behalf of this organisation: 

Email: brendajbalmer@gmail.com

Phone: 0211026494 

Address: 7 Northfeild Rise Feilding 4702 

Withhold my contact details: 

Council Hearing: 

If you use our parks and reserves 

we’d like to hear feedback from 

you on what we have planned. 

(Please clearly state which 

plan(s) you are referring to): 

Kowhai Park Reserve Management Plan Many people have donated 

camelias to the Camelia Walk and the 2004 flood decimated many of 

them. It would be good to reinstate the ones lost (where appropriate) 

including the plaques. The ideal place would be by the Rata St entrance 

where some have already been reinstated. Ideally it would be great to 

have each camelia mapped, with a photo of the camelia, along with its 

plaque and the location of the camelia in the park. It would be good to 

have this information available on your website, similar to what you 

have done with the cemetery plots. I think the many families that 

donated camelias would appreciate Council doing this. 
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1

Allie Dunn

From: Steph Skinner on behalf of MDC Submissions

Sent: Monday, 11 May 2020 8:04 am

To: Mathew Bayliss

Subject: FW: Reserve Management Plans Submitted

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Completed

Categories: [SharePoint] This message was saved in 'MDC1110 - Reserve Management Plan 

Review > Project Administration'

From: seamless@mdc.govt.nz <seamless@mdc.govt.nz> 

Sent: Friday, 8 May 2020 11:07 PM 

To: MDC Submissions <submissions@mdc.govt.nz> 

Subject: Reserve Management Plans Submitted 

Name: Lisa Poulsen 

Organisation: 

This submission is made on behalf 

of this organisation: 

Email: lisamikep@inspire.net.nz 

Phone: 

Address: 309 Lethbridge Road RD9 Feilding 4779 

Withhold my contact details: 

Council Hearing: 

If you use our parks and reserves 

we’d like to hear feedback from you 

on what we have planned. (Please 

clearly state which plan(s) you are 

referring to): 

I would like to provide feedback about proposed changes to Kowhai Park. The 

lighting at the new entrance off South Street is poor (non-existent) so I feel 

changing this is a priority. The carpark is small and there is no opportunity for 

cars to turn around safely and easily if all the parks are taken. I agree with the 

intention to conserve the forest, but care needs to be taken to keep it 

reasonably open for security and visibility. The idea of providing a treetop 

lookout and canopy swing bridge are interesting, but I wonder if this is a nice 

thing to have or a vital point - could removing this idea be a way of keeping 

costs down? I would also like to comment on Rimu Park - could trees for shade 

and seating be added as first steps? The park has so much potential but 

without these basics it won't be as appealing. 
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